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Foreword

This book aims to help everyone appreciate graveyards, cemeteries and their monu-
ments, but it is also intended to inspire and encourage action in the form of recording
and analysis.

The first part of the book is designed to demonstrate the many ways in which
graveyard evidence can be used to inform us of the past. Most emphasis is placed on
what the memorials themselves can tell us, but layout, vegetation, and other features of
the burial ground are also covered. Subsequent parts of the book examine how memo-
rials can be recorded, and their location and other features plotted, with particular
attention to all the practical details that need to be considered when planning and
implementing a recording project. The final part gives practical advice on how to turn
the record into useful information on the issues addressed in Part 1.
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Preface

The attempt to create a memorial to the dead is a very long-standing characteristic of
humans, extending back into prehistoric millennia. Such monuments are invaluable to
historians and archaeologists in the understanding of earlier societies, in particular their
attitudes to mortuary practices and to the hope of afterlife.

While memorials have been made of diverse materials, not surprisingly the vast
majority of those which survive are of stone. Even these are gradually decreasing, by
natural decay, but also by deliberate destruction. In Europe, and in other parts of the
world, there have long been valiant attempts to protect grave memorials, or at least to
record them, especially the inscriptions or the iconography which they exhibit.

The greatest number which survive, many millions, are those of the last four
centuries, in the United States, Australia and Europe. In the first case, American
historians, archaeologists and art-historians have made very sophisticated studies of the
way in which immigrant monumental masons adapted the forms of the ‘old country’
and created a remarkable art-style (Dethlefson & Deetz 1966; Ludwig 1966).

Gravestones have also been used for computer-assisted theoretical approaches. In
America, this was begun in the 1950s–60s and similar studies were begun in England,
pioneered by Vincent Megaw at the University of Leicester. He used a large cemetery
near the university as a data-base in training his students.

In Britain, there has long been a tradition of recording gravestones of the 17th–20th
centuries, mostly for local antiquarian or genealogical motives, rather than the more
usual academically-orientated work in the USA. In the second half of this century, there
has been in this country an acceleration in the pace of destruction. Some has been due
to mindless vandalism, but many fine collections of gravestones have been uprooted
and used as paths or stacked on the edges of churchyards to ‘tidy up’ the grave area and
make it easier to mow. These procedures not only damage or obliterate stones, but also
remove their intimate association with the dead.

In the ‘rescue’ movement in the 1970s, there was a realisation that the hundreds of
thousands of gravestones in Britain were a valuable asset to archaeology and history.
This resource was threatened by the general process of the destruction of our past, of
what is now called our ‘heritage’. There was a concerted attempt, notably centred on
the School of History, University of Birmingham, to set up modern holistic studies of
churchyard memorials. The result was the predecessor of this book, the handbook by
Jeremy Jones, published by the CBA, which has been reprinted in several editions (see
below). This was successful in showing what could and should be done in recording
gravestones and their surroundings; other publications were addressed to the academic
relevance of this work, for understanding past societies in a general national context;
this, in local history, includes the buried population, the changing symbolism of death,
the industry of the gravestone makers, the geology, lettering and many other aspects.

Jones’ handbook has served its purpose; however, the gravestone recording that has
been done properly is hardly more than a small percentage of what is needed to record
this steadily-eroding historical material. The subject has grown in scope and academic
reputation, and now Harold Mytum has brought a fresh, much-expanded, modern
study, embodying his intensive research of recent years and a new understanding of the

xv



significance of the material. Hopefully this new book will bring a renewed impetus to
gravestone study and encourage many new people to engage in a very satisfying pursuit:
to compile as complete a set of data of what survives of our forefathers’ attempts to
confront the problem of death in society.

Philip Rahtz
University of York
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PART 1: WHAT CAN GRAVEYARDS TELL US?

Introduction
Graveyards form a fascinating subject which appeals to many people at a variety of
levels. To those with close family and friends interred there, the graveyard is a
setting for mourning and remembrance, a role that many such burial grounds have
served for centuries. There is, however, a wider interest in such sites and their
monuments today. The casual visitor has an idle curiosity in the romantic stones,
the aura of decay, the cryptic, emotional or amusing epitaph; the family historian
searches for a distant relative and clues to reach yet more of that ever-increasing
family tree. For those in the city, the graveyard or cemetery is a quiet and contem-
plative environment away from traffic and busy pedestrians; in the country the
burial ground may be a haven for wildlife squeezed out of the intensified agricul-
tural landscape.

There is much intrinsic interest and support for graveyards and the monuments they
contain, but they can offer more than the emotional and amenity value of an open
space. As evidence of past generations, their attitudes to life and death, and the social
and belief structures of their communities, they are invaluable. What is more, they
contain memorials which are often the only commissioned piece of work that many
stonemasons have left for us to study, providing a unique source of information on a
craft which has undergone numerous changes over the last three centuries. Graveyards
certainly deserve a fuller study than almost all have hitherto received.

Whilst many gravestones have been recorded through having their inscriptions
transcribed, there has been little other recording and only piecemeal analysis of
graveyards, cemeteries and their monuments. This book, following on from its
predecessor How to record graveyards by Jeremy Jones, sets the scene by demonstrating
how graveyards and their monuments can tell us much of intrinsic value about the past.
This can be on an individual, local level, or can be part of a wider regional study. Many
local studies would themselves assist in the understanding of wider national trends.
These can be further compared at an international level with other parts of Europe and
ex-colonial areas, notably North America and Australia where other work has already been
undertaken. In historical archaeology (the study of more recent times) the need to work at
the local level to help inform trends at a much larger level, allows an interested amateur
or group to contribute an important record to a wider debate.

Everyone in Britain has burial grounds in their locality which are of historical value.
Yet, threats from vandalism and natural erosion mean that we need to record graveyard
evidence before it is lost (Fig 1). Past generations cared for graveyards, as they
contained the memorials and remains of friends and relatives. In today’s more mobile
society, local identity and commitment to place has become eroded; therefore, it is even
more important that historic graveyards should not be forgotten, but treasured as
repositories of local culture.

Graveyards, cemeteries and their monuments offer a unique record of named indi-
viduals from the past, and of the communities to which they belonged. By recording the
monuments to these people, we can discover about their hopes and fears, social
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strategies and ambitions, occupations and personal tragedies. This is not mere voyeur-
ism of a morbid kind. It opens up to us a direct link to a significant proportion of the
past population, the ordinary as well as the elite, allowing us to learn about their lives as
well as their deaths.

1   Typology of memorials
One of the most noticeable features of any graveyard is the variety of memorial types to be
seen. Even so, the overwhelming majority are familiar shapes to those who visit such places.

Fig 1 Erosion and vandalism. (a) Erosion on a headstone laid flat, Kellington, North
Yorkshire (b) Removal of headstones, stacked around a tree, Edvin Loach, Herefordshire

[PAR], (c) Headstone propped up on its base, Kellington, North Yorkshire, (d) Headstone
pushed over and broken, Whitby, North Yorkshire
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This combination of variety, with a degree of standardisation, means that it has long
been recognised that gravestones offer a fascinating opportunity for classification.
The methods of recording suggested for memorials in Parts 2 and 3 allow this to be
investigated, and it is easy to provide frequencies by date of each type or group of
types of memorial. These can be presented in tabular form or as bar charts (Fig 2),
or as ‘battleship curves’ (bar charts on end produced with a mirror image along the
vertical axis) which can be used very effectively to compare a number of types at
once (Fig 3). In these ways the rise and fall in popularity of types can be readily
observed.

Graveyards contain a wide range of early monuments, some of them commemorat-
ing burials and others with different functions, which can be recorded in a survey.
These include early Christian inscribed stones and crosses of the Anglian or Anglo-
Scandinavian and later medieval periods. They should be included in any survey, and
be photographed, planned and described. They are not the primary focus of interest
here, however, and should not be recorded using the standard forms or included in the
memorial numbering.

This book is concerned with recording and understanding the development of
memorials in burial grounds from the early modern period to the present day. Very
few monuments survive from the 16th and 17th centuries, and in some areas it is
only from the later 18th century that any evidence exists. This may reflect a change
from using wood to stone for memorials, or may indicate when the idea of having
any form of permanent burial marker took hold. By studying gravestones in a region,
the pattern of adopting particular styles, or the introduction of stone memorials, can be
ascertained.

Graveyard memorials of the later 16th and 17th centuries are normally simple
and unsophisticated, usually with only initials and a date of death. Even at this early
date two forms are already present, headstones and flat slabs. The headstones,
though small, are very thick; some clearly were stuck into the ground, others
perhaps just placed on the surface at the head of the grave. The flat slabs or ledgers
from this time are particularly common in parts of Scotland and Ireland. They are
generally less sophisticated than the earlier medieval grave slabs and again have
either  initials and  date,  or  carved  coats  of arms if belonging to more socially
important families (Fig 4).

The real story of graveyard memorials as considered here, however, begins for most
of Britain in the later 17th century, though in only a few fortunate places do many
monuments survive from this time. Memorials from this period tend to be of either
simple rustic forms or a more ornate rococo style. They may be in the form of ledgers,
headstones, or tombs.

Classical revival designs replaced the simple forms of the later 17th and early 18th
century in many parts of Britain and Ireland. These designs continued to be favoured
by nonconformists, whilst Gothic revival memorials had a clear and significant associa-
tion with liturgical and theological movements in the 19th century. Other styles such as
the various other revivals including Egyptian, Byzantine and Romanesque, together
with the Arts and Crafts tradition of William Morris in the 19th century, and Art Deco
and Art Nouveau in the 20th century, reflect other aesthetic and cultural influences.
Thus one might wish to group various categories of monuments together because of
their stylistic traditions and associations rather than the most obvious typological
features, for an analysis of this kind. It will be rapidly discovered, however, that many
monuments combine features from a number of stylistic traditions; this in itself is an
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informative reflection of the tastes of both masons and patrons with regard to the
composition of memorial designs.

With a large sample and careful documentary research it is possible to examine
which people were accepting new designs in a particular churchyard or within a region,
and who preferred the more traditional styles. Was it the gentry, established farming
and merchant families, newly successful individuals who wished to show their sophisti-
cation or social elevation by embracing new ideas, or was there no clear trend? Did certain
groups of people retain outdated styles long after their general popularity had waned?

There are several levels at which analysis can take place. The first is simply to look at
the forms of memorial and their popularity over time. Ledgers, headstones, low monu-
ments, columns with urns, crosses, all have their own periods of peak popularity. The
second is to look within each of these categories and examine how typological se-
quences can be seen within the monument type. Some categories, such as ledgers, have
relatively little variation in form to study, though changes in the use of decorative
motifs, phrases, lettering styles and so on can be examined within this particular
tradition. Other categories, most notably headstones but also crosses and tombs, have
much greater scope for variation and this can usefully be explored. Much depends on
the number of memorials available for study and the frequency of particular forms in
the region under scrutiny. Some of the main types are briefly outlined below. Only the
most general indications of date are given as there can be significant variations in date
between regions.

Headstones
By far the most common form of memorial found in Britain and Ireland is the
headstone. In many parts of Britain the general stylistic trend shows a move from
shapes apparently based on furniture, to ones related to architecture and, in more
recent times, to a range of very simple forms.

The late 17th- and earlier 18th-century monuments may have a simple flat top. An

Fig 2 (opposite) Bar charts. Frequency of materials used on memorials at Newport,
Pembrokeshire. Top = white marble. Bottom = granite

Fig 3 Battleship curves. Popularity of selected introductory terms through time at Brynberian
burial ground, Pembrokeshire. 1 = ‘Memory’, 2 = ‘Lies the body of’, 3 = ‘Bedd’, 4 = ‘Er cof am’

5



Fig 4 Early memorial types. (a) Broadway, Worcestershire, (b) Lower Swell,
Gloucestershire, (c) Over Silton, Yorkshire, (d) Woodplumpton, Lancashire, (e)
Kilmadock, Perthshire, (a) – (d) after Burgess 1963, (e) after Christison 1902
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early alternative is the ‘bedstead’ type, so called because its curved top mirrors forms
used in contemporary chair backs and bedsteads. The use of such shapes is explained
by the milieu in which much graveyard sculpture was being produced (Fig 5). Local
carpenters and joiners were often the undertakers and coffin makers at this time, before
the professions of undertaker and funeral director developed. It would seem that the
same craftsmen may have also manufactured the memorial stones, translating their
furniture designs into stone. Where the ‘bedstead’ forms come in pairs, with the larger
acting as a headstone and the smaller a foot stone, the image of a bed below which the
deceased lies in eternal rest is a very potent one, though at this time much of the
iconography and message from the inscription is not related to sleep, a later sentiment
on memorials, but to decay, corruption and judgement.

Within this tradition there are headstones which are extremely rustic in their
planning and execution, with crude lettering and simple but vibrant examples of folk art
in the carving. On the other hand extremely competent and sophisticated high quality
work, for example in the rococo or baroque style, is also found. This material seems to
relate to regional traditions rather than wealth and offers great scope for local and
regional studies.

High relief carving is often present in this early period, the whole headstone giving
the appearance of a sculptural item rather than a stone page on which images and text
are incised. In certain areas, particularly northern England, Scotland and Ireland, relief
carving is also found on the back of the stones. There are similarities between head-
stones and internal wall monuments which suggest that copying of styles and features
took place; for example many early headstones have features such as cartouches with
inscriptions which appear to have been inspired by internal memorials (Fig 6). The
extent to which this reflects the aspirations of those buried outside the church to
emulate those commemorated within needs further research.

Fig 5 Bedstead types. (Drawing by Joanna Richardson)
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Fig 6 Headstones with high relief and using cartouches. (a) Deerhurst, Gloucestershire
[PAR], (b) Castlemorton, Worcestershire [PAR], (c) Hickling, Nottinghamshire,

(d) Terrington, North Yorkshire
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Fig 7 Neo-classical designs. (a) Pedimented designs, Dinas, Pembrokeshire, (b) Incomplete
pedimented design, Newport, Pembrokeshire, (c) Sarcophagus on headstone, Bulmer, North

Yorkshire, (d) Urn and scrolls, Coxwold, North Yorkshire
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The ‘bedstead’ phase is followed by one of neo-classical simplicity of design. Popular
shapes include the slightly narrowing and pointed-topped forms reminiscent of stelae,
simple but well proportioned rectangular flat-topped stones, and pedimented monu-
ments. Some of the forms clearly derived from the previous styles, but were adapted
and updated. This was achieved through the use of features such as scrollwork,
pediments and even the outlines of stelae and sarcophagi carved onto the faces of the
older forms of monument (Fig 7). Simple flat tops continue to be popular, though some
are in fact the central panels of what had been more complex pedimented monuments
which have now lost their additional parts; these can be identified by grooves, peg holes
and differential erosion and lichen growth, though the original form of the monument
may be uncertain unless the constructional features are well understood and conform
to an oft-repeated pattern.

The longevity of the neo-classical style varies, partly due to religious belief and
attitudes to the Gothic revival style which followed and ran alongside it. Noncon-
formists, for example, often maintained a greater appreciation of the neo-classical
long after it was unfashionable in the burial grounds of the established Anglican
graveyards.

Headstones generally increased in size during the later 18th and 19th centuries, their
greater visibility relating to the changing social value of such monuments. One factor
here was that a growing number of interments were marked by permanent memorials,
and size was an easy way to achieve visibility and attract attention. This may also
explain, in part, the great variety of monument forms (discussed below) which appeared
during this time. It is possible that graveyard management may also have changed in
some areas at this time; where grass today is allowed to grow for ecological reasons, and
then cut as a hay meadow, only the tall monuments of this period can be clearly seen
and identified above the sward, whilst earlier and later smaller memorials are lost to
view. This pattern of land management in the past would have encouraged the erection
of taller monuments that would remain visible throughout the year.

It was also during the later 18th century that there was a rapid decline in the incidence of
crude workmanship. In most areas, almost all monuments from this period onwards have a
much more professional appearance. Even though lettering on the earlier headstones of
this phase may still be largely calligraphic rather than typographic, and not centred on
the face of the stone, it is still possible to identify the beginnings of a move towards
greater standardisation (Fig 8). This is an extremely interesting process which needs
much more consideration, using both the monuments and other sources, both docu-
mentary and material. However, even though it appeared more mass-produced, much
of the work associated with monument production was still at a craft level, unlike today
when machine-cut blanks and even all the lettering and designs can be produced by
machine. The appearance of many later 19th century monuments gives the impression
of a production process which was widespread on many other contemporary consumer
items (such as printed funeral cards and transfer-printed ceramics) but which is not the
case for stone headstones. It would seem, then, that the consumer, and perhaps also the
producer, preferred memorials which were in tune with the appearances of other
material culture, even though they could have easily been made to reflect the individu-
ality involved in the creation of each stone. Some mass produced memorials do exist
from the 19th century, such as small cast-iron memorials, although even they were
normally individually ordered and made with the text in raised letters, unless the text
was painted onto an already produced blank (Fig 9). These mass-produced forms were
not very popular and would seem to have been a relatively low status memorial type.
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Fig 8   Shifting styles of lettering. (a) Nether Broughton, Leicestershire, (b) Hickling,
Nottinghamshire, (c) Terrington, North Yorkshire, (d) Terrington, North Yorkshire

 



Much more research needs to be undertaken into the relationship between the proc-
esses of standardisation of memorials, the extent to which quarries began to produce
blank stones, and the relationship between shapes and designs of memorials and other
elements of contemporary material culture.

A long-lived form of headstone is the round-topped design (Fig 10). In some cases
this can be linked to a Romanesque revival, particularly where dog-tooth decoration is
used around the top of the stone. In most cases, however, the shape can be seen to be
derived more directly from internal and external ledger stones in the 18th century
where the architectural feature of a round-topped arch with columns down the sides is
frequently found. The round-topped form remained a popular style into the early part
of the 20th century.

The next major stylistic phase is the Gothic revival, commonly found throughout
the country during the 19th century (Fig 11). By this time many more people were
commissioning memorials, so these monuments are often thought of as the typical
graveyard monument. Their frequency should not detract from their value as a
subject for study, as they offer an opportunity to examine popular culture and choice
for the whole of the Victorian and Edwardian periods over which they remained in
vogue. Whilst many examples of this type remained plain, others were highly decorated
with bosses and tracery and decorative motifs. The nature of the texts inscribed on
the headstones also changed around this time and this will be discussed in a later
section.

Many Gothic revival stones have rebates on the sides which can be related to
architectural features naturally associated with the style. Frequently, round-sectioned
columns are carved on each side of the headstone, and in the more elaborate examples
these are additions in an exotic coloured stone such as marble or granite, producing a
bichrome effect. Multi-colour effects were popular, produced either by painting or

Fig 9 Small cast iron monuments. (a)
Brean, Somerset [PAR], (b) Crayke, North
Yorkshire
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Fig 10 Round-topped headstones. (a) Ropework round the edge, Whitby cemetery, North
Yorkshire, (b) Chamfered edge, Terrington, North Yorkshire, (c) Plain with a raised cross,

Terrington, North Yorkshire
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through insets of decorative panels of stone or tiles, the latter themselves often poly-
chrome in effect.

Gothic revival stones were augmented in the last few decades of their popularity by a
few other large headstone forms (Fig 12). The log designs are both the most common
and one of the most bizarre of these and are normally of non-local materials, such as
granite or marble, and may be supplemented by a rocky base. Other massive headstone
forms, both tall and thick and also usually in exotic materials, were also in vogue at this
time. Some of these are particularly common in nonconformist burial grounds.

From the 1920s monuments became smaller, perhaps influenced by the impact of
widespread death, mourning and loss of the First World War (Fig 13). War grave
memorials for individuals are themselves small, and the way in which this may have
changed expectations in monumental styles deserves much more research. In contrast,
the large communal memorials of the First World War are often located in churchyards
and cemeteries, where they still remain some of the most substantial features in these
landscapes. In recent years there has been considerable interest in war memorials, but
during the recording of individual churchyards and cemeteries few examples will be
encountered so they are not considered in detail here. However, they are important
because they mark a change in the form of commemoration, and belong to a phase of
investment in memorialisation which involved some of the most talented designers
and architects of the time. Some of the styles apparent in these memorials can also be
seen in individual memorials, suggesting that they had a significant influence on
popular taste.

During the first part of the 20th century low headstones of non-local materials, often

Fig 11 Gothic style pointed headstones. (a) Pellet decoration round the edge, Coxwold,
North Yorkshire, (b) Indented sides, Coxwold, North Yorkshire
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Fig 12   Large headstone forms. (a) Log design, Dromin, Co Louth,
(b) Dinas, Pembrokeshire

 



marble, can be contrasted with two more visible and extravagant elements of the
repertoire, crosses and angels, which are discussed under grander monuments. The low
headstones often mirror the architectural styles of the time, and formed a tradition
which ran through to the 1960s (Fig 14). Unlike the neo-classical and Gothic revival
fashions, they were not widely represented in ecclesiastical or cemetery architecture,
and so did not have an obvious association with the milieu in which they were being
used. A few religious buildings and some cemetery crematoria were stylistically
related, but these were rare and the common association would by this time have been with
wider fashions in building rather than religious movements, ideals and symbolic associa-
tions. This assertion is supported in many ways by the design motifs and inscriptions chosen
for these monuments, again discussed below. Kerbs, previously used only as a means of
defining a plot and sometimes as a base for cast iron railings, became a popular form of
monument in their own right. Some kerbed monuments were themselves inscribed,
whilst others included a small headstone or other inscribed element.

Modern headstones are relatively small and offer limited variation (Fig 15). There is
considerable debate as to whether this is purely because of the constraints on style, form
and materials given in churchyard regulations, or whether it is a reflection of society’s
attitude to memorialisation and remembrance of the dead. Attempts to create low-
maintenance flat cemeteries, with ledgers flush with the grass to aid mowing, were
never successful in Britain. Even in North America where it originated the style was
never widely appreciated. It did, however, encourage the flattening of headstones to
ease maintenance during the 1960s and 1970s when the greatest amount of damage
was done to historic burial grounds. The concept of a small cremation plaque may also

Fig 13 Early 20th-century memorials. (a) War grave, Stillington, North Yorkshire,
(b) Churchyard war memorial, Terrington, North Yorkshire
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Fig 14 Mid 20th-century memorials. (a) Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire,
(b) Kellington, North Yorkshire

Fig 15 Late 20th-century memorials. (a) Headstone with polished surface, Kellington,
North Yorkshire, (b) Cremation plaques, Kellington, North Yorkshire
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have been influenced by this management-led style. There is little doubt, however, that
cultural expectations still include some element of monumentality, though this is now
much reduced compared with the early part of the century. In some parts of Britain,
and in Ireland, headstones with the family name in large letters, and the various
deceased members listed much less prominently are common. They are often marked
by kerbs defining several conjoined plots.

Among more recent monuments can be found examples which hark back to earlier styles
– some directly as pastiche – often choosing the sentimental cherub and associated baroque
designs. Others are inspired by the past in materials and motifs, but offer them in a
contemporary guise, and yet others offer something completely new, though still usually in
a craft tradition that links back to the stonemasons and sculptors of the past. Although
much of what is produced today is humdrum, the best is as good as ever it was (Fig 16).

Statuary and crosses
On a grander scale the two most common monument types are figures and crosses. The
figures became popular from the 1880s onwards (Fig 17). They were often made from exotic
materials, particularly marble, and many of the sculptures were imported from abroad. The
Italian quarries were particularly active at this time, and almost identical angels and crosses
can be found from England to America, and even as far as Australia. Indeed, such was the
fame and skill of the Carrara quarries that specially commissioned designs were prepared
in the countries where the products were to be erected, but sent to the Italian quarries
to be carved, before being carefully shipped to their final resting place. Whilst angels are
the most common, the Virgin Mary, mourners or even the deceased can be portrayed.
Statuary is rare in churchyards, but can be found in most cemeteries.

Fig 16 Late 20th-century memorials. (a) Crayke, North Yorkshire,
(b) Kensal Green cemetery, London
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Fig 17 Sculpture. (a) Kensal Green cemetery, London, (b) Kensal Green cemetery, London,
(c) Sutton on the Forest cemetery, North Yorkshire, (d) Rudston, North Yorkshire [PAR]
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Crosses were found in the 19th century Gothic revival tradition, both as prominent
motifs mirroring medieval designs on low monuments, and occasionally as free-standing
designs. However, it was in the early 20th century that the style became most popular
with very simple crosses formed from an upright and arms with a square cross-section.
The white marble type, usually on a stepped base, is ubiquitous. More elaborate
examples are also quite common, and ringed crosses of substantial proportions were
very popular in some regions. Some are plain, but many are decorated with Celtic
interlace or Anglian vine scroll designs, reflecting different revivals in ancient styles.
Crosses, unlike statues, are widely found in churchyards (Fig 18), though they are not
normally allowed today.

In some areas, such as Ireland, a series of elaborate Celtic-revival crosses were
produced which linked to wider cultural and political movements. Many of the Irish
monuments of this type have inscriptions at least partly in Gaelic Irish script, and quite
a number are partially or completely in the Irish language. Elsewhere similar designs do
not seem to have carried the same intensity of meaning.

Tombs
Tombs can be categorised into two main shapes: those with a horizontal axis (chest and
table tombs), and those with a vertical axis (pedestal tombs).

Horizontal chest and table tombs are the most common types found on older burial
grounds, being popular in the 18th and first half of the 19th century. They come from
a tradition that stretches back into the medieval period, and which is echoed in some
tombs of the Gothic revival.

Chest tombs are box-like structures with the sides of the monument closed in (Fig
19). Whilst some chest tombs are solid, most are hollow. In some cases the brick or
stone has been rendered, but often it is left visible. In areas where stone was the normal
material the body of the tomb can be of high quality masonry, though in many cases it
was rendered rubble. Where brick or stone has been rendered, an incised pattern of
lines was often added to give the appearance of masonry. The slab on the top of this
type of chest tomb can be very plain.

More elaborate chest tombs have mouldings which give the impression of panelling,
as on a wooden chest. Alternatively, vertical elements may appear to support the lid,
and six or eight support designs are common. Many different designs for the vertical
elements can be found, including fluting similar to that found on furniture, and
architectural features such as engaged columns, cornices, pilasters and scrolls. The
panels may be plain or decorated, normally with a simple border within which an
inscription can be set, but in a few regions complex designs and symbolic scenes are
found on these panels.

Some elaborate chest tombs are known, notably those in Gloucestershire. Here a
widespread type is the bale tomb, so called because such monuments have on their tops
one or two ridges, semicircular in cross section, which some consider to be inspired by
bales of wool (Fig 20). The ridges may be decorated in a variety of ways, and help to
make a taller and more impressive monument form. Some bale tombs have significant
symbolic decoration at the ends of both the bales and around the sides of the chest
tomb on the panels.

Table tombs consist of a flat top supported on legs, hence their name. These occur
in a variety of guises, usually with four legs, one at each corner, but sometimes with six,
three on each long side (Fig 21). There are table tombs which were designed with as
few as three legs, and some with more than three on each side, but these are very rare.
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Fig 18 Crosses. (a) Monasterboice, Co Louth, (b) Kensal Green cemetery, London,
(c) Bredwardine, Herefordshire [PAR], (d) Kensal Green cemetery, London
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The shape of the legs varies enormously and, whilst normally of stone, can be of metal.
Inscriptions and any decoration (which is rare) occur on the top. In a few of the more
splendid examples, the top has its own decorated cornice, and may be made from a
variety of rocks giving a polychrome effect. Another form of table tomb popular in some
areas in the 18th century has solid ends, narrower than the top, with a central spinal
panel joining these and supporting the top. This panel, the ends, and the top can all be
used for decoration and have inscriptions.

Partially decayed or dismantled monuments offer great scope for examining how the
tombs were put together. Most constructional details cannot be seen on perfectly
preserved examples, but the use of grooves, dowels, pins and tenons can be recorded.
Very little work has been done on this subject, but it would throw light on the
technology of the stonemason’s craft and may help in the identification of different craft
workshops and the distribution of their products.

Many tombs have become unsafe over the years and have collapsed or been disman-
tled. Tomb tops are used in paving, but many have been placed on the ground and now

Fig 19 Chest tombs. (a) Coxwold, North Yorkshire,
(b) Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West Yorkshire
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resemble ledger slabs. They can, however, be recognised in many cases by their
moulded edges. Even in such a partial state, many features and some measurements can
be recorded, though it may not be possible to decide whether a tomb top set in the
ground originally came from a table or chest tomb.

Table and chest tombs appeared in any numbers in the 18th and 19th centuries;
more recent examples are copies of earlier fashions.

Pedestal tombs are usually square or rectangular in section but can be round or even
polygonal (Fig 22). Many are in some form of Classical or Gothic revival style. They
can be augmented by a number of features, which in some cases may be far more
prominent than the pediment on which they are based. It is very unusual to find
many of these in a single churchyard, and they would normally be studied on a regional
basis.

The broken column, said to represent life cut short but sometimes chosen for elderly
individuals, is never found in any numbers within a burial ground, but is widespread. It

Fig 20 Bale tombs. (a) Single bale tomb, Fairford, Gloucestershire,
(b) Double bale tomb, Bibury, Gloucestershire [PAR]
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came into use earlier than the other taller monuments, and can be in local sandstone or
marble, as well as granite. Other additions to pedestals which occur frequently, particu-
larly in the later 19th century, are obelisks and columns surmounted by an urn, often
draped (Fig 23). These forms are normally in granite, though a range of colours were
used; most popular were grey, black, pink and red. The obelisk and column with urn
are both particularly common in nonconformist graveyards. Those that occur in ceme-
teries   and   Anglican churchyards   could in   many cases mark the   graves of
nonconformists, but considerable documentary research would be necessary to prove
such cases. The height of such monuments is notable, and their visibility across a
crowded burial area must have been a factor in their popularity.

In the 19th century, low monuments, often inspired by the Gothic revival and having
stylistic similarities with medieval grave covers, became popular and were a prestigious
form of memorial. Other simpler forms, often in materials such as granite, are also
frequently found. Low monuments may be placed on the ground but are often set on
one or more steps (Fig 24).

Fig 21 Table tombs. (a) Easingwold, North Yorkshire,
(b) Westow, North Yorkshire
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Fig 22 Pedestal tombs. (a) Atcham, Shropshire [PAR], (b) Kensal Green cemetery, London

Fig 23 Pedestal tombs with additional features. (a) Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, (b) Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West Yorkshire
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With the opening of cemeteries, particularly those in large and prosperous cities,
there was an opportunity for those with aspirations and the resources to fulfill them to
commission elaborate memorials (Fig 25). This pattern of unique commissions lasted
through the 19th century and into the earlier part of the 20th century, and still
occasionally takes place today. The enormous variety of styles and features on such
monuments makes classification impossible. They often contain many features which
can be attributed to particular architectural or artistic styles.

The ultimate level of monumentality which can be seen in communal burial grounds
is that of the mausoleum, found occasionally in churchyards over family vaults, but
more frequently in the largest city cemeteries (Fig 26). These structures ironically often
have very little in the form of inscription to commemorate those who lie in the
subterranean vaults within. Many are now blocked up and a target for vandalism, but
they still make a strong architectural statement compared with the smaller memorials
which are often found beside or behind them.

Fig 24 Low monuments. (a) Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West Yorkshire,
(b) Whitby cemetery, North Yorkshire
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Fig 25 Elaborate memorials. (a) General cemetery, Sheffield, South Yorkshire,
(b) General cemetery, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, (c) Kensal Green cemetery, London,

(d) Kensal Green cemetery, London
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Fig 26 Mausolea. (a) Classical revival, Brompton Road cemetery, London, (b) Gothic
revival, Brompton Road cemetery, London, (c) Egyptian revival, Kensal Green cemetery,

London, (d) Modern design, Kensal Green cemetery, London
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2   Symbols, decoration and lettering
Just as monument form can be studied over time, so can decoration. Some of the
designs used had clear symbolic significance, and in the 19th century there were many
guides to the meaning of different flowers, even specifying colours in some cases.
Unfortunately not all the guides agreed, which could have led to considerable confu-
sion! Symbols of death and mortality are treated together here, with other groups
implying remembrance, religious beliefs and so on. The ways in which such designs
went in and out of fashion can be plotted, and the use and possible meanings of motifs
is clearly an area which would repay much greater study.

Some motifs were favoured in more than one period, but did not necessarily carry
the same meaning or significance at each phase of popularity. Cherubs on 18th-century
headstones cannot be directly equated to early 20th-century cherubs, nor did the
Gothic tracery on later 19th-century memorials carry the same message as the church
window often found etched on modern headstones. Sometimes there are deliberate
replicas or recreations of earlier styles, and these need to be recognised for what they
are.

Styles of lettering also change in popularity, and can be evocative of a particular
time. Those with an interest in calligraphy or typography will find an almost endless
array of fonts, and even the inexperienced can identify the major styles. On some
19th-century gravestones the mason clearly revelled in demonstrating his range of
styles, but in most the choices are standard for that time and region, and aided the
reader in differentiating the various portions of the text. Fonts often were chosen to
match the shape and decorative motifs of the memorial, and so they can be seen as part
of the message, not just its medium.

Early decoration
The earliest phase of decoration found on a few of the 17th-century monuments that
survive is that of simple geometric and scroll incised designs, though the elaborate
carved ledgers in the Calder valley of Yorkshire would seem to be an exception (see Fig
42). The only other decorative features widely found on early stones are coats of
arms which have a long pedigree. This is part of a widespread European tradition
which appeared during the 16th and 17th centuries. It lived on with lower status
exterior monuments, being used in various ways right up to the present. In some
cases correct coats of arms were depicted, in others they were invented. Many
monuments from the 18th and 19th centuries have blank shields, the motif itself
suggesting a quality which is not spelt out by any design. In Ireland and Scotland,
armorial designs, often invented for the purpose, were carved in high relief on the
uninscribed side of some headstones (Fig 27).

The quality of lettering on early stones is normally low, with poorly cut letters,
often unevenly sized and spaced. This reflects the limited number of monuments
being produced at this time, giving stonemasons little opportunity to perfect their
style.

Symbols of mortality
By the late 17th century and into the 18th century, symbols of mortality had become
popular. They developed from the late medieval tradition which can be seen in internal
cadaver tombs. Mortality symbolism is the first important phase of gravestone art likely
to be encountered in surveys, though in many regions it is rare or absent because stones
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only began to be erected there after this phase of decoration had waned or been
superseded.

The range of mortality symbols is very wide, and though they can occur alone, often
complex associations of symbols are found (Fig 28). The most common single symbol
is the skull. Other symbols frequently found are long bones, the hourglass, serpent,
coffin, sexton’s tools, and Father Time. They do not necessarily appear in the centre
top of a headstone, like later major motifs, but can be found in many places such as at
each side at the top of a headstone, or at the base. In some cases, they may occur on the
back of the stone, with just the inscription on the front. The symbols of mortality are
often augmented with appropriate text which emphasises the transitory earthly life. The
majority of mortality symbols were carved in a lively folk style, though some are in
contrast very sophisticated and accomplished.

Whilst the headstones of north-eastern America have numerous symbols of mortal-
ity, they were never as common in Britain and Ireland, even during the same period.

Fig 27 Designs carved in relief on a recumbent slab from Michaelkirk, Moray. Note the
coat of arms surrounded by symbols of mortality, with tools and anchor below. The slab is a

memorial to Thomas Zoung who died in 1629 (after di Folco 1967)
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Their lack of popularity in Britain may be due to the earlier rise in the cherub designs,
or because the largely Anglican tradition was not so obsessed with death. In this regard
the greater popularity of symbols of mortality in Scotland may be significant. Until
more studies on a regional scale have been undertaken throughout Britain and Ireland,
there is not enough well-dated material available to consider fully this important issue
of stylistic change and possible cultural transfer across the Atlantic.

As the number of stones being produced increased, and masons became more
proficient at this aspect of their work, a calligraphic style of lettering developed. This
could still be rustic in character, but in many cases was extremely fine and could
become a major part of the embellishment of the stone. This is particularly noticeable
where slate was used, for example. Some monuments had copper alloy plaques affixed,
which could be beautifully written in calligraphic style; unfortunately only small num-
bers survive.

Baroque and rococo
As symbols of mortality lost favour, they were replaced with a baroque and rococo style
which in some regions ran through much of the 18th century. The most common
design motif is the cherub, thought in many cases to represent a more optimistic view
with an emphasis on the positive fate of the soul rather than the decaying fate of the
body (Fig 29). Cherubs occur on their own or with decorative features such as swags
and flowers, bunches of fruit, and some architectural features such as pilasters and
pediments.

There is an interesting transitional phase in many areas where symbols of mortality
and cherubs overlap. It is not just the case that some people chose the older, pessimistic
style and others the newer optimistic one, as they can appear together on the same

Fig 29 Cherubs. (a) Bredon, Leicestershire [PAR], (b) Bredon, Leicestershire [PAR]
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memorials. Their opposition in emphasis is made clear in their positioning. Cherubs
and various mortality symbols can be placed on either side of the top of a headstone, or
the cherubs can be situated at the top and the reminders of mortality at the base of the
monument. In the case of larger monuments such as chest tombs, the contrasts can be
on opposite ends or on panels round the monument.

Even in those parts of the country where graveyard memorials only survive from the
later 18th century there should be some memorials with cherubs. As such this is the first
national design phase, though there are many regional and local representations of
varying quality. Sentiment is recognisable in many, where the cherubs’ faces show
emotions. They may be flying, with only head and wings depicted, or they may be
shown in full. If alone they are usually central at the top of the stone, but they can occur
in pairs and larger groups, and are not always symmetrically laid out. They can look
very static, but are more often lively (Fig 30). Cherubs can be found holding cartouches
containing inscriptions, blowing wind and clouds, playing trumpets or lyres, or mourn-
ing. Many are plump, but some are skinny or attenuated.

In certain areas Biblical scenes such as Adam and Eve, the crucifixion, and the last
judgement occur (Fig 31). Often cherubs are in the top corners or around the edges
observing events, but others may be actively involved. The crown of God is quite
frequently featured with more active cherubs. Occasionally associated with the cherubs
are scenes with figures in classical garb; on more elaborate monuments quite complex
scenes can be depicted. Cherubs can thus also be found with elements which belong to
the Classical revival discussed below.

This is also a time when there are not only calligraphic styles of lettering but also
the introduction of  text  laid  out symmetrically  upon  the stone, influenced by
printed media. This leads to a new and ever-wider range of fonts being used, some
of which are associated with various revivals. The choice of font can emphasise
certain categories of information, such as the name of the deceased, but can also act
as a form of decoration.

Fig 30 Active cherubs. (a) Devil’s Bridge,
Ceredigion [PAR], (b) Hickling, Nottinghamshire
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Fig 31 Biblical scenes. (a) Dromin, Co Louth,
(b) Monasterboice, Co Louth. Drawn by Stephen Rowland
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Fig 32 Classical revival. (a) Mourner, broken column and willow, Menai Straights,
Anglesey [PAR], (b) Urn and willows, Bulmer, North Yorkshire, (c) Urn with swag,

Bulmer, North Yorkshire, (d) Hope with tomb and anchor, Pershore, Worcestershire [PAR]
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Classical revival
Many memorials have design features from this tradition, the longest lasting of all the
revivals (Fig 32). Classical figures can be found, sometimes on headstones but more
often on larger monuments.

The single most common design motif in this style is the urn. It can be found in a wide
range of shapes and sizes, sometimes plain, in other cases fluted. It is often a solitary
decorative feature, but can appear in pairs and with other motifs, particularly a weeping
willow in some areas. Also very common are architectural details such as columns and
pediments, and carved details such as the acanthus and palmette. Border decoration is
often important, egg or leaf and dart, guilloche or key pattern being popular. Lettering
styles were often chosen to be in keeping with this tradition.

Many memorials which most emphasise this style have a sarcophagus, or other
decorative features associated with such containers, carved on them. In other cases a
panel in the shape of a Greek stele is carved for the inscription. Some massive cemetery
monuments make considerable use of this theme, though it is popular across the whole
range of memorials.

Gothic revival
The Gothic revival noted in the typology of memorials can also be found in decorative
motifs (Fig 33). Particularly popular are all the architectural details which adorn both
original medieval and Gothic revival buildings, notably crockets, trefoils, and quatre-
foils. The use of the cross and IHS (the first three letters of Jesus when written in Greek
capitals) is also popular. Lettering, particularly the introductory phrase, is often in a
Fishtail script which has a medieval air about it.

Tracery on stones is a common feature, often deeply cut on relatively soft stone
which may subsequently have been attacked by weathering and be completely pierced
through. Columns, with appropriately decorated capitals, also occur on both head-
stones and larger monuments; the latter can feature larger architectural elements such
as flying buttresses and finials, making a most imposing sight.

Decoration on low monuments often mimicked actual medieval grave slab covers,
using foliated crosses and other symbols. The tendency, often found in the Gothic
revival, to outshine the medieval can be seen in the addition of much other ornament
on the sides which would not have normally been present on the original.

Other revivals
The Egyptian revival introduced large elements such as obelisks, and also encouraged
the use of a wide range of smaller details (Fig 34). The ancient Egyptian fascination
with death made such elements seem appropriate in funerary contexts, though they
were never very popular. However, sphinx heads and Egyptian style columns occur on
various monuments, including some of the most decadent mausolea in the major city
cemeteries. The Egyptian revival was also a popular style used by architects in their
design of cemetery gates and chapels.

The Celtic revival, which led to the widespread use of the wheeled cross, brought
with it many versions of interlace, copied with greater or lesser skill and accuracy from
ancient crosses in Britain and Ireland. Features such as the oratory or shrine on the top
of some early Christian Irish crosses can be widely seen on the revival monuments, but
the use of figural scenes is very rare. Anglian revival decoration, with inhabited vine
scrolls, is less common but far from exceptional. Versions of script, such as that using
the Gaelic alphabet, can be found in association with some of these motifs.
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Fig 33 Gothic revival. (a) IHS, Crayke, North Yorkshire, (b) IHS intertwined, Sutton
on the Forest, North Yorkshire, (c) Tracery on headstone, Coxwold, North Yorkshire,

(d) Elaborate memorial, Kensal Green cemetery, London
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Fig 34 Egyptian revival. (a) Mausoleum detail, Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, (b) Mausoleum detail,Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West Yorkshire,
(c) Mausoleum, Kensal Green cemetery, London, (d) Painswick, Gloucestershire
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Remembrance
From the mid 19th century, the use of flowers as symbols of remembrance became very
widespread. Flowers can be found in combination with both Classical and Gothic
revival motifs, and continue in popularity in various forms to the present day (Fig 35).
All types of flowers can be found, but lilies, often associated with death, are particularly
popular. Leaves, such as those of ivy, are particularly popular on later 19th- and early
20th-century memorials.

The remembrance may be linked to symbolise parting or meeting again, indicated
in the ambiguous shaking hands motif. Texts, including introductory terms such as ‘In
loving memory’, or epitaphs, emphasise this theme.

Identities
Many symbols used on memorials give an identity to the deceased, and perhaps to the
whole family (Fig 36). Heraldic devices occur on early stones and intermittently on later
memorials. Trade symbols were widely used on 18th-century stones in Scotland, and
freemasonry symbols such as compasses and set squares are often found on 19th-
century stones. Occupations can also be demonstrated by tools of the trade, or by
scenes such as the farmer at the plough. Such motifs occur frequently only in certain
regions, but the rare occurrence is of interest and makes one ask why it was used in this
particular case.

Fig 35 Remembrance. (a) Clasped hands, York cemetery, North Yorkshire, (b) Vine
leaves and grapes, York cemetery, North Yorkshire, (c) Leaves and flowers, Sutton on the

Forest cemetery, North Yorkshire, (d) Lily, Bulmer, North Yorkshire
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20th-century motifs
From the 1920s onwards the degree of detail on monuments is limited (Fig 37), though
small scale architectural features can be found. There are some low relief designs, and
many have derived classical themes influenced by architects such as Lutyens. Numer-
ous marble monuments show these features.

Contemporary motifs have tended to be those of remembrance carried through in
different styles or techniques, and recently etching, now computer-aided, means that a
wide repertoire of often rather sentimental designs can appear on stones, often in
colour. Particularly popular are flowers, Gothic windows, hobby interests such as
motor bicycles, and toys for children’s memorials. Catholic gravestones often have the
Crucifixion, Virgin Mary, hands in prayer, or the bleeding heart. Photographs are used
on some cemetery memorials, and these are usually to members of immigrant groups or
foreigners who have been buried here.

There are some modern hand-crafted memorials which often make a particular
feature of lettering and carefully selected motifs. The quality of such stones stands out
whenever they occur in an area of modern burials, but they are still unfortunately
the exception.

Fig 36 Identities. (a) Masonic symbols, Kensal
Green cemetery, London, (b) National symbol,
the Welsh Harp, St Dogmael’s, Pembrokeshire,
(c) Occupation, blacksmith [PAR]
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3   Spatial studies
Studies of distributions of archaeological material have been important in reconstruct-
ing and interpreting many past social, economic and religious trends. Such analysis
offers great promise within the study of historic and modern graveyards, and as the
study of memorials does not involve destructive excavation or any ethical issues regard-
ing the disturbance of the dead it is relatively straightforward. Spatial studies can be
carried out at an intra-site or inter-site level, and for most recorders this will in the first
instance be the former, looking at one burial ground. As work continues, or collabora-
tion with others takes place, wider trends can be examined.

The burial ground
Patterns of burial ground use vary, and so far three broad trends have been identified:
scattered family plots, cyclical reuse, and expansion (Fig 38). Random location of
stones over a graveyard would seem to be rare, and even then probably reflects some
patterning which, without knowledge of the unmarked graves, makes interpretation at
present unclear.

Family plot burial occurs consistently in some parts of Scotland and much of Ireland
right up to the present day, with very large plots now marked out with kerbs, and in
earlier times by stones grouped to emphasise the coherence of the family group. In
England, family patterns tend to be relatively early, from the 18th and early 19th centuries,

Fig 37 20th-century designs.
(a) Wreath, Coxwold, North
Yorkshire, (b) Etched design,
Sutton on the Forest cemetery,
North Yorkshire, (c) Photograph,
Kensal Green cemetery, London
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though this probably continued from an earlier period when stone memorials were rare.
Certainly wealthy families had internal crypts from earlier times, and so the concept of
some families being interred together was already well established by the 18th century.
Family groups tend to be scattered about the churchyard, though in graveyards they are
almost always to be found on the more desirable southern and eastern sides of the

Fig 38 Plans of Kellington graveyard showing new monuments erected in selected decades
(already standing memorials are not shown). The 18th-century stones are often in family groups,
with a more spread pattern in the 1830s. There is expansion onto the first extension to the south of

the original graveyard by the 1870s, with the second extension being used in the 1970s.
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church. Exceptions usually relate to matters of general visibility or an unusual access
route to the main door of the church (or indeed to the main door being on the north
side). In some rural churchyards this pattern of family clusters remains in use to this
day, with perhaps one zone being reserved for burials in regular rows of those not
related to one of the established families.

The spatial examination of family plots and associations can be carried out either for
those belonging to the phase when this was the normal method of burial for the majority
of those affluent enough to have memorials, or for more recent times when it was the
choice only of a few. Many family plots are simply marked off with kerbs and contain
several monuments; others are more prominently enclosed within a wall and may
contain substantial burial vaults (Fig 39). Family burials may also be together but not
demarcated in any physical way. The nature of the relationships between those com-
memorated is not always immediately apparent from inscriptions, and to develop this
kind of study, some documentary research and often local enquiries are necessary. Why
some members are within a family plot, and others beyond it, may reflect complex

Fig 39 Family plots. (a) Kellington, North Yorkshire,
(b) Muckros Abbey, Co Kerry [PAR]
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attitudes which may not always be the most obvious. One wonders on the processes of
decisions and mixed loyalties that lay behind the arrangements where a husband and
several (sequential) wives, or vice versa, lie on top of and beside each other, with either
combined or separate memorials.

Cyclical burial can be seen in the shifting of the main burial area at any one time
round the churchyard so that over a number of decades the whole burial ground is
used. This probably reflects a long tradition of rotation in burial which was necessary as
burial areas were reused from medieval times. By rotating the area used for burial,
over-burying would only disturb the skeletal remains of at least a century earlier, by
which time the identity of the older burials had been forgotten and only bones would be
disturbed. The use of permanent stone monuments prevented land reuse and it is this
change in commemoration that has had significant effects in the organisation and space
requirements of burial from the middle of the 19th century onwards. As more families

Fig 40 Graveyard expansion. (a) Recent graves in the foreground, 19th-century headstones in
the background; the two extensions at Kellington, North Yorkshire (see Fig 38 for plan),

(b) Old graveyard in foreground, new cemetery beyond, Clonmacnoise, Co Offaly
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could afford monuments so the process of cyclical reuse failed, to the point where there
is now no such reuse, only infilling. Generally the most favoured areas, already partially
filled by the established family groups, would be selected first, and then a rotation
round the church to the north and west follows. There may be subsequent infilling of
what appeared to be empty spaces but which were probably in many cases used plots
never marked with a memorial. The possibility of large scale reuse in some 19th-century
urban cemeteries is now being considered with all the ethical, conservation and record-
ing implications that such a policy would imply.

The inevitable result of fossilising burial plots by marking them and so preventing
reuse was that burial grounds became full. This is a problem that has beset Anglican
churchyards, nonconformist burial grounds, and urban private or municipal cemeteries. In
such cases an additional burial area has to be established, preferably adjacent to the original
one, or as near as is practicable. Most cemeteries and a very great number of graveyards
have been extended at least once. This can often be recognised in the layout of the burials,
paths and planting schemes, and in the alignment of boundaries and the materials from
which they are built (Fig 40). It can also be recognised from the dates of the burials
commemorated on the memorials, though sometimes the earliest burial recorded was
actually made in the old area or at another burial ground, and was just commemorated
on the stone erected for other members of the family at a later date in the extension.
Care has to be taken, therefore, in dating such expansions. Records of developments, as
with so much else with regard to burial grounds in Britain and Ireland, are generally
excellent for cemeteries, very patchy for Anglican graveyards, and usually absent for
nonconformist burial grounds. The archaeological evidence from surveys is thus

Fig 41 Inscription on the reverse of a memorial. (a) Reverse (west) face with initials of the
deceased, viewed from the path, (b) East face with full inscription, Coxwold, North Yorkshire
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extremely important in documenting these changes which are important not only in
their own right but as an element in the development of the rural landscape or urban
townscape.

The orientation of memorials can be informative in a number of ways. The normal
orientation of headstones is for the inscription to be facing east, and the reader to be looking
west. The stone is also normally placed at the end where the head of the deceased lies (hence
headstone), but this is not always the case. In some graveyards, or parts of graveyards,
headstones are placed at the foot of the grave, and it is quite often the case that graves are not
closely oriented east to west. This is sometimes because they are aligned with some notable
feature such as the church or boundary wall which is itself not on an east to west alignment.
In such cases, different parts of the same burial ground may be aligned differently, or the
alignment may gradually change across a block of burials. The other frequent reason for
atypical alignment is visibility. Memorials may be aligned to be easily visible and read
by those passing on burial ground paths, or to be seen from a greater distance from
outside the churchyard. Where alignment cannot be changed, inscriptions may also be
placed on the back of the stone to aid identification (Fig 41). Study of alignments can
be informative in assessing the reasons for monument location and for considering the
organisation and control over the placement of burial and memorials.

Burials and monuments in the wider landscape
Whilst each burial ground can be seen as a landscape in itself, it also forms part of a
series of wider landscapes. At one scale this may be the village, town or townland, where
not only the location of places of worship but also topography, land ownership,
settlement, and land use are just some of the factors affecting the size, shape and

Fig 42 Distribution map of churchyards with decorated 17th- and 18th-century ledger
stones in the Calder valley, West Yorkshire. D = Dewsbury, H= Halifax, T = Todmorden,

W = Wakefield. Two examples of designs are also illustrated (after Brears 1981)
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location of burial areas. At another scale burial can be examined over a broader canvas,
and here distribution of monuments can become most informative. These distributions
often link closely with questions which will be raised by the study of any one burial
ground and its monuments. By looking at spatial and other contextual information, the
spread and selection of monument forms, materials and motifs can be analysed.

Regional traditions of monument forms and decoration, particularly in the earlier
periods, are already identifiable even if, as yet, very few have been accurately plotted in
time and space (Fig 42). Some of the local styles relate to the characteristics of the raw
materials being used, but this is only one constraining factor. Local tastes, access to
external ideas and fashions in design, the quality of craftsmanship and extent and
nature of patronage in an area will all have affected products. With later products where
non-local materials were widespread, it is still possible to consider regional traditions in
wording, motifs, form of lettering, and the use of identifiers such as occupations, place
of residence and relationships to others.

4   Demography
Some of the most obvious features recorded on memorials are the ages and dates of
death of those commemorated. It is possible to chart changes in life expectancy overall,
by sex, and, in some areas, even by occupation (Fig 43). Child mortality in particular

Fig 43 Average age at death as recorded on memorials at Nevern, Pembrokeshire. The
upper line on the graph includes only individuals aged 18 and over; the lower line includes all

individuals where ages are given.
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will be very under-represented, however. On 19th-century memorials children are often
either not mentioned at all, or even if they are, there may be no names or dates. Studies
of popularity of Christian and first names can be easily undertaken, though where birth
and baptism registers survive this is a far more accurate way of discovering naming
trends.

The pattern of deaths over the months of the year or the concentration of deaths in
a particular year may also be of interest in indicating local occupational dangers or
particular tragedies (Fig 44). However, the evidence from the memorials represents
only a percentage of those who died in the community and were buried there. For a
fuller picture the burial registers need to be consulted. If this is done, then considerable

Fig 44 (opposite) Deaths by month as recorded on all the memorials at Nevern,
Pembrokeshire. The lower line on each bar indicates the number of individuals under the age
of 18.

Fig 45 Memorials to those buried elsewhere, and burials not marked by an inscribed
monument. (a) William Wimbush died at Bournmouth (unclear where buried), Samuel

Wimbush died on the west coast of Africa and was buried in the Church Missionary
Cemetery at Brass, headstone at Terrington, North Yorkshire (b) Grave marked by
mound of soil covered with turf, Edvin Loach, Herefordshire, [PAR] (c) Mounded

graves with turf-free edges, an uninscribed stone at the head and decorated with shells,
Iona, Argyll and Bute [PAR]
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numbers will be identified who are not recorded by permanent memorials, or whose
memorials have been destroyed. Most of those not recorded in the graveyard survey will
be the poorer members of society, and the changes over time in the numbers able to
afford a memorial, and the percentage able to indulge in commemoration, can be
studied. There may be local fluctuations in affluence which may cause peaks and
troughs, though the general trend will be towards a higher percentage of burials with
memorials as time goes by. Whilst a few places have been examined for this trend, there
are clearly great variations which as yet are not known. There may or may not be
widespread regional patterns, or differences between rural and urban communities, but
this has yet to be explored.

There will also be names recorded on stones which cannot be found in the burial
register. Whilst a few may have been omitted, this is not the most likely explanation.
Most stones are principally memorials rather than burial markers (Fig 45). Thus,
deceased individuals may be commemorated even though buried in another place. This
is sometimes stated explicitly, with the location of the body given in great detail at
times. In other cases, such as mariners lost at sea, the detail may vary depending on
what was known of the disaster. It is surprising in such cases how much of the
circumstances were known by the grieving relatives and recorded on the stone.

For various reasons, therefore, the study of demography per se from gravestones is
cumbersome and inaccurate. It is, however, of very great interest to compare the
material record as represented by the stones with that of the documents, as each relates
to different sets of processes which changed over time and place. In the case of
nonconformists, burial records were often poorly kept, and in Ireland many records
have been destroyed. In such contexts, inscriptions are the only surviving source. If in
comparable situations the relationship between burial and memorialisation could be
established, then estimates could be tentatively applied to the now undocumented
cases.

5   Attitudes to death
The one feature uniting the vast array of graveyard memorials is that they all relate to
death. As such they form a large and permanent reminder of attitudes to death held,
within common cultural bounds of accepted behaviour, by many different groups in
society.

Mention has already been made of themes such as mortality, resurrection and
remembrance. These can be further explored through the texts on the memorials. It
may seem odd that this aspect, which is the one most studied and which often attracts
the casual observer, is only introduced at this stage. This is to reflect that a memorial is
first and foremost a physical monument whose presence usually marks a grave. It has a
chosen form and material, onto which symbols and text are placed. In a world domi-
nated by the written word, we may regard the text as being the most important element
of the memorial, but in the past, when literacy was far from universal, it is likely that
other elements had greater significance. Many memorials have much to offer besides
examples of epitaphs and eulogies. For this reason discussion for each theme will focus
first on the introductory terms, which most memorials possess, and then briefly turn to
the epitaphs themselves.

Of particular interest are periods of transition between differing attitudes to death.
There is also a surprisingly large number of memorials for which there is something of
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a mismatch between the motifs and symbols, introductory terms, and the epitaph.
There can be great mixtures of pessimism, optimism, celebration of life and awareness
of death. The ambivalence so often felt with regard to death and its implications can be
seen played out on the gravestones themselves. Therefore the basic outline given below
should be seen as merely that, and the interplay of all the elements of the memorial
should be considered together to appreciate the consistency of message, ideas and
emotions. This is, of course, why simple recording of the text provides only a small part
of the story.

Mortality
Most early memorials emphasise the presence of the corpse, with phrases such as ‘Near
this place’ or ‘Underneath this stone’, followed by ‘lies the body of’ or ‘lies the mortal
remains of’. The whole tone of the memorial is set by these first words. There is an
emphasis on marking the body (which shows how important the presence of the
monument was in itself), and on acknowledging that the body is decaying (hence the
words ‘mortal remains’).

The emphasis on death and decay can be seen in various epitaphs, and also in the
warnings given to the readers of the stones by those buried beneath (Fig 46). The living
should learn from the dead that their demise is not far off, but there is still time to
prepare. Human frailty, physical and spiritual, is highlighted in these texts which serve
a particular purpose in communicating the way to salvation which could still be taken
by those alive.

A
Think this O! man whose head is high
Like me in dust thou soon must lie;

Make sure thy peace with Judge divine
Before the King of terrors reign.

C
Great god! I own thy sentence just,

And nature must decay!
I yield my body to the dust,
To dwell with fellow clay.

E

B
Haste to Christ, make no delay,
No one knows their dying day,

Death to me short warning gave,
But quickly took me to my grave.

D
Remember, Man as you Pass by,

As you are now so once was I:
As I am now so you must be

Therefore Prepare to follow me.

My thread of life made haste to run
At Twenty two my thread was spun,

You old and young to strength dont trust
The word is past return to dust.

Fig 46 Mortality epitaphs. All are commonly found, and these are merely examples of their use.
A Thomas Morris, d 1819, Newport, Pembrokeshire; B Anthony Smith, d 1865, Sheriff

Hutton, North Yorkshire; C Jane Morris, d 1830, Newport, Pembrokeshire; D Maria Lewis, d
1834, Newport, Pembrokeshire; E David James, d 1827, Newport, Pembrokeshire
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A
The prisoner is released

Lightened of her fleshly load.
Where the weary are at rest,
She is gathered unto God.

Lo the pain of life is past,
All her warfare now is o’er.

Death and sin behind are cast,
Grief and suffering are no more.

C
They flourish in a higher sphere
Over time and death victorious

E
King Angels watch his Sleeping Dust

Till Jesus come to raise the Just
The he shall wake with sweet surprise

And in his Saviour’s image rise

G
Gentle reader, let you prayer

Be for our souls and that sincere,
Lord have mercy on us thrice say

Eternal rest enjoy we may

I
Requiescat in pace

J
Peace perfect Peace

B
Beneath this tomb an infant lies

To earth whose body lent,
Hereafter shall more glorious rise,

But not more innocent.

When the Archangel’s trump shall blow,
And souls to bodies join,

What crowds shall wish their lives below
Had been as short as thine.

D
“I am the resurrection and the life:
He that believeth in me, though he

were dead, yet shall he live.”

F
Who suffer with our master here
We shall before his face appear

And by his side sit down.
To patient faith the prize is sure
and all that to the end endure

the cross, shall wear the crown.

H
Long nights and days I bore great pain,

try for cure, ‘twas all in vain;
But God who knows what time is best,

eased my pain and gave me rest.

Fig 47 Salvation and peace epitaphs. All are commonly found, and these are
merely examples of their use. A Rose McNally, d 1857, Monasterboice, Co Louth;

B Eleanor Jane Nicholas, d 1841, Newport, Pembrokeshire (1 year 8 months); C Emma
Potts, d 1818 aged 3 months and Emma Potts d 1834 aged 11, Sheriff Hutton, North

Yorkshire; D Frances Owen and Sarah Owen, both d 1876, Newport, Pembrokeshire; E
John Marsh, d 1819, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire; F Elizabeth Belt, d 1889, Sheriff
Hutton, North Yorkshire; G Patrick McCullogh, d 1805 and Judith McCullogh, d 1810,

Stickillin, Co Louth; H Moses Laugharn, d 1873, Newport, Pembrokeshire; I Mary Byrne,
d 1799, Monasterboice, Co Louth; J Frank Lacey, d 1982, Newport, Pembrokeshire
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Salvation
The use of a cherub to indicate the soul and its passing to heaven is often accompanied
by the beginning of the move towards simple memorialisation of the deceased, and the
use of the phrases ‘Here lies’ (linked to the previous theme) and ‘In memory of’ (to be
further elaborated).

The epitaphs now switch to developing themes of immortality and salvation (Fig 47).
The soul is mentioned, the better life anticipated and expected. There is sadness at the
loss from this world, but compensation in the knowledge that the deceased has passed
to a better place. Freedom from pain and illness may be a theme, as may the joy of
meeting already deceased relatives and of entering into the Kingdom. An element of the
salvation theme continues today, as a minority expression, even though epitaphs have
largely been reduced to short tags.

Remembrance
During the increasing popularity of revival styles and subsequently, there was a decline
in emphasis on salvation and an increase in remembrance. Now the character, status
and role of the deceased in life are commemorated and remembered (Fig 48). No
longer is a damned or saved soul to be the focus of attention, but rather the living

A
Gone but not forgotten

C
Steadfast, Unmovable, and without

Guile

E
His willing hands will

toil no more

G
For 35 years churchwarden

and faithful servant
of St Helen’s Church

B
To live in hearts we leave behind is not

to die.

D
Lovable in life, happy in death

F
Husband and father one of the best

Jesus calls thee to thy rest

H
For upwards of 50 years

Agent to His grace
the Duke of Sutherland,

and was beloved by the tenantry,
and highly esteemed by all

who knew him.

Fig 48 Remembrance epitaphs. All are commonly found, and these are merely examples of
their use. A David Jones, d 1885, Newport, Pembrokeshire; B Jane Hopperton, d 1891,

Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire; C George Thwaites, d 1941, Sheriff Hutton, North
Yorkshire; D Ada Cordukes, d 1883, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire; E Edwin Dunning,
d 1929, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire; F David Peckett, d 1902, Sheriff Hutton, North

Yorkshire; G George Hodgson, d 1976, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire; H Matthew
Hornsey, d 1870, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire
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person to be recalled with affection and respect. Introductory terms become more
effusive, ‘In loving memory’ becoming the most popular introductory phrase.

Descriptions of occupations, residence, and relationships are included as identifying
tags, and there may be an epitaph which eulogises the achievements or qualities of the
deceased. There may also be some concern to remember other relatives, including
whoever erected the stone. There is remembrance as part of personal grieving, but there
is also wider advertising of social and economic status on this public monument. The
style of such comments has changed much over a century and a half, as shown in the
examples given, but all reflect that monuments were erected as memorials, and in that
respect some element of remembrance is a common thread throughout.

6   Social structure
Graveyards and their monuments were, and indeed still are, social products; not merely
private reminders of a loss, they function as a more public statement concerning the
deceased and their social context. Studies can concentrate on family relationships, or
wider community structures.

Family structures can be studied with regard to spatial patterning of burial, as
mentioned above. The inscriptions themselves give much information on relationships
which were to be especially emphasised, and the order of inscription on the memorials
can also be indicative of status within families.

The number of individuals recorded on a memorial can also indicate forms of social
structure. Many larger, older stones have large numbers of people commemorated, over
several generations. In contrast, modern stones by their very size and form imply only
one or two people are to be commemorated.

Gender
It is normally possible to identify the gender of the deceased, and depending on the
period and social class involved the treatment of the sexes varies significantly. Some
examples will be listed here, but these are not exhaustive.

Normally, people are commemorated on a stone in chronological order of death.
Thus, where husbands died before their wives they are placed first. However, many
19th-century monuments start with the husband even if he died after his spouse; the
monument was not commissioned and erected until both had died. This later purchas-
ing of a memorial might also have been the case even with those where the commemo-
rations are in chronological order, and may relate to the settling of an estate and the
time deemed appropriate for the erection of a memorial. However, in the latter
situation at least time was the arbiter of order on the stone, whereas in the former case
other factors were clearly more important in deciding the composition of the memorial.
The greater social importance of the male, perhaps as head of the family or breadwin-
ner, was often recognised and celebrated in the design of the monument (Fig 49).

The way in which individuals were described was frequently different for men and
women. In many cases, memorials to a deceased wife contain specific mention of the
husband, and his name may even be in larger lettering. The reverse situation is less
common, and it is even more rare for the wife’s name to be prominently displayed.
Women are also more often described as wives and mothers than men are as husbands
and fathers (Fig 50). Women, because of their change in name with marriage, are often
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A

ERECTED AD 1867
by JAMES MATHEWS of Killineer in

memory of his Father THOS MATHEWS
who died 26th August 1842 aged 61 yrs.

Also his Mother MARGRET
MATHEWS

who died 3rd July 1862 Aged 96 years.
Also his Wife JUDITH MATHEWS

who
died 8th April 1865 aged 56 years.

Also his Son PETER MATHEWS who
died 5th July 1865 Aged 18 years.

Also his Son THOMAS MATHEWS
who died 16th July 1850 aged 7 years.
Also his Brother PETER MATHEWS
who died 1st April 1861 Aged 46 years

B

IN MEMORY
of

JOHN SALMON
of Plasyffynnon in this

Parish who died Sep 16th

1856 aged 78 years.
ALSO Mary Daughter

of the above by ELIZABETH
his wife, who died Nov. 9th

1825 aged 26 years

C
IN LOVING MEMORY

OF
THOMAS GRIFFITHS

BERRY LODGE, IN THIS PARISH
WHO DIED JUNE 1, 1901,

AGED 76 YEARS.
ALSO OF ANNE, HIS WIFE
WHO DIED NOV. 10, 1884.

AGED 48 YEARS.

Fig 49 Order of commemoration. A Commemorated in date order apart from son who died
young and brother, both added at the end, Monasterboice, Co Louth; B Father commemorated
before daughter, though she died first, with wife mentioned, Nevern, Pembrokeshire; C Husband
commemorated ahead of wife, despite order of death, Nevern, Pembrokeshire; D Husband and

wife in order of death, with children at the end though they all died before the husband; note only
the eldest is given a name and other details, Nevern, Pembrokeshire

D

In Memory Of
Daniel Thomas
of this village
[MASON]

WHO DIED SEPTR 11th 1860,
AGED 55 YEARS.

ALSO OF ANNE WIFE OF THE ABOVE,
WHO DIED MARCH 31, 1881.

AGED 76 YEARS.
ALSO 5 OF THEIR CHILDREN -

MARGARET DIED MAY 21ST 1860.
AGED 11 YEARS.

THE REMAINDER OF THEM DIED IN THEIR INFANCY
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A
Here lie the remains of

Mrs Mary Hanlon wife of Mr Owen
Hanlon, Linen manufacturer of
Drogheda. She departed this life
31st Decr 1827 aged 56 years.

She discharged the respective duties of
wife and mother in the most exemplary

and affectionate manner, was universally
esteemed by her numerous aquaintances

for her many virtues and beloved by
the poor to whom She was a sincere

and kind friend
This stone was placed here by her
disconsolate husband as a feeble
tribute of his regard and affection

AD 1828

B
Erected by George Doget of

Knockdimnen in memory of his
wife Mary Doget alias Devin who

dep.d his life Nov.r 25.th 1832 aged 68
Yrs.

Here also is deposited the remains
of her husband George Doget,

who dep.d this life January 21.st 1841
aged 80 years.

C

Erected by
Mary Conroy

In memory of her Beloved Husband
Patrick Conroy

Who died February 4th 1871.
Aged 58 years.

D

IN MEMORY OF
ANNE DAVIES

RELICT OF THE LATE
THOMAS DAVIES OF

BRYNHENLLAN
WHO DIED FEB 21ST 1872

AGED 74 YEARS

Fig 50 Description of female roles. A Typical effusive description of wife, mother and
friend, Monasterboice, Co Louth; B Wife with unmarried family name given as alias,

Dromin, Co Louth; C Wife commemorating husband, Dromin, Co Louth; D Widow (relict)
described in relation to her husband, not otherwise commemorated on the stone, Nevern,
Pembrokeshire; E Defined as wife and daughter, with relevant males and their residences

given, Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire

E

SACRED
TO THE MEMORY OF

CATHARINE
WIFE OF CHARLES HARLAND ESQRE

OF SUTTON HALL YORKSHIRE
AND DAUGHTER OF THE LATE

ROBERT EDEN DUNCOMBE SHAFTO ESQRE

OF WHITWORTH PARK IN THE COUNTY OF DURHAM
SHE DIED THE 7TH OF MAY 1851:

AGED 42
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explicitly linked back to their parents, either with full names of both parents, or with the
use of ‘nee’ or ‘alias’ and the surname.

In recent decades the changing roles of the sexes and greater equality has led to far
more reference to men in their familial roles, and less primacy of males in order of
commemoration on headstones.

Research has begun on the subject of gender relations, but there is still much to be
done, particularly examining different treatments over time, in various contexts (such
as urban or rural), and between those of different religious or ethnic affiliation. Little
work has been carried out as yet on whether the sex of the deceased influenced the
choice of motifs or epitaphs.

Age
When demographic patterns based on memorials are compared with burial records,
there is always a significant bias in the former to greater average age at death. Many
infants in the past were not recorded at all on stones, or were given a generalised
reference long after their deaths on the memorial of their parents, such as ‘and also
three children who died in infancy’. It is possible to study the attitudes to infant and
child death, with a shift from the sad but unsurprising implications of the 19th century,
when most families would expect to lose at least some children in infancy, to the 20th
century when the death of a child is unusual and therefore seen as especially tragic (Fig
51). As such deaths were rarer and required particular patterns of grieving and coming
to terms with loss, this often involved individual burials and, during the period when
kerbed monuments were popular in the middle part of this century, these were often
made to an appropriate size (Fig 68). In some cemeteries they can be found in special
zones, to allow maximum use of space, but this also had the benefit of emphasising to
the grieving family that they were not alone in suffering such a bereavement.

Linked to childhood is the attainment of adulthood. By examining the treatment of
the deceased by age, in terms of positioning on a multiple memorial, or by the setting
up of an individual stone, it is possible to identify when such a change takes place. This
will probably vary according to the period, social class and sex. It would certainly seem
that a great many people who lived to an advanced age were accorded a memorial. Is
this a reflection of the greater chance of achieving longevity amongst classes with the
wealth to erect a monument, or does it reflect the fact that there would be descendants
of a sufficient age to organise a gravestone to be inscribed and erected?

Certain symbols, such as the broken column and the broken flower, are meant to
imply life cut short, though how strictly such symbolism was applied, and when, would
merit further research.

Occupations and societies
Whilst women were mainly described in terms of kinship relations such as wife and
mother, men were often described by their occupation. This is a regional fashion, with
some areas having few individuals identified, and others a very high proportion. Those
professions which are found widely include JPs, doctors, clergy, and those from the
armed forces where their titles indicate their occupation. In some areas such as west
Wales, only mariners were particularly keen to identify their business, often even giving
a description and name of their ship.

Design motifs may also augment the text, or even suggest an occupation by their very
presence (Fig 52). A wide range of scenes, tools and products have appeared on memorials
indicating occupations. Some monumental masons seem to have particularly impressive
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Fig 51 Child graves. (a) Small sarcophagus, General cemetery, Sheffield, South Yorkshire,
(b) Small headstone and plot with iron railings, Bulmer, North Yorkshire, (c) Normal

headstone paid for by the local people after an accident, Terrington, North Yorkshire,
(d) Normal headstone treated completely as for an adult, Hickling, Nottinghamshire
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memorials; they may have prepared them in advance for themselves, or they may have
been produced by colleagues or partners as a fitting tribute after their death.

Memorials to major landowners, capitalists and clergy can be substantial; tenants or
workers sometimes subscribed, willingly or otherwise, to a suitably impressive monu-
ment. Such monuments often have extremely effusive inscriptions, and can be amongst
the most elaborate monuments in a burial ground. Some memorials of this kind were
placed away from the burial location, often in a prominent position in the landscape or
next to a busy thoroughfare. Military memorials erected by grieving colleagues, particu-
larly when a death occurred at a time other than during a war, can be notable
monuments, often with long inscriptions. These are most often found to an officer, though
sometimes they may be to a group with various ranks represented. In contrast, memo-
rials to those lost during military service throughout the 20th century have a uniformity
which is most impressive in the large war cemeteries, where the scale of loss is driven
home by the seemingly endless rows of relatively small but elegant headstones. How-
ever, even the occasional and scattered occurrence of such headstones in other burial

Fig 52 Occupations. (a) Farmer, Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire,
(b) Stonemason, Painswick, Gloucestershire
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grounds immediately evokes the context of the death, and associates the deceased with
a particular phase in our history. Such monuments resonate with the communal war
memorials to emphasise the widespread sacrifices made by certain generations.

Tragedies where many were lost, in a natural disaster, at work, or at home, may lead to
the erection of a monument on a grander scale than normal (Fig 53). Sometimes these may
be family expressions of loss, financed by subscription by colleagues and friends, or paid for
by a benefactor. All those who died may be individually named, or remembered as a group.
Some of these monuments, often specially commissioned and coming from a particularly
strong sense of devastation, are amongst the most powerful memorials to be found.

Religious affiliation
Many burial grounds contain an identifiable population with particular beliefs. In the
case of cemeteries the various groups are usually discrete and physically well separated,
often with the blocks of burial plots demarcated by paths and other features. It is thus
often possible to carry out analyses examining the choices, fashions, social structures
and other features of a particular religious group, or to compare one with another.
However, it should be remembered that for the early part of the period represented by
memorials of interest here, the Anglican church had a virtual monopoly on burial, and
so many Anglican graveyards in Britain contain a small minority which belonged to
other denominations (Fig 54). Only when the non-Anglicans were all allowed their own
places of burial can the different groups be identified more easily, allowing analysis to
be undertaken with reliable results.

Burial grounds of different religious groups may be laid out in varying ways. This
may relate to beliefs and the organisation of their religion, but can just as well reflect the
fashion of the time when the burial ground was founded. Thus, early nonconformist
burial grounds appear much like Anglican graveyards, with scattered stones, an irregu-
lar pattern of plots and with intermittent use of burial spaces. In contrast, later

Fig 53 Communal monuments and those erected by
subscription. (a) Drowning at sea, St Mawgan,
Cornwall [PAR], (b) Grenadier died of fever,
originally erected 1764, replaced or restored by the
military in 1781, 1802, and 1966 [PAR]
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nonconformist burial grounds tend to have many carefully laid out rows of burial plots
immediately adjacent to each other, in the manner of cemeteries. This can even be
carried to the stage where burials were inserted in chronological order, allowing little
choice of location. This would severely influence other factors in burial choice, such as
memorial type, and may explain why nonconformists appear to make greater use of
monument height to demonstrate worldly success than Anglicans where the location of
burial plot in the churchyard could itself be indicative of social success.

For any one region the relative importance of non-Anglicans changed over time, and the
dates at which other burial grounds were opened also vary, so some documentary research
is necessary to ascertain the local situation. In some areas, particularly much of Ireland, the
Anglicans were always in a tiny minority, and the family names and iconography of the
memorials allows Protestant and Catholic memorials to be identified easily.

In some large city cemeteries, immigrant groups have blocks reserved for many
Christian denominations, or for other religions. Whilst Jews have their own burial
grounds, most other non-Christian groups tend to use municipal cemeteries.

Cultural affiliation
The cultural group to which individuals are affiliated is rarely explicitly expressed unless
that group is under some kind of pressure. A comparison of burials in Britain and
Ireland with those in Spain, Estonia or the Netherlands shows that there are national
cultural traditions in memorialisation. These distinct traditions continue to be largely

Fig 54 Nonconformist burial in an Anglican
graveyard, Painswick, Gloucestershire
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unknown to those participating in the creation of these patterns. It is only when groups
move to a new area, and affirm their identity by retaining their memorial styles, that their
difference becomes apparent. How this identity is retained, and in what ways it absorbs
indigenous features or even influences the native tradition, is a fascinating area of study.

The study of large city cemeteries often reveals ethnic minority communities with
their burial and commemorative traditions, whether in the shape of monuments or the
use of decoration (Fig 55). Notable examples include the use of photographs or
enamelled portraits, and the use of language and different scripts. Even in rural

Fig 55 Immigrant groups. (a) Polish, Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire, (b)
Slavonic, Kensal Green cemetery, London, (c) Italian, Kensal Green cemetery, London
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graveyards there may be immigrant groups, such as those who fought in World War II
and then settled in the area.

In some parts of Britain, different cultural affiliations can be seen to stretch back
over much longer periods. In Scotland some memorials exist with inscriptions in
Scottish Gaelic, but this is rare. Though there are Scottish regional traditions of
designs, these are not nationalistic but are equivalent to such regional traditions found
elsewhere in Britain and Ireland. There is a recent attempt on a small scale to revitalise
Cornish identity through memorial inscriptions in Cornish, but this has yet to take
hold. In contrast, in both Wales and Ireland there is a strong blend of cultural, linguistic
and nationalistic feeling represented through the memorials (Fig 56).

In Wales, the chequered history of Welsh as a socially acceptable language is
reflected in its use on memorials. The changing percentages of inscriptions in Welsh in
any one area can be compared with census data regarding the number of Welsh
speakers. However, one must remember that the dates of memorials normally represent
the deaths of Welsh speakers, and so the peak in memorials in Welsh reflects a vitality
decades earlier. Numerous bilingual stones signal not only the use of English and Welsh
for different purposes and in varying social arenas, but also the desire to identify with
both elements of culture in an explicit and public manner.

Relatively few memorials use symbols to indicate Welshness, but there is, in contrast
a much greater use of symbols than language to suggest Irish nationalism. The popular-
ity of Celtic revival crosses has already been discussed above, but on a smaller scale the
use of Celtic revival motifs and the shamrock on headstones is much more widespread.
In Ireland there is some use of Irish Gaelic. It rarely results in fully Gaelic inscriptions,
however; most inscriptions are still in English with an epitaph or phrase in Gaelic.

Fig 56 Welsh and Irish language. (a) Morvil, Pembrokeshire, (b) Dungooly, Co Louth
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7   Craft production and distribution
The techniques used to lay out a monument and produce it reflect not only the
technology but also the social and economic context of memorial production. This can
be seen to vary between regions and over time, but so far relatively little work on this
has been done. Some studies have examined particular craftsmen and identified their
products, but even this aspect is still in its infancy.

On earlier stones the laying out lines for the inscription are often still clearly visible.
The calligraphic style used can be compared with contemporary documents, as can the
use of various letter forms, spellings and abbreviations. Trial work can sometimes be
found on the back of stones or, if they have been lifted, on the part that would normally
be buried in the ground. Usually these are just trial letters, but sometimes they can be
parts of motifs or even whole designs.

Examination of similar stones usually reveals subtle differences reflecting their
individual manufacture, and studies can be undertaken at various levels of detail. This
can include study of the monument forms, the use and positioning of decorative motifs,
and the methods of assembling more complex monuments. The availability of pattern
books for whole monuments, and illustrated books to provide inspiration for particular
symbols and motifs, affected designs produced by whole generations of craftsmen.
Some cemeteries and long-established masons have documents which relate to aspects
of design and production, and these should be consulted if at all possible. Even if a rural
graveyard is being recorded, some of the products may have been made at one of the
monumental masons in the nearest town, or at the urban cemetery workshop.

With care it is possible to identify the products of particular masons or workshops,
and if some stones are signed then it may be possible to identify the producer by name
and link this to various documentary sources. Many carvers signed only a small
proportion of their output, and even then often only with initials. It can therefore be a
long and complex process of research to identify patterns of production and distribu-
tion. In contrast some modern masons put not only their names on small plaques
affixed to the memorials, but also addresses and even telephone numbers!

The interpretation of monument production and distribution can only be achieved
after sufficient research in an area has been undertaken, but once this is done, signifi-
cant studies of social and economic processes can be made. Some of the art historical
research on particular carvers, particularly in Scotland, the Midlands, the Calder valley
and eastern Ireland shows what is possible, despite the limitations in time and space of
these studies (Fig 57).

On a surprising number of stones it is possible to identify errors in carving which
have been corrected. Three main methods of correcting are most commonly found.
The first involves the re-carving of the offending characters, adapting those first
inscribed or carving boldly enough over the top to make the correct reading clear. If the
lettering had been painted originally, such errors would have been less visible than they
are today. The second involves cutting out the offending part of the inscription and
inserting a small block of stone onto which the correct text could be placed. This was
more visible, but was a solution where the mistake could not be carved over. In some
cases a different type of stone was used for the inserted block, and subsequent weather-
ing has emphasised the difference which would have been much less apparent at the
time the monument was erected. The third type of correction occurs where some of the
text was omitted, and it has been added in smaller lettering between lines; this should
not be confused with deliberate abbreviations. Some errors were not spotted by the
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mason, and presumably even if noted by those commissioning the stone, were not
changed. Care should be taken, however, in assuming that spelling and phraseology
incorrect today would not have been acceptable in the past. For example, names were
not consistently spelt, so the same individual may occur on the same or different
memorials in different forms.

The sources of material used for the monuments is also of interest. Early memorials
are made from local materials, and wood remained popular for longer in some areas
without suitable stone. Where particular industries were established, such as the iron
foundries of Coalbrookdale or the potteries at Stoke-on-Trent, then memorials were
made in those materials. As transport networks improved and specialisation increased,
more exotic stones were utilised, first supplied from within Britain, then from abroad.
Italian marble, Indian and South African granite and other exotics have now largely
replaced British materials, though there are some attempts to reverse this trend. Those
with a particular interest in geology can try to pinpoint local quarries, and attempt more
precise identifications of exotic materials. This can throw considerable light on the
structure and organisation of the business of the monumental mason.

A significant change can be seen in the style of monuments and the methods of their

Fig 57 Distribution map of memorials in south-east Ireland
carved by Miles Brien (after Longfield 1943 and 1944)
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production in the 19th century, reflecting a shift from a craft to an industry, albeit based
in small firms of masons. The change from calligraphic to typographic lettering, the
reduction in the amount of deep carving, the abandonment of folk art and more individual-
istic treatment of motifs, and the emphasis on symmetry all mark this transition.

These changes are often accompanied by a widening range of materials from which
the stones are made, allowing choice beyond the local stone. This implies a more
complex pattern of supply to support the choice. Whilst many masons still carried out
other tasks in the community, there is the beginning of the move to greater specialisa-
tion in monumental masonry. The shift does not occur everywhere at the same time,
but in any one area there is a surprisingly short period of overlap. Why this shift
happens, and when and how, we still do not know.

8   Conclusions
Graveyard memorials are amongst the most valuable examples of material culture from
the last few centuries. Their close dating, their association with named individuals and
families (both clients and producers), and their attested physical location place them
uniquely in the dimensions of time, space and social context. The production of
memorials is thus important for studying individual craftsmen and their products, the
relationships between producer and consumer, the patterns of distribution, and the
processes by which designs and concepts spread. In addition to technology and produc-
tion it is possible to examine beliefs, fashions, and social trends of the wider society as
they are reflected in memorials. This can be done at a number of levels, from a single
family plot to a large urban cemetery, or even a region containing many rural burial
grounds. The opportunities are immense and the rewards so far have been great; with
more recorders and analysts the potential which lies in thousands of burial grounds in
Britain and Ireland, and elsewhere, can be tapped. This will increase our understanding
of the past and aid the protection and management of these monuments in the future.
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PART 2: CARRYING OUT A PROJECT

Completing a successful survey depends on organisation and planning, diligence and
commitment. It is often desirable to spread various stages of the work through the
seasons, and, for larger projects, perhaps over several years. It is therefore essential that
consistent procedures are applied so that the final end product justifies the effort
expended. There is an ideal sequence to the work, but there can be some variation on
this depending on the expertise, equipment and time available.

1   Preparatory work

Selecting and assessing the burial ground
The first requirement is to have a graveyard to record. This may be the local churchyard or
cemetery, or one more distant which seems of particular interest. In order to appreciate the
scale of the task, and therefore whether it is viable both practically and in terms of the
information which can be recovered, it is necessary to carry out a preliminary assessment.

Estimate how many memorials there are in total, and what proportion are difficult to
read; check in overgrown areas, and do not overlook small, fallen or moved memorials.
Look at the range of memorials in terms of the content of inscriptions, types of
memorial and decoration, which centuries are represented, and roughly in what propor-
tions. Note if there has been memorial clearance in some or all areas, and if possible see
to where they have been moved. In this way it will be possible to assess the potential of
a burial ground. A more detailed visit will be necessary prior to recording to decide
exactly what is to be attempted, but this can only usefully be done after permission has
been granted and other background research completed.

Logistical factors also need to be considered, such as how much vegetation clearance
may be necessary, and availability of shelter in time of heavy rain. Which areas are being
used for contemporary burial and where graves are well tended need to be noted, as
sensitivity will be necessary when working near these. It is unfortunately necessary to
bear in mind personal security for recorders in some urban cemeteries.

Permission
All burial grounds are owned by some organisation, and although they are usually open
to the public it is still necessary to obtain permission to carry out a survey. There is
usually a notice board at the entrance with details of management and ownership, often
with an address or telephone number. Contact should be made preferably some time
ahead of the intended survey, and perhaps a site meeting arranged if there are any
questions about the project. Usually there are no problems, and those responsible are
delighted that an interest is being taken in the heritage for which they are responsible.
You need to find out to what extent any vegetation can be cleared, and if it is acceptable
to peel back grass to read covered parts of stones. Some graveyards have areas set aside
for wildlife, and these may not be available for recording at certain times of year. If you
are doing a detailed plan, you will also have to explain about the survey grid.
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As burial grounds differ in their management structure and past history of work, who
should be approached will vary from project to project. It is better to have made too many
enquiries and contacts than too few. It is also important to find out if any of the records
made will be of use to the authorities. They may appreciate a plan, a list of those
commemorated, a copy of the report when it is finished, or even a full set of all the records.
Clearly if there is a major cost of reproduction then this needs to be budgeted for.

There is normally no restriction as to when a survey can take place, but it is best to avoid
times when services are being conducted if the burial ground surrounds a church or chapel
used for worship. Whilst services are of course most likely on Sundays they can occur
regularly on other days. It is also very important to check that no funerals are planned, so
regular contact needs to be maintained throughout the period of the survey. It is not
appropriate to be carrying out graveyard recording during a funeral service, whether it is in
the church or chapel or during any interment in the burial ground. Leave a contact
telephone number with the burial ground manager so that fieldwork can be postponed at
short notice if there is a funeral and interment, though it may be possible to work for
most of the day, ensuring that no one is working around the time of the service.

It may also not be possible to do recording in some graveyards on wedding days because
of the disruption to photographers and the distractions to recorders from guests. Unlike
funerals, however, weddings are planned well ahead, and so it should be possible to obtain
a list of dates from the church or chapel covering several weeks if not months.

Existing graveyard records
It is important to discover if any survey has already been undertaken of the burial
ground, and whether there is an existing plan of the graveyard. Church and chapel
burial grounds may have a plan, but many do not, particularly for the older graves. If
one does exist, it may not be complete or to a set scale, so it should be checked. It may
be possible to obtain a copy of the plan to use as a base for the study and even if
inaccurate this may be useful in the interim before a measured plan is made.

Most cemeteries have extensive records, including detailed plans of all the burial
plots. These form a useful source of information, though some only show the num-
bered grid of burial plots and do not mark features such as paths and trees. In such
cases it can be quite difficult to use the plans in the field, but they are of great
assistance in analysis at a later stage.

It is also worth checking the local library and record office as well as the burial
ground authorities to see if the inscriptions have already been recorded. If this has
happened, a copy can be made and used to check against the stones, the transcriptions
being incorporated into the more extensive record suggested here. Other forms of
records which can be invaluable for analysis are discussed in Part 5.

Deciding what to record
Before beginning the survey, it is necessary to define the aims of the project and so prioritise
the information to be collected. In Part 1, many interesting themes which can be examined
using evidence from graveyards have been mentioned, and in Part 3 the basic elements of
the proposed recording form are laid out, though there is plenty of room for choice in what
to record and at what level of resolution. Part 5 explains how the information collected can
be ordered and processed to reveal patterns which can be interpreted and throw light on our
past. Whilst it is possible to just use the form as presented here, and then obtain meaningful
and interesting results, it is worth thinking about what most interests the recorders and
trying to ensure that material collected will be of relevance to their concerns.
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2   Survey logistics

Graveyard etiquette
Graveyards are sensitive and emotion-laden places, and it is important that behaviour is
always in keeping with the setting. Care needs to be taken with walking over marked
grave plots, and no recording should be undertaken near anyone visiting a grave. Often
people will stop and ask what is going on, and are usually very happy that the memorials
of which they are so fond are being recorded. They can often supply illuminating
information about those buried in recent times, and about the masons and funeral
directors that work in the area.

Whilst it is certainly not necessary to maintain a funereal air whilst recording, it is
insensitive to be shouting and laughing, or larking about in the burial ground. This
needs to be impressed on younger and more boisterous members of the team, and it is
better to record for shorter blocks of time when concentration can be maintained than
go on too long and have any problems. Consideration needs to be given to smoking in
the graveyard, and certainly no litter of any kind should be left behind.

In all cases it is vitally important that the utmost sensitivity be kept when recording
takes place to avoid upsetting local people or the authorities. For example, it may be
wise to have lunch breaks outside the churchyard, rather than give the impression of
casually picnicking on graves. Radios should not be allowed into the graveyard, and it
is generally not wise to bring dogs, though owners may be able to tie their animals up in
a suitably discreet location.

It is important that local people who may see the work going on, and other interested
groups who may have valuable knowledge and experience, are made aware of the
project in its planning stage and kept informed of progress when it is under way.

Equipment
Very little specialist equipment is needed to carry out much graveyard recording. A
complete list is given in Table 1. All the items are self-explanatory, or will be discussed
where relevant below. It is very easy to lose items in the grass, so brightly coloured
pencils, rubbers, pencil sharpeners and hand-tapes are worth obtaining, or all the items
should be kept together in a small bag or box. Some items are needed for each recorder;
others, such as the compass for measuring orientation, are more expensive and can be
shared. Recording by rubbing and photography will probably not be undertaken by
many people at any one time, so there is no need for large supplies of wax crayons or
cameras on a normal survey.

Numbering the memorials
For an ordered and effective record of a burial ground, every memorial must be
identified and given a number. Before this can be done, it may be necessary to
undertake careful reconnaissance of overgrown parts of the graveyard. It is important to
be aware of the ecological implications of any clearance, and when permission is being
obtained for the work this is an important matter to discuss. It may sometimes be
necessary to leave some areas for recording in the winter or early spring when vegetation
has died down, though the recording of many stones in cold weather is to be avoided
unless it is an emergency situation.

Begin the numbering at an obvious point, and number along rows where possible. If
there is an existing graveyard or cemetery plan, do not use its numbers as this can take
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much longer than creating your own. At a later stage, correlate the various records, but
remember it is likely that some monuments may have been moved or removed since the
original plan was made. Often cemetery plans of plots do not easily correlate with
monuments now found on the ground.

It may be advisable to mark the numbers of the graves on small white garden tags and
place them by each stone. This can help with identification, but can also cause

Table 1 Checklist of equipment for fieldwork

Planning Basic recording – one each

Tapes (30m or 50m preferred) Record forms

Surveyors’ arrows or equivalent Code sheets

Grid pegs (eg heavy duty plastic tent pegs) Clip board

Board covered with graph paper (mm and cm squares) HB pencil

Plastic drafting film Pencil sharpener

Masking tape Soft rubber

Hard pencil (6H) Hand tape (3m with grip)

Pencil sharpener Soft brush

Soft rubber Plastic garden tag or lollipop stick

Plastic ruler Torch

if recording has already begun: Basic recording – to share

Numbered sketch plan Compass

Record forms Spray bottle

Sponge

Trowel

Photography Additional recording

35mm camera (SLR) Wax crayons or equivalent

Colour print film Rubbing paper (eg lining paper)

Scale (30cm or 50cm) Masking tape

Pegboard and letters, numbers or Wide dressmaking elastic

Blackboard, chalk, cloth Soft pencil (B)

Flash on extension Graveyard plan

Shears Record forms

Graveyard plan Notebook

Record forms Profile gauge

Notebook

Mirror or board covered with tin foil

Health and safety

First aid box
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problems. Tags can be moved either by wind or unhelpful visitors to the burial ground,
and they may also be taken away or dispersed during grass cutting. Marking stones with
chalk is generally unwise, as it can cause offence, and the chalk will wash off in the rain.
It is therefore safer to rely on a sketch or accurately drawn plan to identify stones.

Allocating work
Before any recording can start some sort of plan is necessary. Ideally, this should be a
copy of an accurate survey, but a sketch plan can be quite sufficient. The plan must be
annotated in a way which allows memorials to be identified on it. It can be helpful to
indicate the name of the first person commemorated on some of the stones, and to use
simple symbols to differentiate between types of memorial. An example of a working
sketch plan is given in Fig 58. It can be surprisingly difficult for a person to use a rough
sketch plan produced by someone else, so it should either be quite accurate or
produced by the individual who is allocating recording tasks and who will then keep the
plan and refer to it.

Whether working alone or in a group, there has to be a system to the process of
recording the stones. It is best if recorders work alone or in pairs. Single recorders are
the most efficient, but it can be more fun to record in pairs, and certainly this can be a
real help on large monuments (where assistance is required with measuring) and those
where the inscription is difficult to read.

It is essential that one person is responsible for allocating memorials to be recorded
by each member of the team; if not some memorials will be missed out and others
recorded twice. The person allocating should have the sketch map, and take the
recorder to the first stone and indicate which they are to record. In this way there can
be no confusion.

Each recorder or team should be given a group of memorials to record. In most
burial grounds this can be an easily appreciated block such as a row, but sometimes it
has to be an arbitrary block such as a set of five to ten stones. It is better for morale if
the blocks are not too large; there is a sense of achievement when one assignment has
been completed and another can be requested. Alternatively, if too few are given out at
a time, the person doing the assigning is forever being asked for new allocations. The
recorder should write down the numbers of the monuments they are allocated, and it is
safest if they also note down several of the names of the deceased, for example of the
first, middle and last memorials they are to do, so that they can ensure they have not left
out any stones or somehow become confused as to the order. This may seem highly
unlikely with rows of memorials, but in reality rows are less clear on the ground, and not
all burials seem to be in rows. It must also be made clear which foot stones are perceived
as going with a particular headstone. These will not have a separate number but should
be recorded on the headstone’s form. Others might be regarded as independent
memorials and will have their own individual number. If the detailed plan has already
been prepared, copies of this (or the relevant portions if it is large) can be given to each
recorder, and the blocks of stones highlighted on it.

It is best if all allocated blocks can be finished by the end of the day, otherwise there will
be a scatter of incomplete blocks in the burial ground which can be difficult to find again the
next time. Therefore, towards the end of the recording session it is best if those recorders
who finish first go and help others complete their blocks. The actual recorders should fill
their names in on the forms, but they should be given to the person allocated that block of
numbers so that they can hand their set over complete and in numerical order.

It is a good check if the person allocating numbers keeps a running list of the blocks
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Fig 58 Working sketch of a graveyard showing stones, paths and other identifiable features.
Note some stones have a name attached to confirm identification.
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of numbers given out, with the name of the recorder set against each block. Then it is
clear which numbers have been allocated, and to whom. At the end of the session the
forms can be gathered in, put in numerical order, checked against this list, and any
errors sorted out. If this can be done at the burial ground, most problems can be
resolved before leaving that session; otherwise a list of queries needs to be drawn up for
resolution at the next visit. If there are several recorders in the team, the person
allocating memorial numbers should usually not attempt to do much recording but
should concentrate on checking the numbering and helping with any questions.

All memorial records should be checked by someone other than the primary re-
corder. It is soon easy to judge if the measurements are correct, and the text can be
looked over again. The coded information explained in Part 3 can also be confirmed,
and any queries noted can be dealt with if possible. It is useful to keep a checklist of
problem memorials which may need to be revisited, for example at optimum lighting
conditions, or for some rubbing to be undertaken to recover details of text or decoration.

Exposing memorials
Particular monuments may be overgrown and a decision has to be made as to how
much they should be cleared. Here aesthetic, ecological and gravestone management
issues all need to be considered. Ivy is a common and in some senses appropriate
covering for memorials, but if all the leaves are stripped off this should really be
sufficient to allow recording; do not pull off living stems as this can cause the surface of
the stone, onto which the ivy is affixed, to come away and cause considerable long-term
damage. If it is considered desirable by the burial ground authorities that the ivy be
permanently removed then it can be cut off at its roots and allowed to die off before
being removed some months later. Moss may also be removed in some cases, but
the same concerns about protecting the surface of the stone apply (Fig 59). A
covering of vegetation can work to preserve or destroy; the covering can protect
from acidic rain and from frost, yet it can also break up the surface and pull apart
different structural elements of more complex monuments with its roots. Each case
should be judged carefully on its merits, and decisions on such clearance need to be
made within the longer-term management plan for the burial ground. If necessary,
ask advice from the Diocesan Archaeological Advisor who can be contacted through
the Secretary of the Diocesan Advisory Committee, whose details will be held by the
incumbent. Much sensible advice is given on graveyard monument conservation in
Strangstad (1988).

Monuments have often sunk into the ground, and part of the decoration and
inscription may be below ground level. Epitaphs and masons’ names or initials are often
low down on the stone. If at all possible, the missing information should be recovered
with limited excavation at the face of the stone (Fig 60). Turf should ideally be cut and
peeled back rather than being removed in sods which may not so easily stay in place or
take root again. Any soil that is removed should be placed on some thick plastic or in a
container so that after reinstatement there will be no sign of activity. Any finds of
fragmentary human remains should not be separated, but just left in the soil. Other
significant artefacts should be retained, being bagged and labelled with the monument
number so that their find spot is known. These should be notified to the Diocesan
Archaeological Advisor. In most cases it should not be necessary to dig to any great
depth. The soil has often protected the memorial against erosion, so marginal designs and
text are often best preserved on these parts of the monument. Recording of these parts
of the stone should certainly be undertaken wherever possible. It is essential that the
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excavation, recording, filling in and reinstatement of the turf should all be accomplished in
one day. It may therefore be necessary to postpone examination of partially buried
stones to the beginning of a day, and to do so when any necessary rubbings and
photographs can be taken, otherwise the excavation and cleaning may have to be done
more than once.

In some churchyards headstones have been laid flat, in others table and chest tombs
dismantled and the tops laid on the ground. There are also 19th-century memorials
which have associated body stones set on the ground. In all these cases, as well as with
proper ledger stones, turf may have grown over the monument. In a long spell of dry
weather, such memorials can often be identified as parch marks in the grass, but they
can also be located by sticking a metal pin such as a knitting needle or surveyor’s ‘poppy
pin’ through the turf. By using a sharp knife such as a modelling or Stanley knife, the
turf can be cut and peeled back to reveal the stone. As with burial from sinkage, so the

Fig 59 Stones and vegetation. (a) Ledger stone with moss in inscription: selective cleaning
would improve visibility but in places the moss enhances the shallower incisions, Atcham,

Shropshire [PAR], (b) Headstone with moss still on right obscuring design, but clear on left,
Compton Bassett, Wiltshire
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covering of turf can preserve much of the detail of these monuments (Fig 61). They
should be recorded as normal, but then carefully covered again.

Health and safety
Burial grounds do offer a few hazards for the unwary, and it is worth being aware of
potential risks. It is not normally sensible to carry out graveyard recording alone, but should
this be necessary, let someone know where you are, and inform them when you leave.

Fig 60 (a) Partly buried headstone with only two lines of the epitaph revealed,
(b) Limited clearance at the base of the headstone reveals another three lines of

the epitaph, though still not all of it, Bingham, Nottinghamshire:

In hopes to rise again interr’d here [lies]
An Aged matron virtuous & wise

Whose pious conduct & religious life
Made her a living Neighbour & good [wife]

Her Peaceful Soul to God she has resind

(Words in square brackets are inscribed above the previous word on that line)
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The most common accidents are caused by the uneven ground, and it is easy to sprain
an ankle where a grave has subsided; even some older graves can still be settling decades
after their last inhumation. Care should be taken, also, with leaning or collapsing
monuments. Where there is undergrowth to clear, thick gloves may be needed to deal
with brambles and nettles, and it is always possible that a wasps’ or bees’ nest may be
uncovered – they have even been known inside tombs! A small first aid kit is worth
taking out to deal with cuts, scratches, bites and stings. Its location during the day
should be known by all in the team.

Personal safety is not a problem in most graveyards, but in certain locations, such as
some inner city cemeteries, this may be a factor which should be considered. Equip-
ment should not be left unattended in a graveyard – it is surprisingly easy to lose items
in even quite short grass, and there is also the possibility of theft.

3   Timetable
Drawing up a timetable for the recording is helped by some estimation of the length of
time needed for each part of the work. Of course experienced recorders work much
faster than a beginner, but given memorials of average complexity and legibility, 10–30
memorials a day is a reasonable aim. Very worn memorials take as long as one’s
patience and ingenuity last; modern headstones and cremation plaques can take only a
few minutes. Planning even a small graveyard using tapes is likely to take a team of three
several days. With a large burial ground the survey will have to be done in stages. The
checking of forms needs to be undertaken by those with some experience, and inevita-
bly mistakes will be found on a significant percentage of them. Ideally this process
should take place when the graveyard is quiet.

Fig 61 (a) Peeling back the turf to reveal the whole surface of the stone (note the better
preservation on that part which has been overgrown), Clonmacnoise, Co Offaly (b) Turf cut

from over the ledger stone, with the inscription visible in mirror image in the root system [PAR]
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Whilst it is possible to carry out a survey of a graveyard in a few consecutive days, it
is likely that repeat visits will be necessary for checking. Also, areas thickly overgrown
may be best left for a late autumn or spring recording session (when additional
monuments can also be added to an accurate plan). Periodic visits to almost illegible
memorials can allow further parts of the text to be discerned in different lighting
conditions.

It is best to leave plenty of time for the graveyard recording though getting the bulk
of the transcribing of inscriptions and filling in of the forms done in a shorter time is
good for morale and prevents the whole enterprise dragging on and never being
completed.

The ordering, processing and analysis of information can begin even before all the
recording is finished, and certainly before every last detail is resolved. Carrying out
these later stages of the work can highlight gaps in the data, and can also put any
missing information in perspective. On cool reflection more information may not be
worth the efforts involved in trying to recover it.

Carrying out the recording of an average sized churchyard (perhaps 250 memorials)
can be achieved single-handedly. The planning, however, would then be difficult to
complete accurately, and it is not easy to check one’s own forms. It is a task not to be
undertaken lightly as the fieldwork could represent 4–6 weeks’ solid work, including
production of some sort of plan and the photography. With even one assistant available
some of the time to help with planning and photography, this can be speeded up
significantly, and it is easier to keep morale high. The ordering and simple analysis of
the data can take several weeks more, depending on what is desired. With a small group
of half a dozen people the time scale is rapidly reduced, with primary fieldwork in such
a churchyard completed in only a few days.

4   Checklist of what to do
This list summarises the process of recording and analysis and should help individuals
or groups achieve their aims with minimum complication. For some studies not all
stages will be relevant, and some can be undertaken concurrently or in a slightly
different order, but this is the ideal sequence.

1. Find a burial ground with suitable memorials which is logistically viable.
2. Obtain permission from the incumbent, churchwardens or burial ground manager

to carry out the survey and any preliminary vegetation clearance.
3. Check what records have already been made with the above, the local records

office and library, and the Diocesan Archaeological Advisor; obtain copies where
relevant.

4. Consider exactly what should be recorded and analysed; bear in mind what the
graveyard contains in terms of date range, decoration, and inscriptions, based on
at least one careful evaluation visit.

5. Adapt the codes and prepare a code sheet and appropriate form; get these dupli-
cated.

6. Clear undergrowth within agreed limits.
7. Plan graveyard, numbering memorials.
8. Record memorials on forms.
9. Preliminary field check of forms.
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10. Photograph memorials and get prints made.
11. Record other graveyard features with description augmented by photographs.
12. Ink up plan and join together if a composite plan.
13. Fix photographic prints onto forms.
14. Catalogue and file the photographic negatives.
15. Final field check of forms.
16. Set up computer database.
17. Complete any additional fields on the forms or new forms for analytical purposes.
18. Input data onto computer database.
19. Analyse data.
20. Write a descriptive report of the methods actually employed and what the burial

ground and its monuments are like.
21. Write an analytical report on what you have found out from the survey and

analysis.
22. Distribute copies of the reports and plans to those by whom permission was given,

and local repositories.
23. Deposit the archive in an appropriate place, such as the Diocesan or County

Records Office.
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PART 3: RECORDING THE MEMORIALS

Introduction
Recording memorials can be a very enjoyable, rewarding experience (Fig 62). Even very
worn and difficult gravestones often retain more than anticipated at first glance and will
repay the effort taken to decipher them. In this chapter, advice is given on how to
record, using the recording form, and each of the elements it contains – the inscription,
the photograph, and many other features of the memorial.

The recording form suggested is quite a complex one. However it is perfectly
reasonable to use a simpler version, or to only fill in those parts with which the recorders
feel happy. It may be that different members of a team can fill in particular sections of
the form, depending on their knowledge, interests and aptitudes. For example, some-
one with a particular interest in flowers may wish to develop a more detailed pattern of
identification of the flowers and leaves carved on the memorials.

In each section there is some discussion of the reasons for including a particular
record, and the range of choices with regard to its format. Practical suggestions are
given to overcome some of the difficulties commonly encountered by recorders once in
the field. Examples are also given of completed sections of forms beside photographs of
actual stones.

Fig 62 Recording a headstone
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1   The recording form
To make an effective record of all the memorials in a burial ground, it is necessary to be
systematic in the way in which information is collected and stored. Whilst it is becom-
ing increasingly easy to record directly onto computer in the field, there are many
advantages with the use of paper records, even if data is to be transferred to computer
at a later stage.

Previous forms
In a previous handbook on recording, a method was suggested which attempted to deal
with the problems of complex monuments by using a form for each component. This
was rather cumbersome, and could make subsequent analysis difficult. A more flexible
method of recording is suggested here which takes the monument as the unit, but
allows each recording project to develop its own priorities in recording.

Thus the purpose of this chapter is to outline the specimen form reproduced in
Figure 63 and discuss the various elements that could be recorded. A blank form is in
the pocket at the back of the book so that copies can be made. It is not, however, its
purpose to set more than minimum standards. Beyond this it is rather to encourage
selective, more detailed, recording so that particular aspects can be studied in due
course. The previous chapter on the interpretation of graveyards and their monuments
has already given many suggestions on how the collected data can be used to good
effect. Discussion of forms for use with schools and young people (for example Scout
or Guide groups, or Young Archaeologists clubs) can be found in Appendix A.

The new style of form
The form has been designed with five components: the burial ground (top left), the
inscription (middle left), coded information about the memorial (top right), the photo-
graph (bottom right), and comments (bottom left). Together on one A4 page they
provide a very great deal of information about each memorial which can be used as a
basis for much interesting and important subsequent analysis. The codes used here are
almost all numeric because many of the computerised statistical packages can use data
in this form rather than in letter codes; it is relatively easy, though time-consuming, to
convert letter codes to numbers. Whilst letters appear to give the advantage of 26
options for each box, multiple-letter categories such as AB, AC, etc, are very difficult to
grasp. Larger numbers in a hierarchical numbering system, as described in the next
section, are easier to comprehend. This method also provides more flexibility in
adapting recording systems whilst a project is under way.

The advantage of the A4 sheet used on one side over a double-sided A5 card is that
all the information about the memorial can be viewed at once, and this can be very
helpful in manual sorting and checking. There would be some advantage in reproduc-
ing the form on card as this would provide a stiffer base for the photographs, and reduce
the damage from handling and storage although it would be more expensive. The
record sheets can be left in box files, or hole punched and placed in ring binders. The
latter is preferable in most cases as the order of records is more easily preserved. Forms
should either be punched in advance of being filled in, or recorders must be made aware
of where the hole punch will affect the sheets, otherwise part of the inscription will be
lost during filing. When hole punching, ensure that the holes are in the same place for
each batch of forms, as this produces a neater archive. When there are a lot of records
from a burial ground, it is important not to place too many in any one file or ring
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Fig 63 Graveyard memorial recording form
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binder, as the photographs make it unwieldy, and forms can be damaged and come
loose.

Key information to record
The form offers the essentials of recording, but could clearly be designed in other ways.
It should be emphasised, however, that there are several aspects worth recording,
however it is done. Each memorial needs to be given a unique number. Besides the
inscription, the dimensions of the monument, its material, orientation, its shape and
decoration should be noted, however simply. The form is intended to deal with what
can be gathered in the field. In subsequent analysis, the information about the stone
and what can be gathered from the text of the inscription can be either considered
separately or combined with documentary sources to reveal many patterns and trends.
All these options are explored in Part 5. Sketches placed somewhere on the form can be
very useful, and where they can be afforded, photographs are invaluable. Rubbings may
be found to be not only enjoyable to make but also a valuable record, though they
should be cross referenced with the forms.

The location of the monument within the burial ground also needs to be recorded,
but this is most easily achieved on a plan of whatever kind, and the monument number
should be used to annotate this.

2   Filling in the top part of the form
The section in the top left hand corner of the form provides standard information about
the site being recorded.

Burial ground
The very top should be used to write in the place and dedication or description, such as
St Mary’s, Sutton; Sutton cemetery; or Hebron Baptist, Henllys. Up to eight characters
are available, but it is usually easier to keep the code short. If there is more than one
burial ground in the same place, this should be allowed for in the code even if it has not
yet been recorded. So in the case of the two Sutton burial grounds listed above, the
codes may be SUTM and SUTCEM, with HENHB for the third example. It is the site
code that will be used on identifying boards used in photography, and on any other
record such as rubbings (see below).

If  there  is  a  very  large  number of  memorials, for example in a  municipal
cemetery, different zones may be given distinctive sub codes so that they can be
compared and contrasted in the analysis. So, for example, Sutton cemetery could be
labelled SUTCEM, leaving room for sub codes for all the areas, giving SUTCEMA,
SUTCEMB, etc.

Grid reference
A site grid reference is useful to confirm the location of the burial ground. Material
from a range of recording projects could be assembled for regional or national
studies, and for this the position in the national grid would be most helpful. This
grid reference can also be a check if two independent surveys have both used the
same place code. It is easy to calculate a national grid reference from an Ordnance
Survey map.
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Denomination
Denomination is an important factor in the selection of some memorials and for
assessing the historical context of the burials. An abbreviated code for each denomina-
tion can be selected; suggested codes are given in Table 2. Cemeteries may have zones
for different denominations, so care needs to be taken to use the appropriate code for
this as recording proceeds. Non-denominational burial grounds can be coded 0.
Individual stones, even where the denomination of the deceased is known, for example
where a minister is buried, should not be coded differently as the code refers to the
burial area not to individuals.

Printing standard information on the form
Most of the information listed above would be the same on all the forms for one burial
ground, and could be filled in on the form before it was reproduced. This can ensure
that the standard sections are already completed accurately, which saves time and
avoids unnecessary errors. Only denomination may need to be left blank if a cemetery
with distinct denomination zones is being recorded.

Recorder and date
A space has been designed for entering the name of the recorder, and the date the
record was made. This can be important, as subsequent visitors to the graveyard may
find the memorial has become more eroded and less detail is visible, and dated records
allow assessment of the erosion rate. Alternatively, an overgrown and inaccessible
inscription may be visible after a programme of clearance.

Memorial number
It is essential that each memorial has a separate, individual number, and that this is
placed in the top right hand corner of the form so it is easy to find the relevant form
when they are all stored in a binder. By using the burial ground code and the
monument number, it is possible to give every monument a unique identifier.

Where the burial ground is split into sections, it is confusing if the memorial numbers
start from 1 in each section, as analysis of the whole cemetery would require the
sections to be combined and the duplicate numbering would be confusing. If teams are
to work in different areas at the same time, each can be given a substantial block of
numbers to use. It does not matter if every number is not allocated. Displaced elements

Table 2 Denomination codes

0 No denomination

1 Anglican (Church of England, in Wales, of Scotland, in Ireland etc)

2 Non Anglican (for cemeteries where nonconformists, Roman Catholics
etc are buried in the unconsecrated area)

3 Methodist

4 Baptist

5 Presbyterian

6 Roman Catholic

7 Jewish
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such as foot stones that may have been removed to ease grass cutting and placed against
a boundary wall should be separately numbered. It may be possible later to suggest with
which headstones they may have belonged, but as this cannot now be proven, suggested
associations should be placed in the comments section of the form. In any subsequent
analysis it is then possible to combine or keep separate these records.

3   The inscription
It is the inscription of memorials that has traditionally attracted most interest and there
is no doubt that much of value can be extracted from the inscriptions of a graveyard.
The space on the form for the inscription is placed on the left hand side, and is usually
sufficient, but if necessary a second form or the reverse of the original sheet can be used,
with PTO at the bottom to indicate that there is more than is immediately visible.

Transcribing the inscription onto the form
Upper and lower case lettering should both be used exactly as on the stone, but
attempts to copy the styles of lettering are inadvisable as this takes too long and rarely
captures the quality of workmanship (Fig 64). Use the form to display centring and
relative size, though this will also be visible on the photograph and any rubbing (Fig
65). When there are any dividing lines or decoration between blocks of text, these
should be sketched in the relevant places on the inscription box on the form.

The text should be transcribed line by line. If there is text on more than one face,
the inscription box should be broken up into sections for each face, and additional
forms or the back of the sheet used also. Use of compass points should allow a note to
be made of which inscription belongs where. So, for example, a table tomb could
have the top surface, and the long north and south faces inscribed, and even the smaller
east and west ends; crosses often have inscriptions on more than one face of the base
(Fig 66).

Likely wording and letter forms
A little background preparation will help inexperienced recorders make more sense of
inscriptions. Some knowledge of the expected layout and terminology of memorials, the
form of lettering and the ways in which the letters are cut can prevent confusion and
wasted time and effort. Reconnaissance of the chosen burial ground and, if necessary,
other well-preserved ones in the vicinity, can be very helpful in the preparatory stages of
a project. The following notes may be helpful:

1. Introductory terms such as ‘Here lies’, ‘Beneath this stone’, ‘Sacred’, ‘Erected’, ‘In
loving memory’. These can often have very elaborate first letters or words which
can confuse the beginner (Fig 67).

2. Letter forms can be unfamiliar, particularly 18th century examples, such as the f
for s. Some numerals can be difficult to read correctly, and on older monuments
may be in Latin numerals.

3. The way in which letters and numbers were cut with combinations of deep and
shallow incised lines. With erosion and weathering, often only the deeper strokes
are left but with experience these can be identified.

4. Abbreviations occur in a range of forms, notably with dates and elisions at the end
of lines, such as inter’d. Sometimes there are letters placed one above another, or
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may be as superscripts in abbreviations such as 10th and Decr. Sometimes omis-
sions were corrected by adding text above or below the lines, again often in smaller
script.

5. Words are not now commonly in use, such as ye (the), relict (surviving spouse,
normally widow). Phrases such as Anno Domini (AD) and Aet (the Latin Aetatis,
meaning age) may also be found on the older memorials.

Where to look for the inscriptions
Text tends to be on one face of the headstone, but sometimes inscriptions can be on
both faces, and on more than one side and also the top of larger monuments such as

Fig 64 Left hand part of the form filled in.
Note splitting of words and use of upper and

lower case as on the stone. Dromin,
Co Louth

Fig 65 Memorial recorded in Figure 64
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tombs. Mason’s marks can occur very low down on headstones, on the back, side or
even top of the stone (see below).

Many mid-20th century monuments have inscriptions not only on the headstone but
also on the kerbs, and indeed some were only ever kerbed and have all the text placed
there (Fig 68). This should be remembered when looking for inscriptions and a scrutiny
of kerbs should be routine in the recording process. In the case of very complex
monuments, an annotated sketch may be helpful.

Techniques to improve reading of inscriptions
Some inscriptions, even of great antiquity, can be easy to read, but many pose more
problems. Oblique light is often necessary, and even relatively well preserved text can
be difficult to see on a dull winter’s day. Different parts of the inscription will be easier

Fig 66 Left hand part of the form filled in for a cross
with inscriptions on various faces, Monasterboice, Co Louth
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Fig 67 Introductory terms, in a variety of scripts. (a) Here lyeth ye body, Terrington, North
Yorkshire, (b) Sacred to the memory, Hovingham, North Yorkshire, (c) Erected in memory,

Bulmer, North Yorkshire, (d) In Loving Memory, Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire
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Fig 68 Inscribed kerbs. (a) With a headstone, Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, (b) On the top of the kerbs, child’s grave, York cemetery, North Yorkshire

(c) On the inside and outside of kerbs, Heysham, Lancashire [PAR]
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to see close up, others from further away. Looking straight on is the obvious way to read
a gravestone, but moving from one side to another can often help with reading
particular parts. Often on projects, volunteer recorders are amazed by the perception of
the newly arrived supervisor who, by a combination of experience and a different angle,
can read an awkward phrase with ease!

Certain times of day will be best for particular groups of stones, depending on their
orientation, and it may be necessary to transfer attention to different parts of the
graveyard as the day goes on. If most or all memorials face the same way, it may be
appropriate to concentrate work over more days utilising the times with the best light.
The more difficult inscriptions should certainly be left until there is good light available,
or alternative strategies employed. Some memorials, because of their position next to a
building or under trees, never have the benefit of direct sunlight. Some tombs have
recessed panels which always have shadows across them. In situations like this other
methods will have to be used (Fig 69). These are discussed below in the suggested
order of application.

Fig 69 (a) Chest tomb photographed with sunlight and (b) with light reflected
off a foil-covered board, Cricklade, Wiltshire
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1. Careful brushing or cleaning can help reveal an inscription. Brushes must not be
so hard that they damage the surface of the stone. It is only desirable to clean
enough to be able to read the inscription. Soft hand or tooth brushes work well, as
do shaving brushes.

2. Rubbing damp vegetation such as a handful of grass on the face of the stone can
also produce excellent results, but should only be done where the surface is not
breaking up from erosion.

3. Sponging the surface of the stone can be very effective. Besides sponging, spraying
water onto memorials can make otherwise invisible fine lines appear; a small
hand-pump action sprayer such as those used for house plants works well and can
be used on delicate surfaces. Sometimes the text appears immediately after any
form of wetting; on other occasions it is during the differential drying that it is
possible to read it.

4. Horizontal parts of monuments such as the tops of table tombs can also be
made easier to read by the use of water filling in the surviving parts of the
inscription. The stone should then be viewed from various sides, including very
oblique angles.

5. The application of oblique light emphasises the incised lines of text or decoration.
A good quality torch can work very well, as can the use of a mirror or a board
covered with tin foil on sunny days to deflect the sunlight onto the surface. Moving
the deflected beam back and forth allows attention to concentrate on the problem-
atic parts as their lighting changes.

6. When inscriptions are not visible, they can often still be felt with the tips of the
fingers. This is often the case on eroded tops of table or chest tombs.

Some other methods can be used but are not recommended.

1. Chalk can bring out an inscription, but it is not very effective on the finer parts, and
it is easy to highlight the obvious which makes the rest even more difficult to see.
The use of chalk on monuments with a soft or unstable surface should always be
avoided.

2. Another technique which is the matter of much dispute in North America, but
which is probably damaging to many memorials made of permeable rock types, is
the use of shaving foam to fill in the letters. This should not be used as the
chemicals in the foam cannot be completely removed even with extensive
washing immediately after transcription, and they can lead to deterioration of the
monument.

If an enthusiastic amateur photographer is available, it may be possible to take photo-
graphs of particularly difficult inscriptions or designs with multiple oblique flashes and
multiple exposures to produce a composite print which can reveal evidence impossible
to see with the naked eye. This has even been successful where the whole surface of the
stone has eroded away, but the effects of the stone cutting has affected the stone below
the surface and so influenced the differential weathering, making the text remain as a
subsurface ghost. However, this complex photographic work requires complete control
over lighting and so must be done at night; this needs to be done in the burial ground
with due notice to the authorities and by individuals with identification and written
permission, to avoid misunderstandings!
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Illegible inscriptions
At a certain point it may be necessary to decide to abandon a stone as partially or
completely illegible. Depending on research priorities, this might be after attempts with
artificial light sources and feeling with fingers has failed, or might be after much more
exhaustive procedures. In the report, left with the archive, state to what degree inscrip-
tions were sought; if special efforts were made on a particular stone, mention this in the
comments on the form.

It is important to record on the form where an inscription is illegible (Fig 70). If
possible, give some indication of how much might have been present. Often it may be
possible to at least identify the number of letters. This may be within a block of text that
can be read. In such cases, mark each missing letter with a dot. Where letters have gone
but can be inferred, put the inferred text in round brackets with ? in front of the first
letter. More experienced gravestone recorders can often recover a great deal from even
very worn inscriptions because of the format of the text, the letter forms and the way
they are cut, and this may allow even fragmentary evidence to be interpreted. Whether
recorders are experienced or not, it is best if illegible inscriptions are revisited after the
rest of the graveyard recording is completed.

Fig 70 Partially legible inscription, All Hallows,
Sutton on the Forest, North Yorkshire
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Monumental masons
Monumental masons often did not put their names on their work, but some did. Some
modern memorials even have full addresses and telephone numbers on small plaques!
Information on masons can be very valuable, but it is often in relatively small letters
tucked away at the bottom (often bottom right) of the face of the stone, on the base at
the front or rear, or even along the side of the stone (Fig 71). It may be in abbreviated
form, and however written it should be copied down exactly. Recorders should be
encouraged to look for this information, but not spend too long excavating at the base
of every stone in the hope of finding a name. The location of any masons’ inscriptions
should be noted on the form, as well as the exact way they are written out; many only
put initials or abbreviations on the stones, and documentary research may be necessary
to ascertain their full names and addresses.

Other aspects of the inscription can be recorded by a photograph, rubbing or
classified and recorded in the coded data section (see sections below).

4   Measurements and orientation
This next section of the form contains a code indicating what state the memorial is in,
and a group of measurements which define the size of the monument and which way it
faces (Fig 72).

Fig 71 Masons’ names. (a) Brown & Oldfield Malton, Terrington, North Yorkshire,
(b) Preston & son Amp.th, Terrington, North Yorkshire, (c) John Bradley, Welburn,

Bulmer, North Yorkshire, (d) W. Charlls Sculp., Hickling, Nottinghamshire
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Monument condition
Condition consists of two elements, the first for the memorial as a whole, the second for
the inscription alone (Table 3). Many combinations of these two elements can occur.
At one extreme is an in situ monument in fine condition but where the inscription has
been lost through surface erosion of the text panel (which can occur through surface
spalling of stone, or if a monument is made of more than one stone, and a soft variety
was used for the text panel); this would be coded 15. At the other extreme is a
dismantled stone of which only the text panel has been saved, but which has a pristine
inscription, which would merit the code 41.

The purpose of these codes is to exclude monuments which cannot be used for
certain kinds of analysis. For example, if part of a graveyard had been cleared and the
headstones placed along the boundary wall, they would still be marked on the graveyard
plan. However, if a study was undertaken of where stones were erected at various
periods, these would have to be excluded as their known position was not where they
were first placed. In this case, all those labelled 2 in condition of monument would be
excluded. Likewise, if one wished to examine all memorials with epitaphs, and see how
common they were at various times, it would be necessary to exclude at least those
classed 4 and above in condition of inscription from that study.

It is very important to understand the importance of correct coding, particularly of

Fig 72 Top right hand of form filled in, for stone illustrated in Figures 64 and 65. Note
that the altar has an IHS with cross as part of its design, and also two candles, and these
have not been recorded in the coding shown here. Where memorials such as this have many

decorative features it may be useful to codify them as a composite feature, such as Christian altar
with two candles and IHS below, and give that a code, or one could use some of the additional

boxes on the form to allow many more decorative elements to be each coded separately.
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the inscription. However difficult it was to read, if all was eventually deciphered then
the inscription is ‘clear’. It cannot be ‘mainly decipherable’ if it all was deciphered!

Monument dimensions
The next group of coded entries refer to the dimensions of the monument – its height,
width and thickness or length (Fig 73). They are all given in millimetres, not because
the exact millimetre is normally vital but because it can be critical in thickness (with
headstones for example) and so uniformity for all the measurements avoids errors. Even
so, it is very easy for recorders to inadvertently use centimetres or inches – with
apparently tiny monuments being thus recorded!

Measurement needs to be consistent for the whole study, and guidance needs to be
given to all recorders (Fig 74). Height should be from the ground surface, except in a
few cases. Where monuments may be on a low, unobtrusive base which raises them
above the ground, the height can be measured from this. Such bases are quite common
for modern memorials and including these in the height is inappropriate because by
their material and colour they are not intended to feature as part of the design, merely
to function as a support to prevent subsidence and tilting. Some 19th-century head-
stone types in contrast have a wider more prominent section at the base, and these and
the stepped portions of crosses (usually white marble) should normally be counted in
the height of the memorial. They are of a material which is visible, they can feature
decoration and inscriptions, and in all respects form part of the memorial proper.

Sunken memorials are even more problematic. As many monuments may have sunk
a little, it is easiest to merely take the above ground height for all of them, though it
would be necessary to mention this in comments, and valuable to note the depth to
which the inscription was found if it was followed beneath the surface. Where stones are
leaning it is easy enough to measure along the side of the memorial and so obtain an
accurate original height.

Width is the easiest measurement to decide upon, though the issue of including or
excluding bases is still present. The widest point should be taken, so this would be at
the base of an obelisk, but could be well above the ground in the case of a cross.

Thickness and length is a strange category, often with many low readings under
100mm (headstones), and another group at about 2200mm (ledgers and table or chest
tombs). However, there is no need to have separate categories since there can never be
any confusion. Kerbstones need to be noted, but do not deserve separate measure-
ments; their arrangement around the grave should be clear from the plan, and any
unusual features, such as a kerb enclosing more than one memorial, can also be noted

Table 3 Condition of the monument and inscription codes

Condition of monument (Box 1) Condition of inscription (Box 2)

1 Sound, in place 1 Mint

2 Sound, displaced 2 Clear

3 Leaning or falling apart 3 Mainly decipherable

4 Collapsed 4 Traces

5 Overgrown 5 Illegible/destroyed

9 Never inscribed
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Fig 73 Taking measurements. (a) width, (b) height, (c) thickness, (d) orientation with a compass
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Fig 74 Annotated diagram of monuments with measurements
indicated. (Drawing by Joanna Richardson)
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in comments. Where a monument only consists of kerbstones then a full set of
measurements should be recorded. If features of kerbs and plots are of particular
interest, the spare sets of boxes on the form can be used. Whatever measurement rules
are decided for a particular recording project, it is essential that all involved know them
and apply them consistently. The rules should be set out clearly in the methodology
report which accompanies the records.

Orientation
The orientation of the stone indicates which way it faces. Most headstones, for exam-
ple, are at the head of the grave and face towards the east, but this is far from universal.
Also, most headstones do not exactly face east, and within a graveyard different blocks
of graves may deviate one way or another from east. The reasons for this can be an
interesting avenue of research. Sometimes graves are aligned parallel to a feature such
as a wall or path, or the slope of the ground may have encouraged a different alignment.
Some stones may face west, so that they can be easily read, say from a path.

All monuments, including tombs, have an orientation. This is based on the side with
the most important primary inscription. Even horizontal slabs have an orientation – one
considers which way they would face if they were set up on end. Stones that have clearly
been moved should be measured for orientation, as this helps in relocating the stone at
a later date.

To measure orientation, a compass of a type used by walkers, which has a sliding
ring with 360 degrees marked on it, is needed. The compass is set on the top or side of
the stone, the fixed arrow pointing outwards from the inscription. The sliding ring is
then turned until north on the ring (0 or 360 degrees) lines up with the compass point
which is pointing to magnetic north (Fig 73, d). It is then very easy to read off the angle
for the memorial by seeing the number on the sliding ring which is lined up with the
fixed arrow pointing out from the memorial. The only time that placing the compass on
the stone can present difficulties is if the rock from which the monument is made is
itself magnetic. This can be the case with some granites, so the recorder must be careful
to swivel the compass about and see if the needle adjusts back to the expected general
direction or just floats about aimlessly. With such stones, orientation needs to be
calculated against the base or kerbs, as the magnetic field does not extend any distance
from the stone.

5   Coding other information

Background
Though at first sight this part of the form may appear intimidating and confusing, it
provides an effective way of encapsulating information about many different aspects of
the stone. For manual sorting and searching the use of code numbers in the boxes along
the right hand side of the sheets makes reference easy, and the form can be used for
transcription into a computer. Using the codes in the field is also a much faster way of
recording the information. Having the code sheet with categories and drawings of
shapes on one side of the clipboard, and the form currently being filled in opposite, the
recorder can rapidly consult across and find the right codes.

The recording form presented here is the result of work on more than 30 burial
grounds in England, Wales and Ireland, though the form itself has evolved over the
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fifteen years that the work has taken. This form has been designed to provide choice for
the recorders, but some elements are essential and these will be highlighted. The codes
set out here are only suggestions.

It is highly desirable that a preliminary visit to the burial ground identifies the
common features of the coding, and any local features which will be given codes not listed
here. Irrelevant sets of codes can also be omitted, so that the code sheets given to recorders
can be as complete as possible, without being too long. If additional codes are identified
during the survey, it is essential that all copies of the code sheet be modified at once.

For much of the information contained in the inscription, a second form can be used
which is filled in at a later date and away from the burial ground, and this is discussed
further at the end of this section.

Materials
The materials from which monuments have been made vary according to region, but
from the later 19th century the same range of materials is usually found anywhere in the
country, and so the suggested list should form a suitable basis from which to work
(Table 4). The codes for materials have been given two boxes each; the first giving the
general type, the second to be used if this is to be subdivided. For example, on the
sample code sheet granite in general has been given the code 30. But if greater detail in
recording is desired, then the various colours have all been given numbers in the 30s.
This allows anyone interested in granite memorials, irrespective of colour, to find them
all easily. If only black granite was required, then 33 would be searched for.

In particular areas, there may be various forms of, say, sandstone which it would be
helpful to differentiate. Just as the granites have all been given numbers beginning with
3, so the sandstones can be given numbers beginning with 4, so instead of just using 40
for all sandstones, one might choose to use 42 for yellow sandstone, 44 for red
sandstone, and so on. There are also plenty of additional numbers to use as required;
no materials have been assigned a number beginning with 9. Four materials are allowed
on this form, but if a burial ground had many complex monuments with more than four
materials on each, this could be extended. If lead is used for inlaying letters (see below)

Table 4 Material codes

Materials

10 Slate

20 Marble

21 White marble

22 Grey marble

23 Black marble

30 Granite

31 Pink granite

32 Grey granite

33 Black granite

40 Sandstone

50 Ceramic

Materials

51 Brick

52 Tile

53 Terracotta

54 Black-glazed ceramic

55 Brown-glazed ceramic

60 Iron

65 Brass

70 Conglomerate

75 Concrete

80 Limestone

90 Other
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Fig 75 Composite monuments. (a) Sandstone with slate insert for inscriptions (slipped from
position), Westow, North Yorkshire, (b) Limestone with copper alloy inserts for inscriptions,

Painswick, Gloucestershire, (c) Sandstone with white marble insert, Kellington, North
Yorkshire, (d) Limestone and granite, Kensal Green cemetery, London
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Table 5 Monument type codes

0100 Ledger

0105 Ledger on a base or step

0310 Grave-rail

0330 Grave-board

0500 Low monument

0510 Low monument with flat top

0520 Low monument with convex top

0530 Low monument with gabled top

0540 Low monument with hipped top

0550 Low monument with gabled cross

***5 Low monument on a base or low
step

When kerbs are not additional to any other
form of monument, but are the monument
themselves:

0900 Kerbs

0920 Plain kerbs

0940 Kerbs with posts at the corners

0960 Kerbs with three posts on each side

0970 Kerbs with railings

0980 Kerbs with chains

1000 Tomb

1100 Chest tomb

1110 Chest tomb with plain sides

1120 Chest tomb with rectangular
panelled sides

1130 Chest tomb with console ends

1300 Table tomb

1410 Table tomb, 4 straight square legs

1420 Table tomb, 4 baluster legs

1430 Table tomb, 4 animal legs

1440 Table tomb, 4 expanded legs

1610 Table tomb, 6 straight square legs

1620 Table tomb, 6 baluster legs

1630 Table tomb, 6 animal legs

1640 Table tomb, 6 expanded legs

1700 Tomb with I-plan panels

***1 Square cut top

***2 Bevelled top

***3 Coped top

***4 Moulded top

***5 Single bale on top

***6 Double bale on top

***7 Low monument on top

2000 Cross

2100 Simple Latin cross

2200 Ringed cross

2300 Cross with expanded terminals

2400 Gothic cross

**10 with 1 stepped base

**20 with 2 stepped base

**30 with 3 stepped base

**40 with 4 stepped base

**50 with rocky base

**60 with roughly square base

***5 with one step diamond shaped

3000 Sculpture

3100 Angel

3110 Angel standing, pointing upwards

3140 Angel seated, mourning

3160 Angel kneeling, praying

3200 Cherub

3400 Virgin Mary

***3 on stepped base

***5 on rocky base

***7 on cubed base

4000 Headstone

4100 Round top

4200 Gothic pointed top

4300 Triangular top

4400 Pedimented top

4500 Slightly curved top

4600 Sinuous top

4700 Flat top

4800 Concave pointed top
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it should not be coded here as it would be identified under technique of inscription. It
is best if fittings used in the construction of monuments are listed under comments.

The first material to be listed on the form should be the dominant one. For example a
sandstone headstone with a white marble inset of a cross would be coded 40 21 (Fig 75).

A surprising number of memorials are made of more than one material; many chest
tombs have a brick base with a stone slab, or there may have been iron railings round a
grave as well as a headstone and kerb. Many monuments from the early and middle part

5100 Flat top with semicircular central
feature

5200 Flat top with triangular central
feature

5300 Flat top with slightly curved central
feature

5800 Asymmetrical top

6000 With cross on top

6200 Gothic pointed with cross on top

6300 Triangular with cross on top

6400 Triangular with ringed cross on top

**10 Indented sides

**20 Shape of top repeated twice

**30 Shape of top repeated three times

Features on the shoulders of the headstones

***1 Semicircular

***2 Quarter-circular

***3 Square

***4 Triangular

***5 Pointed

***6 Convex shoulders

***7 Concave shoulders

***8 Angled shoulders

***9 Stepped shoulders

More recent memorials not suited to
headstone codes above

8100 Desk

8120 Desk with open book

8150 Desk with scroll

8200 Wedge shaped slab

8220 Wedge with open book

8250 Wedge with scroll

8400 Rock, rough

8450 Rock, rough, with scroll

8480 Rock, smooth

8500 Log pediment

8600 Heart

9000 Pedestal tomb

9100 Columnar pedestal

9200 Polygonal pedestal

9300 Cube pedestal

9400 Cuboid pedestal

**10 2nd stage cube/cuboid

**20 2nd stage gable

**30 2nd stage Gothic structure

**40 2nd stage obelisk

**50 2nd stage pyramid

**60 2nd stage dome

**70 2nd stage column

**80 2nd stage broken column

***1 Topped with urn

***2 Topped with draped urn

***3 Topped with finial

***4 Topped with a sphere

***5 Topped with a neo-classical
sarcophagus

9800 Mausoleum

9840 Classical revival mausoleum

9850 Egyptian revival mausoleum

9860 Gothic revival mausoleum

Table 5 Monument type codes (cont.)
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Fig 76 Ledgers and low monuments. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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of the 20th century have chippings of coloured stone or glass within the kerbs. Very few
have more than three materials, however, and room has been left on the form for four.

Many people are concerned about correctly identifying stone types, and the services
of a geologist may be helpful in the first instance. Whilst a monumental mason will
know the rock types used in contemporary memorials (and many of them now come
from as far afield as South Africa and India), he may be less certain of the older stones.
A geologist from a local school, college or museum should be able to help and, once the
key features are known for each rock type, it is not too difficult for the recorders to
determine the material for most, if not all, memorials. If there is still doubt, a geologist
may be prepared to work on the team recording this feature for all stones, or they could
be persuaded to check and deal with any problematic examples.

Monument type
Monument type is one of the most crucial categories on the form, as different types are
often analysed in different ways; they also have varying rates of survival and use
language and decoration rather differently. So, it is often necessary to select out all the
headstones for study as a group, as opposed to tombs. The monuments have been
broken down into the following categories (Table 5), indicated by the first digit in their
code numbers: flat slabs, grave-rails and -boards, low monuments and kerbs (0000);
chest and table tombs (1000); crosses (2000); sculpture (3000); headstones (4000,
5000, 6000, 7000, 8000), pedestal tombs, mausolea (9000).

The four-digit numbering system allows for recording and analysis at different levels
of detail, and so is very flexible, and works on the same principle as that for materials.
The first digit indicates the type of monument (eg headstone, tomb), the second a
subset of this (eg round-topped, table), and the third can be used for further subdivi-
sion. These are self explanatory when accompanied by sketch drawings.

Where possible the categories suggested here should be used, but the many local
variants which may be encountered can be given additional numbers (the headstone
categories have many unused numbers, and no 7000 numbers have been allocated). By
using this system one can either split into detail (all 8120 monuments, desk with open
book) or lump together (all monuments beginning 81 (desks), or even all beginning 8).
The working classification should be developed after a preliminary visit to survey the

Table 6 Ledgers, low monuments and grave-rails and grave-boards

0100 Ledger

0105 Ledger on a base or step

0310 Grave-rail

0330 Grave-board

0500 Low monument

0510 Low monument with flat top

0520 Low monument with convex top

0530 Low monument with gabled top

0540 Low monument with hipped top

0550 Low monument with gabled cross

***5 Low monument on a base or low step
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range of forms, so that a tailor-made sheet can be given out to recorders which will
cover most eventualities to be encountered during the project.

If this arrangement of main headings is felt unsuitable, a completely different
numbering system could be devised and, as long as it was well documented in the
report, it would be sensible to use it. The data could still be transformed for use with
other material; however, the framework given here will allow easy amalgamation of data
sets, even if some of the fine detail may need adjustment.

As this is one of the most important elements of the form, and also potentially the
most problematic, each category will be briefly discussed, and in some cases illustrated.

Ledgers (Fig 76, Table 6)
Ledgers, flat slabs level with the ground, can be coded 0100. Care has to be taken to
make sure they are not really parts of dismantled table or chest tombs, where only the
top slabs remain, and have been set on the ground. Many tombs which were considered
dangerous may have been dismantled. If there is any doubt, it is worth noting this in the
comments section. Small slabs which are often used to mark modern cremations would
be identified by their size measurements as distinct from the larger much older ledgers,
so there is no need for them to have a separate code. They could however be given one
(such as 0150) if this was thought easier. Ledgers can be raised up on a base which is
not substantial enough to make it a chest tomb, but is often just one course of blocks;
this can be recorded by using 5 at the end, so a simple ledger on a base would be 0105.

Grave-rails and grave-boards (Fig 76, Table 6)
In a few areas of Britain grave-rails (0310) and grave-boards (0330) survive, and are
well worth recording; further subdivision may be worthwhile in those few areas where
they are numerous.

Low monuments (Fig 76, Table 6)
If no differentiation within low monuments is attempted, all can be coded 0500.
However, low monuments come in a range of shapes, and some of the most common
have been given sub codes. The top may be flat (0510) or have a convex curve (0520)
to let the water run off and allow any decoration to be better viewed from a distance.
Many low monuments come to a ridge, either gabled (0530) or hipped (0540). Some
of the most elaborate take a gabled cross form, looking rather like a miniature church
(0550). As with ledgers, low monuments are often raised up on a base or step, which
can be indicated by the final digit in the code (***5), thus making a gabled low
monument on a base 0535.

Kerbs (Fig 77, Table 7)
When kerbs form the monument itself, they are given a code 0900. If they form an
additional element, to, for example, a headstone or tomb, they should be recorded
as such in the next section. However, many 20th-century kerbs comprise the only
feature of the monument and deserve to be recorded in this section of the form as a
discrete type.

Simple kerbs should be given 0920, those with raised posts at the corners 0940,
and those with three posts on each side 0960. In some cases the kerbs have railings
(0970), even when there is no additional element inside, or chains (0980). The last
digit can be used for any filling within the kerbs, for example green (***1), white
(***2) or grey (***3) chippings.
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Chest and table tombs (Fig 78, Table 8)
If you do not want to divide up these tombs, or there is only the top slab and it is not
possible to tell what type of monument it originally formed a part of, use 1000.

Chest tombs are rectangular box-like monuments with flat slabs on top and
closed-in sides, and all have 1100 numbers. They are subdivided on the basis of the

Fig 77 Kerbs. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)

Table 7 Kerbs can be a monument in their own right

0900 Kerbs

0920 Plain kerbs

0940 Kerbs with posts at the corners

0960 Kerbs with three posts on each side

0970 Kerbs with railings

0980 Kerbs with chains
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Fig 78 Chest and table tombs. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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decoration on the sides. Those with plain sides (eg those in brick or stone ashlar) are
1110, those with rectangular panelled sides 1120. Further categorisations could take
into account vertical elements that may be fluted or plain, or the nature of the
mouldings defining the panels. This degree of coding would only be worthwhile if there
were enough monuments to subdivide in this way. Some tombs have console ends
which are worthwhile coding separately (1130).

Table tombs (1300) also have flat slabs but these are raised up on legs. There can
be four legs, in a variety of shapes, of which the most common are straight (1410),
baluster or column (1420), with slightly curved animal legs (1430), or those which
expand in the centre (1440). Often the rectangular top slab is supported by six legs,
which likewise frequently come in the same forms (1610, 1620, 1630, and 1640
respectively).

In some parts of the country, the table top is supported not on legs, but on
end panels with a central panel joining them providing support for the horizontal
slab (1700); again, in areas where these are numerous they could be further sub-
divided.

The last digit of the four-digit code for memorials can be used to indicate the type of
top on the tomb. The slab on top may be a simple square block (***1), have bevelled
(***2) or coped edges (***3) or may have a more complex moulding (***4). There

Table 8 Chest and table tombs

1000 Tomb

1100 Chest tomb

1110 Chest tomb with plain sides

1120 Chest tomb with rectangular panelled sides

1130 Chest tomb with console ends

1300 Table tomb

1410 Table tomb, 4 straight square legs

1420 Table tomb, 4 baluster legs

1430 Table tomb, 4 animal legs

1440 Table tomb, 4 expanded legs

1610 Table tomb, 6 straight square legs

1620 Table tomb, 6 baluster legs

1630 Table tomb, 6 animal legs

1640 Table tomb, 6 expanded legs

1700 Tomb with I-plan panels

***1 Square cut top

***2 Bevelled top

***3 Coped top

***4 Moulded top

***5 Single bale on top

***6 Double bale on top

***7 Low monument on top
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may be additional elements mounted on top of the slab. The Gloucestershire bale
tombs (Fig 20) can occur with single or double half-column shapes (or bales) on their
tops (***5, ***6). Some cemetery tombs can have a low monument on top of the tomb
(***7). If there are common regional types in the area being recorded, these can be
differentiated if required using the last digit.

Crosses (Fig 79, Table 9)
Crosses as a whole can be numbered 2000, but it is easy to differentiate the main types
and give them separate codes. The simple Latin cross (2100) is the most common, but

Fig 79 Crosses and cross bases. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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others frequently found include the ringed cross (2200), often with Celtic or other
revival interlace, crosses with expanded terminals (2300), and those with Gothic revival
finials at the terminals (2400). Each of these categories has room for further elaboration
in codes (eg 2210, 2220, 2230 etc for different forms of ringed cross), and all numbers
from 2500 are available for further categories. Crosses on top of headstones, even
though they are sometimes the dominant feature, should be recorded as parts of
headstones (see below).

The bases of the crosses vary considerably. Many are stepped, and this can be
indicated by the third digit, where **10, **20 and **30 each indicate the number
of steps as 1, 2 and 3 respectively. A rocky base (**50) is also found, and many
wheeled crosses and some others have a roughly square base (**60). As the steps
can sometimes include one in a diamond shape, this can be indicated using the final
digit (***5).

Sculpture (Table 10)
Sculpture occurs rarely in churchyards, but is quite common in cemeteries, especially
in areas in use in the first few decades of the 20th century. All sculpture, whatever its
scale, is coded 3000.

The most frequent figures found are angels (3100). These can be subdivided into
angels standing (3110), sitting (3140) or kneeling (3160). Sculpted cherubs (3200) also
occur, especially on child graves. In Catholic areas, the Virgin Mary (3400) is often
found. Other Biblical figures and saints can be given additional numbers if this is felt
worthwhile, otherwise they can be given the general number 3000.

Just as crosses appear on bases, so does statuary. It is most often found on a stepped
base (***3), rocky base (***5), or a cubed base (***7).

Headstones (Figs 80–82, Table 11)
Headstones (4000) are by far the most common form of memorial, and come in a great
variety of shapes. Many of these were only popular at certain times and in a few regions,
so providing a national design scheme which would encompass every possibility would
be impossible and horrendously complicated. This system is not the simplest, but does

Table 9 Crosses and cross bases

2000 Cross

2100 Simple Latin cross

2200 Ringed cross

2300 Cross with expanded terminals

2400 Gothic cross

**10 with 1 stepped base

**20 with 2 stepped base

**30 with 3 stepped base

**40 with 4 stepped base

**50 with rocky base

**60 with roughly square base

***5 with one step diamond shaped
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allow a logical development of types to fit most situations. To give headstones the
variety of forms necessary, not only the 4000s but also the 5000s, 6000s 7000s and
8000s have been allocated to this type.

For traditional headstones, some of the 4000–6000 numbers have been used, with each
digit of the code indicating a particular feature. The first two digits indicate the basic shape
of the top: round (4100), Gothic pointed (4200), triangular/gabled (4300), pedimented
(4400), slightly curved (4500), sinuous (4600), flat (4700), concave pointed top (4800).

Slightly more complex shapes have been given numbers beginning with 5 or 6,
leaving many spare numbers. Headstones with flat tops which then have central
elements that are semicircular (5100), triangular (5200), or slightly curved (5300) are
often found. An asymmetrical form of headstone occurs during the 20th century (5800)
which is not easily placed in any of the other categories. Headstones may also incorpo-
rate a cross on top (6000). Where many cross forms occur, the Gothic pointed form
(6200), and triangular tops with plain (6300) or ringed crosses (6400) are most
common. Other features such as a finial or fleur-de-lys, may occur but these are less
common and have not been given codes here. This would only be worthwhile if they
were common in the survey area as it may indicate that they are the work of a particular
mason or workshop, and their identification as a specific type would be informative.

The third digit in the code is used to define beyond the main shape. Using **10
indicates that the headstone has indents on the sides; these are particularly common on
Gothic revival stones but do occur on some others. **20 indicates that the form is
repeated twice on the top of the stone, and **30 shows that it is repeated three times.
These repeats occur on stones where separate vertical panels are set aside to record
individuals, and tend to be found on older stones.

The last digit of the number indicates the treatment of the shoulders of the stones.
Various shapes can extend up from the top of the stone, or the shoulders can be cut
away in a variety of shapes. In particular, the concave shape (***7) can be repeated
several times on each shoulder, but in this classification such detail cannot be recorded;
it should be noted on the sketch and visible on the photographs. A particularly common
profile can of course be given one of the spare numbers (such as in the 7000s) which
have not been assigned.

Those memorial types developed during the early decades of the 20th century, some
of which derive from the headstone form, have been allocated 8000 numbers. They do

Table 10 Sculpture

3000 Sculpture

3100 Angel

3110 Angel standing, pointing upwards

3140 Angel seated, mourning

3160 Angel kneeling, praying

3200 Cherub

3400 Virgin Mary

***3 on stepped base

***5 on rocky base

***7 on cubed base
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Fig 80 Headstone shapes. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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not require the various subdivisions outlined above for headstones regarding the
indents, repeated shapes or treatment of the shoulders, so these subdivisions can be
used differently for these more recent memorials. Many are thicker than headstones, are
usually relatively small, and have some element of the design specifically set aside for
the inscription often positioned at an angle which is neither horizontal nor vertical.

The desk form of memorial (8100) is quite common, perhaps with an open book
(8120) or scroll (8150). The memorial may only consist of a slab with a flat sloping
surface for the inscription (8200), an open book (8220), or scroll (8250).

Another common style is the roughly shaped rock, which may actually be just a
boulder, but is more often carefully carved with crevices and vegetation to give the
impression of a craggy rock (8400); it frequently has a scroll for the inscription carved
on it (8450). Sometimes a smooth rock is used, either one naturally rounded from water
action, or smoothed by the mason, often accompanied by fine lettering and design (8480).

There are again plenty of additional numbers to be used for other forms which are
encountered and thought worth classifying separately. If in doubt, place the stone in a
general category (such as 5000 for older shapes and 8000 for more recent ones). These
can always be reviewed at the end of the survey when all these ‘others’ can be examined

Fig 81 Headstone shoulders. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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together, and if suitable groups can be recognised they can be recoded either within
existing codes or with new ones.

To summarise, the suggested classification utilises 4000 for headstones in general
(and would be used, for example, where the top has broken off and been lost and so it
cannot be given a typological form). 4000–6000 has been given to traditional headstone
forms, and 8000 to more modern forms not otherwise represented; all the 7000
numbers have been left completely free to be used if required; in some regions very

Fig 82 Forms derived from headstones. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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distinctive forms occur frequently and deserve to be noted. Thus there is plenty of
flexibility to retain this classification and augment it with local types. If some forms are
clearly absent, those numbers can be reclaimed and used if that is really necessary.

Pedestal tombs (Fig 83, Table 12)
Though far less common than headstones, pedestal monuments are frequently encoun-
tered, and are very common in some burial grounds. The pediment may be solid or
hollow, but the classification used here is based on the shape of the main block of the
monument. If this cannot be assessed, or all are to be placed under a general number,
then 9000 should be used. An upright cuboid shape (9400) is the most common,
though a more squat form that really is a cube (9300) is occasionally seen. Those with
oval or circular cross sections, making a columnar form (9100) or multifaceted, polygo-
nal cross sections (9200) are also encountered. Many pedestal tombs are set on a low
base, which can be mentioned in comments but should not be considered part of the
monument unless this clearly serves as one or more steps; then an additional classification
may be required using surplus numbers. The third digit is used to indicate the second stage
of the monument, as there is often more than one; this can be the same shape as the first, or
may be of a different form, whether a cube (**10), gable (**20), Gothic structure (**30),

Table 11 Headstones

4000 Headstone

4100 Round top

4200 Gothic pointed top

4300 Triangular top

4400 Pedimented top

4500 Slightly curved top

4600 Sinuous top

4700 Flat top

4800 Concave pointed top

5100 Flat top with semicircular central
feature

5200 Flat top with triangular central feature

5300 Flat top with slightly curved central
feature

5800 Asymmetrical top

6000 With cross on top

6200 Gothic pointed with cross on top

6300 Triangular with cross on top

6400 Triangular with ringed cross on top

**10 Indented sides

**20 Shape of top repeated twice

**30 Shape of top repeated three times

Features on the shoulders of the headstones

***1 Semicircular

***2 Quarter-circular

***3 Square

***4 Triangular

***5 Pointed

***6 Convex shoulders

***7 Concave shoulders

***8 Angled shoulders

***9 Stepped shoulders

More recent memorials not suited to
headstone codes above

8100 Desk

8120 Desk with open book

8150 Desk with scroll

8200 Wedge shaped slab

8220 Wedge with open book

8250 Wedge with scroll

8400 Rock, rough

8450 Rock, rough, with scroll

8480 Rock, smooth

8500 Log pediment

8600 Heart
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Table 12 Pedestal tomb forms

9000 Pedestal tomb

9100 Columnar pedestal

9200 Polygonal pedestal

9300 Cube pedestal

9400 Cuboid pedestal

**10 2nd stage cube/cuboid

**20 2nd stage gable

**30 2nd stage Gothic structure

**40 2nd stage obelisk

**50 2nd stage pyramid

**60 2nd stage dome

**70 2nd stage column

**80 2nd stage broken column

***1 Topped with urn

***2 Topped with draped urn

***3 Topped with finial

***4 Topped with a sphere

***5 Topped with a neo-classical sarcophagus

Fig 83(a) Pedestal tomb forms. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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Fig 83(b) Pedestal tomb forms. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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Fig 84 Mausolea. (a) Classical
revival, Brompton Road cemetery,
London, (b) Egyptian revival,
Brompton Road cemetery,
London, (c) Egyptian revival,
Undercliffe cemetery, Bradford,
West Yorkshire, (d) Gothic
revival, Brompton Road cemetery,
London

Table 13 Mausolea

9800 Mausoleum

9840 Classical revival mausoleum

9850 Egyptian revival mausoleum

9860 Gothic revival mausoleum
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Fig 85 Additional elements. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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obelisk (**40), pyramid (**50), dome (**60), column (**70) or broken column
(**80). The fourth digit indicates any feature on top of the pedestal tomb. This can be
an urn (***1), draped urn (***2), finial (***3), sphere (***4), or neo-classical sar-
cophagus (***5).

Mausolea (Fig 84, Table 13)
Mausolea occur occasionally in churchyards and more frequently in cemeteries. They
have been given the code 9800 as a general heading, but can be further subdivided with
numbers up to 9999. Some common forms are a simple Classical revival form (9840),
an Egyptian style (9850), and a Gothic revival structure reminiscent of a chapel (9860).

Additional elements (Fig 85, Table 14)
Additional elements of the grave associated with a headstone can be recorded in the
next set of boxes. The first box concerns footstones, which are given a general number
1000. Often the footstone mirrors the headstone in miniature. If one wished to study
footstones in any detail, then 2*** – 9*** could be used for particular shapes. The
second box is for the body stone or whatever covers the grave in front of the monument.
This can be a slab set flush with the ground (*100), a raised slab or block (*200), a higher
block more like a tomb, but with a headstone (*300), a coffin shape flush with the ground
(*400), a raised coffin shape (*500), or a wrapped body shaped stone (*600).

Kerbs can be recorded in the same way as other information, and as an additional

Table 14 Additional elements

1000 Foot stone

0000 No foot stone

*100 Body stone, parallel sided, flat

*200 Body stone, parallel sided, raised

*300 Body stone raised more like a tomb

*400 Body stone, coffin shaped, flat

*500 Body stone, coffin shaped, raised

*600 Wrapped body shape

*000 No body stone

**10 Kerbs

**20 Plain kerbs

**30 Kerbs with posts at feet

**40 Kerbs with posts at head and foot

**50 Kerbs with two pairs of posts, neither at the head

**60 Kerbs with three posts on each side

**70 Kerbs with railings

**80 Kerbs with chains

**00 No kerbs

***1 Green chippings infill

***2 White chippings infill

***3 Grey chippings infill
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Fig 86 Shape of text panel. (Drawings by Joanna Richardson)
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feature they are indicated in the third box. If a kerb is present, **10 can be used. This
indicates no particular form, and is very useful when kerbs only partly survive or are
largely buried. Subdivision can be achieved, however, with plain kerbs (**20), posts
only at the foot (**30), at head and foot (**40), two on each side but none at the head
(**50), with three on each side (**60), with railings (**70), or with chains (**80). In
the case of the last two, all evidence may have been removed save where the fittings were
inserted into the kerbs; in these cases, chains have fewer, and often slightly larger fittings.

The last digit is for any filling within the kerbs, for example green (***1), white
(***2) or grey (***3) chippings.

Kerbs are not terribly informative in most cases, though they are interesting indica-
tors of territoriality of grave spaces. The surviving record may not be very easy to
interpret, and so it is important at the outset to decide whether investment of time and
effort in this aspect of the recording project is worthwhile. A decision has also to be
made as to whether they are all to feature on the plan.

The issues of reliability of data and time needed to record is also true of portable
features such as flower vases. These may carry generalised inscriptions such as ‘Mum’
or specific details of name and dates, and so be of some particular value. Many,
however, have become detached from their original grave locations and lost, or used
elsewhere, and it may be best to record them in the comments section. If there is a particular
interest in the typology, materials and location of these items then the additional boxes on
the form can be used once an appropriate coding system has been developed.

Shape of text panel (Fig 86, Table 15)
Many monuments have text set in a panel. This may mirror the shape of the stone, but
often it is of a different shape. The shapes most often found are square (1000), lozenge
(1500), circle (2000), vertical oval (2300), horizontal oval (2500), sarcophagus (3000),
shield (4000), cartouche (5000), open book (6000) and rectangles in horizontal (7000)
and vertical (8000) form.

Rectangular shapes, mirroring the faces of the monument, may have variants, so

Table 15 Shape of text panel

1000 Square

1500 Lozenge

2000 Circle

2300 Oval, vertical

2500 Oval, horizontal

3000 Sarcophagus

4000 Shield

5000 Cartouche

6000 Open book

7000 Rectangle, horizontal

8000 Rectangle, vertical

with:

*100 Round top

*200 Semicircular central feature

*300 Pointed top

*400 Triangular top

*500 Triangular central feature

*600 Slightly curved top

*700 Slightly curved central feature

*800 Sinuous top

**70 Concave shoulders/corners

**80 Angled shoulders/corners

**90 Stepped shoulders/corners

***2 Shape repeated twice

***3 Shape repeated three times
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squares (1000), horizontal rectangles (7000) and vertical rectangles (8000) are further
subdivided by reference to their tops which, like headstones, can vary. The following
may be found: round top (*100), semicircular central feature (*200), Gothic pointed
(*300), triangular (*400), triangular central feature (*500), slightly curved (*600),
slightly curved central feature (*700), and sinuous (*800). Rectangular panels can also
have the corners cut away, in a concave (**70), angled (**80) or stepped (**90)
manner. This may only be at the top, but where the panel does not meet the ground the
same shape usually appears in all four corners.

Each shape can occur more than once on the memorial, so the fourth digit indicates
this, with ***2 showing it occurs twice, ***3 three times.

As more than one shape of panel can appear on a monument, the form has room for
up to three such shapes.

Definition of the text panel (Table 16)
The text panels may be defined by incised lines (1), a moulding (2), element of relief
decoration (3) such as a wreath, or may be inset and flat (4), inset and convex (5),
raised and flat (6), or raised and convex (7). The form has room for each shape of panel
to have its type of definition recorded.

Techniques of inscription (Fig 87, Table 17)
There tends to be a fairly restricted number of techniques used in inscriptions, though
on the same monument there may be several treatments. The most common form is
incised (1), but inlaid (2), and relief (3) are also frequently found; painted letters are
rarer (4). Incised painted or gilded (5) and relief painted (6) were probably more

Table 16 Definition of text panel

1 Incised design

2 Moulded design

3 Relief decoration (eg a wreath)

4 Inset panel, flat surface

5 Inset panel, convex surface

6 Raised flat panel

7 Raised convex panel

Table 17 Techniques of inscription

1 Incised

2 Inlaid

3 Relief

4 Painted

5 Incised painted

6 Relief painted

7 Raised inlaid

8 Applied
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common than we can now tell because of erosion. Raised inlaid (7) and applied letters
(8) also occur. The recording form allows for up to six techniques to be recorded for
one memorial.

The various techniques may have been part of deliberate differentiation, such as an
ornate false relief first word, with most of the inscription incised, and the name of the
deceased picked out in paint. It is often the case, however, that differences in lettering
technique indicate different phases of the monument’s use. For example incised letter-
ing may have been used for the initial memorial, followed later by a commemoration to
another person in inlaid lettering. The coding does not differentiate between these
phases of inscription as it would be quite difficult to be certain of this in many cases,
and complex to record it. The various styles, however, need to be annotated in the
comments section or alongside the inscription, if they will not be obvious in the
photograph.

Where a letter is inlaid, this does not also count as incised, even though there has to
be incision or cutting to prepare for the inlay. Where the inlay has fallen out, as is quite
common with the normal soft black lead lettering, the small drilled peg holes, which
should still be visible, indicate that this was not incised lettering and so should be coded
as inlaid. On older stones, careful scrutiny of serifs and other parts of letters most
protected from the elements is necessary to identify paint; the colour needs to be noted
in the comments section.

Decorative motifs (Tables 18, 19)
In some parts of Britain almost all memorials are plain, in others they are highly
decorated. The extent and nature of decoration, and the motifs used, also varies greatly
over time. The range of decorated motifs given here is larger than that likely to be
needed on any one survey undertaken at one place, but is a useful overview of the range.
By subdividing in the same way as with the memorial type it is easy for those motifs with
a similar theme, such as flowers, or symbols of mortality, to be grouped together for
analytical purposes. The more complex problem with regard to decorative motifs is that
of their number. A single monument can have many motifs, and so two lines of coded
boxes have been provided on the form. The first line of boxes is for the central motifs.
In the headstone they are in the centre and across the top of the stone. In this area there
may still be several elements. The motif to be recorded first should be the most visible.
Where a complex picture may have several elements, special photographs could be
taken to reveal the detail (see below). For a ledger, the central motifs would be in a
similar place, at the top of the slab, but they may be found on one of the long sides on
a table tomb (though its siting in the churchyard may determine which was its most
prominent side).

Marginal motifs should be recorded in the separate set of boxes; they often include
architectural designs such as columns, or rope work and foliage, as well as many other
elements. Tombs in particular can have all their sides impressively decorated. How all
the various elements fit together should be explained in comments, and a sketch may be
useful, not in an attempt to replicate the designs, but rather to show their composition.

Because decoration varies so much regionally, this is one of the categories that may
need most reassessment on a local basis. It is also likely that for detailed work on
designs greater reliance will be placed on photographs and rubbings than on the coded
data alone.
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Table 18 Main decorative motifs

Mortality:

110 Separate bones

111 Crossbones

121 Skull facing forward

122 Skull facing sideways

125 Winged skull

130 Skeleton

140 Hour glass

145 Winged hour glass

147 Sundial

148 Candles

150 Coffin

152 Spade

154 Pick

160 Scythe

162 Father Time

170 Torches pointing downwards

172 Time’s dart

174 Memento mori

176 Serpent

177 Serpent eating its tail

Cherubs and angels:

210 Cherub head and wings only

220 Cherub with body

230 Cherub with trumpet

250 Angel

260 Angel kneeling

270 Angel flying

Vegetation:

300 Flowers

310 Rosettes

320 Flower with stem broken

325 Flower with sickle

330 Leaves

332 Stylised leaves

335 Vine

337 Ivy

340 Fruit

345 Grapes

350 Tree

355 Willow

357 Palm

360 Sheaf of wheat

370 Wreath

Crosses:

400 Cross

410 Celtic cross

420 Maltese cross

430 Gothic cross

440 Cross of Lorraine

Figures:

500 Figure

510 Portrait of deceased

520 Full figure of deceased alive

530 Full figure of deceased dead

540 Classical figure, unknown

543 Classical figure, Hope with anchor

545 Classical figure, mourning

547 Classical figure, mourning, with
altar/urn

550 Anchor

580 Other mourning

Biblical:

610 Book closed

615 Book open

620 Bible closed

625 Bible open

620 Scroll (not pattern)

630 Crown

631 Crown with radiance

633 Triangle with radiance
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635 Eye with radiance

640 Crucifixion

645 Symbols of the Passion

650 Crown of thorns

655 Lamb

656 Lamb of God with cross, banner

660 Heart

662 Sacred Heart

670 IHS

672 IHS interwoven

674 IHS in radiate circle (dog tooth
pattern)

680 Adam and Eve

685 Day of Judgement/Resurrection

690 Other Biblical

710 Altar

713 Altar, Christian

715 Altar, Classical

720 Tomb

730 Urn

735 Draped urn

750 Gothic tracery in relief

755 Gothic window

770 Interlace (Celtic)

780 Vine scrolls with animals, birds
(Anglo-Saxon)

800 Hand

810 Hand pointing up

812 Hand pointing down

820 Hands clasped

833 Trefoil

834 Quatrefoil

850 Birds

855 Dove

860 Animals

870 Scrollwork (pattern)

880 Shell

885 Cornucopia

890 Fan

910 Fleur-de-lys

920 Shield

925 Shield with design on it

930 Transport scene

931 Horseback/cart

932 Ship

933 Train

934 Bicycle

935 Car

936 Motor cycle

937 Lorry/bus

938 Aeroplane

940 Occupation

941 Ploughing

945 Blacksmiths tools

947 Weavers tools

950 Hobby

955 Toys

960 Rural scene

970 Urban scene

Table 18 (cont.) Main decorative motifs

Table 19 Marginal decorative elements

200 Columns 550 Circles

210 Baluster columns 600 Rope

220 Fluted columns 610 Dog tooth

230 Barley sugar spiral columns 620 Gothic crockets

300 Swags of cloth 700 Egg and dart

400 Leaves 710 Triangles

450 Fruit 720 Gothic arcading

470 Foliage scrolls 730 Ribbons
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Letter styles (Fig 88, Table 20)
Letter styles can be an interesting categorisation, but this is difficult to develop as
so many typographic styles can be used even on one stone. Someone well versed in
calligraphy and typography may be able to devise a local categorisation, and where
there is such expertise it may be better if the same person records this feature for all
the memorials to ensure standardisation. Alternatively, selective rubbings can be
produced to indicate the stylistic categories. A basic set of different generic styles is
offered here, but close examination will show that there is much variation within each
of these and this may be interesting and worthwhile to record. Only lettering in the
Roman alphabet should be recorded here; other scripts can be recorded under lan-
guage, as discussed below. Space is provided for up to four letter styles on each
memorial.

Date of erection of monument
One of the most important features to establish about the memorial is its date. For
some forms of analysis, people are the subject of study, and dating is provided for them
by their dates of death. For the memorials, however, the situation is more complicated.
In a few cases the date of erection is explicitly stated (see Figs 49, 50), but in the vast
majority of cases an inference has to be made. Some memorials can be erected before
anyone later commemorated on it has died; in other cases the monument is only put up
decades after the latest person mentioned. It is normal, however, for the stone to be
erected within two or three years of either the first person mentioned, or the latest in a
group all inscribed at the same time when the stone is first used. The recorder should
try to decide how much of the inscription on the stone was carved all at once when the
stone was first erected. This text is called the primary inscription, and the latest year of
death with this inscription is likely to be the most accurate estimate of the date of
erection. Where there is any doubt, use the year of death of the first person commemo-
rated.

The date of the monument has been given its own line on the form, to be followed
by a code number to indicate how this has been decided (Table 21). It could be on the
basis of an explicit date of erection (1), or inferred from the first person commemorated
(2) or from the latest on the first group recorded (3). Sometimes it is clear that the
monument is much later than the date of those inscribed and is a more recent
replacement, and can be coded 9. An example of a much-replaced stone is that
illustrated in Fig 53 (b); it was last replaced in 1966, but is of a form relating to an
earlier replacement and is probably larger than the original stone, to accommodate all
the notes about its replacement! One would not wish to use this memorial in any
study of change over time, and so coding it as 9 allows it to be filtered out for such an
analysis.

Comments/sketch
The comments box is for use to record any features that are not otherwise covered, to
elaborate on any interpretation (or doubt about it), and to note when further investiga-
tion may be worthwhile, for example in better light. Masons may be noted here, though
they will also appear on the inscription, and they could be separately coded (see under
Additional information, below).

It can also be helpful to provide a sketch of the stone or any particular motifs here.
Experience shows that though these may be very inaccurate they can still convey the
essential features of the stone. If photography is being undertaken at more or less the
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Letter styles

Roman
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Roman italic
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Sans serif
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Clarendon

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Egyptian
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Copper plate
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Gothic

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Table 20 Letter styles

10 Roman

15 Roman italic

20 San serif

30 Clarendon

40 Egyptian

50 Copper plate

60 Gothic

Fig 88 Letter styles
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same time it may be better to delay the sketches until the photographs have been
developed and mounted on the forms. Then the sketches can add any detail not easily
seen on the photograph. When there is to be some time before photographs are taken,
or if funds are tight and not every form will include a photograph, then the sketch is
even more important. It is still worth emphasising, however, that recorders should not
spend too long in producing their sketches. They should concentrate on indicating
shape, decorative elements and perhaps highly decorated introductory terms rather
than normal forms of text.

Field record check
It is very easy to make mistakes when filling in forms, perhaps by misreading a date or
name, writing in the wrong box, or failing to fill in a section of the form. The very
repetitive nature of recording can lead to lack of concentration, and indeed it is helpful
if recorders take some time to visit each other and have regular short breaks. This needs
to be kept under control, however, otherwise little is achieved in the recording process!
It is essential that all forms be checked through by another member of the team. It is
best if this can be done by someone with more experience (who may, for example, be
able to identify weathered and almost illegible text) and also by someone used to the
form and its codes. Any different pair of eyes, however, can sometimes see different
aspects and can check what has been written down for the inscription, measurements
and coding. The initials and date of checking should be placed in the field check box in
the bottom left hand corner of the form.

Additional information – some suggestions
Other information could be recorded, and has been done for some studies, but it
depends on the interests and aptitudes of the recording team. For this purpose, extra
unlabelled boxes have been provided on the form, to be used as required.

An example of additional recording would be the tooling on the back and sides of
the stone (Fig 89). This may be marks left on the back by hand chiselling, in a variety
of patterns, or can be made by machine. Various forms of marking can also be left along
the sides of the stone. These can all be informative in defining quarry products, if made
on the blank stones, or be the hallmarks of particular masons, if made at the workshop.
A classification based on the type of chiselling and pattern of marks could be devised by
those interested.

If there are many memorials with details of masons it may be very useful to codify
both the names of the masons, and the places from which they traded. This can show
changing fortunes of workshops, and their catchment zones. Codes to cover this will
need to be designed for each burial ground or area. Otherwise masons can be studied
by selecting out the forms which have masons’ marks, using a simple scheme of 1 for a
mark being found, and 0 for no mark in one of the sets of boxes on the form. The details
of the mason can be placed in the comments section, and those forms found by

Table 21 Method of dating monument

1 Stated date of erection

2 Inferred date from first mentioned individual

3 Inferred date from latest of a group first inscribed together

9 Dates of those commemorated not relevant to monument date
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Fig 89 Tooling patterns. (a) Bottesford, Leicestershire,
(b) Bottesford, Leicestershire, (c) Newport, Pembrokeshire
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searching for those records with 1 rather than 0. The forms can then be manually sorted
and analysed.

A further coding scheme would be to note where memorials have been repaired,
often using iron clamps or rods. Construction methods of more complex monuments
such as chest tombs or pedimented headstones, noting use of joints, dowels, and
clamps, could also be recorded. The alternative may be to have separate forms for such
matters, designed to record the information required, and only used for the relevant
monuments. The advantage of this is that it prevents the standard forms having a large
number of boxes which are rarely used.

6   Photography
Photographic technology continues to advance apace, but a range of options can be
presented here. Whilst popular instamatic cameras are now often of high quality, a
single lens reflex (SLR) camera is really needed to photograph the stones because it is
easy to miss off part of the stone with the cheaper cameras. When photographing
memorials for the first time, it is wise to take a test film with different exposures on a
range of monuments, noting down distance from the stone, aperture and speed, and on
receipt of the prints consider which worked best, with direct comparison with the
memorials. The typical 35mm format is highly suitable for graveyard photography,
though larger format cameras give greater detail and can be useful when the highest
quality photographs for publication are required. Digital cameras still do not produce
the required resolution.

Colour or black and white
Whilst there may be some advantages in using black and white film, processing can
now be difficult. It is certainly an enormous task to develop and print by hand even
a moderate burial ground. However if your group contains an enthusiastic photog-
rapher who can develop your films this does allow greater control over printing, and
the size of the prints can be controlled by masking off parts of the negative not
needed. Generally, however, colour is now preferable. There are many good quality
colour print films available, films are quickly and easily developed with prints of a
size suitable for fixing to the record forms. The colour of the stone and any painting
or etching can also be recorded. If more than one set of records is needed, because
one is to be deposited, for example, with the parish and another at the local records
office or museum, then it is usually much cheaper to order duplicate sets of prints
when the film is developed.

Composition, scales and numbers
Photographs should be taken face on to the headstone, with the face filling most of
the frame, though for more complex memorials an oblique view may be more
informative. Sometimes gaining a little height can be advantageous, particularly in
the case of ledger stones; a small aluminium stepladder is ideal. To maintain some
standardisation, and so that visual comparison can easily be made, it is helpful to
take photographs of most headstones from the same distance. The use of a tripod
may be helpful, though in good light, when using a fairly fast shutter speed, it is
usually much easier to stand or crouch at the appropriate height. For stones leaning
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towards the viewer, it may be worth lying on the ground and tilting the camera up, to
improve the view on the print.

A scale should be included in all record photographs; 30cm or 50cm lengths are not
too intrusive (Fig 90). They should be painted in red and white, or black and white, and
set against or beside the memorial. In order to avoid any confusion when mounting the
photographs on the forms, it is essential that the graveyard code and monument
number be provided. A small black plastic pegboard with movable white letters
gives the neatest solution; the board and letters can be obtained quite cheaply from
a cash and carry store as they are used in many retail outlets for price lists. An
alternative is a small blackboard on which the code and monument number can be
written. If this method is chosen, the blackboard must be kept clean, and the
writing has to be bold enough for it to be legible on the prints. Small blackboards
can be easily made from plywood, and blackboard paint can be purchased at DIY
stores. Whatever method is used for identification, the board must stick well above
the grass, so it may have to be taller than first imagined. When in use, prop the
board and scale in places where they are visible but not aesthetically obtrusive and
do not cover any feature of the stone. Blue tack can help keep scale and board in
place, particularly on leaning monuments.

Exposure and lighting
Exposure is critical if the photographs are to be of much value. It is most important to
obtain a reading for the face of the stone and not the general environment. Where the
photographer is crouching low and there is sky visible round the monument it is most
important not to have the light reading distorted by this. In order to minimise the
impact of any nearby headstones, or monuments in another row, depth of field should
be kept low so that other extraneous monuments and vegetation are blurred in the
print. Limited depth of field is particularly easy with headstones; oblique views of larger
monuments will need greater depth of field. With all the factors that need to be taken
into account to obtain the best photographs, it may be advisable not to set the camera
to automatic but to be aware of the aperture and exposure selected for each photo. For
particularly shaded areas, such as under trees, it may be necessary to use a much faster
film than normal.

Lighting has already been discussed with regard to the inscription but, whereas
different parts of the inscription might be visible at various times or in different
conditions, the photograph is taken at one moment. Oblique lighting is generally
desirable to bring out the incised decoration and inscription; this may be available by
direct sunlight, but often other solutions have to be found. A large white card, or a
photographer’s white umbrella if available, can direct strong sunlight onto the face of a
memorial when the sun is not in an appropriate position; with less strong sunlight a
board covered with kitchen foil, or a full length mirror can be useful. Directional flash
oblique to the stone is also a reliable method, though to prevent too much harshness
this may be best deflected off a card; some experimentation is needed to ensure an even
coverage over the face of the stone. Face-on flash from a unit fixed on the top of the
camera is ineffective, as it removes surface variation.

Logistics
Photography should not be the first stage in the recording process. It should come after
the recording forms have been filled in and, ideally, after the graveyard plan has been
drawn up. The plan will allow the photographer easy identification of each monument,
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and the photographer or an assistant should also have the actual record sheets for
reference, particularly if only a sketch plan of the graveyard or cemetery has been made.
It is very easy to become confused both as to which stones have been photographed and
which monument has what number.

It is easier, quicker and more reliable if a team of at least two undertakes the
photography, especially if there is more than one set of scale and board. The prepara-
tion and photography can progress very smoothly with one person taking the photo-
graphs and making any notes, and with one or more identifying the stones on the
ground, preparing the number boards, and clearing back any vegetation. If one person
does all the work they have to keep putting down and picking up the records, camera
and other equipment, and it is very easy to forget to change the number board or lose
one’s place, particularly on long rows of similar headstones. Plenty of time needs to be
allowed for photography, and if natural oblique light is being used then only a small

Fig 90 Photograph with scale and numbers
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number of stones can be photographed at an optimum time during each day. There is
no need to photograph stones in any particular order as long as a continuous record is
kept of what has been done.

Negatives should be stored in special sheets available for this purpose, placed in a
binder to accompany the archive set of forms, and numbered and indexed. Each
negative will have the number of the monument on it, but if there is no index it can be
very time-consuming to locate a particular frame.

7   Additional recording, including rubbing
Although the recording form and photograph will be sufficient for many memorials,
and should be used to provide a standard for all, there will be some which require
additional recording. In this case, the ‘comments’ section of the form should point the
user of the basic archive to the location of the additional material. The most
frequent additional records will be collections of photographs, measured drawings, or
rubbings.

Complex monuments
If a monument is complex, such as a highly decorated chest tomb like the bale tombs of
Gloucestershire, then a set of photographs of different faces would be desirable, with
perhaps even more detailed photographs of particular features. The same would apply
to mausolea such as those more often seen in cemeteries. The techniques for photogra-
phy would be as described above.

Measured drawings, produced using the same techniques and conventions as
archaeologically recorded buildings elevations, would also be valuable records of com-
plex monuments. The mouldings should be recorded using a profile gauge. This could
be valuable in the identification of carvers and workshops who used the same templates
to produce a number of stones. Measured drawings can also record many details of
construction, such as rebates, and the use of pegs, dowels and brackets to hold the
various structural elements together. Larger monuments were often made from a range
of materials, with only the exterior surfaces clad in stone. Cross sections illustrating this
should be made where possible.

Rubbings
Rubbings have not been widely used in Britain and Ireland, though they are a frequent
part of grave recording in North America. This may be because interest in gravestones
has been either mainly genealogical or archaeological, rather than design based. Another
reason is that the best rubbings can be produced on smooth surfaces with cleanly
surviving letters, such as slate; many of the North American rubbings, and those few
produced here, tend to be on such materials. Some of the few instances of rubbings in
Britain have been on the slate memorials of the Midlands. The quality of such rubbings
can be very high indeed, and produce artwork equal to the finest brass rubbings. It is
possible to use this method successfully on other stone types, but only if the surface of
the stone is robust. If the surface of the stone is at all fragile, as with some types of
sandstone, for example, do not attempt any rubbing.

On a project at Clonmacnoise, Co Offaly in Ireland a large number of headstones
have been laid flat and many are now partially or completely grown over with turf. On
cutting back the turf and revealing the monuments, many were found to have extensive
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inscriptions and elaborate decorative schemes at the top of the stones. As they were
lying flat and the light never fell at an appropriate angle, rubbing was tried on the hard
sandstone and limestone monuments, and even though most had false relief carving
several millimetres deep with  rounded edges, the  rubbings provided  an effective
method of recording the stones and establishing a repertoire of motifs and designs to
place them in a typological scheme.

Before producing a rubbing, brush the surface of the stone clear of loose material.
Lichens should not be removed for both ecological and stone conservation reasons, and
most types do not interfere with the recording rubbing (though some may mar an
artistic version).

Brass rubbing paper can be obtained from specialist centres, though lining wallpaper
is effective, cheap, easily available and quite suitable for most purposes. Moreover, it is
designed to hold together even if damp, though it can only be used in very light rain and
care has to be taken that it does not tear. Some memorials are wider than a roll. In such
cases the memorial will have to be recorded in either vertical or horizontal sections. If
only decorative motifs or initial letters are to be recorded by rubbing, smaller sections
will be sufficient. In all cases it is essential to mark any rubbing immediately with the
memorial number, to avoid later confusion. Rubbings should be rolled up with the
design on the inside. It is useful if the number is also put on the outside of the rolled up
artwork, so that each one does not have to be unfurled when analysis takes place later.

Holding the paper in position can be difficult and if at all possible rubbing should not
be attempted in strong winds. When the surface is horizontal, stones or small boxes
filled with heavy material can hold the paper firm. Headstones present greater difficul-
ties. Masking tape will work well on some stone types, wide dress making elastic near
the top and bottom of the paper sheet is also effective, can be reused, and causes less
interference with the stone on removal. The elastic should be in loops stretched right
across the paper and round the back of the stone; these can be moved out of the way to
allow all of the stone to be rubbed. Loops of various sizes may be required if there is a
large variation in the size of the headstones.

Care must be taken not to crayon onto the stones if only one part is being rubbed.
Experience from North America suggests that colouring agents from the crayons can
bleed through the paper, and this can be particularly problematic on pale coloured
stones such as marble.

Rubbing can be undertaken with cobbler’s heel ball wax, children’s thick wax
crayons, or those specially available at brass rubbing centres. Experimentation has
indicated that rubbings in some colours are more legible than others. Whilst black
provides a good contrast, it can be too dramatic, and dark colours such as blue, brown,
green, red and purple seem more comfortable on the eye; pale colours can be rather
indistinct. It is essential that an even amount of pressure is applied with the wax crayon
for all the rubbing. Rubbing in various directions may help to bring out all the features,
and it is sometimes best to work in the same direction as the lines of incision or carving
(Fig 91).

Once the field rubbing has been made it is essential that it is checked and annotated
in front of the stone. If the rubbing is not clear in all details, it is advisable to draw round
the shapes with a soft pencil so that the decoration can be studied later. Sometimes
details not easily visible on the stone will appear on the rubbing and these should be
checked by feeling with the finger tips to help annotate the drawing and clarify the
carving.

Whilst the forms and their photographs can be easily stored in files, rubbings are
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more difficult. They can take up a great deal of space and are difficult to store. Once
flattened, they can be housed in horizontal or vertical plan chests, but long-term storage
by this method may be difficult to justify. Selective rubbing in the first place, and then
selective storage, may be the answer. Photographing the rubbings may be another
solution, but perhaps the most effective is to trace off the design, aided by the pencilled
annotations where necessary, using a thick black pen. The resulting line drawings can
be photographed or photocopied and reduced to a reasonable size (Fig 31); always
remember to include a scale, such as a line 0.4m long, at the bottom of each line
drawing so that the dimensions are known even after reduction.

Fig 91 Rubbing of a headstone at Clonmacnoise, Co Offaly, made by a student
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PART 4: PLANNING THE BURIAL GROUND

Introduction
An accurate plan of the burial ground is essential for many reasons. The most obvious is that
it allows the easy location of particular memorials for further study, but the plan also records
their position for posterity and allows an analysis of the development of the graveyard to be
carried out. The addition of the other features found in the graveyard or cemetery, such as
paths, trees, buildings and seats, is also important as a record of how the area was laid out
at the time when the survey was undertaken. The inclusion of these features on a plan aid
the finding of particular stone on the ground, and give a much better idea of the
physical context of the memorials. Landscaping, vegetational planting schemes, and
deliberately created and managed vistas are or were important in many burial grounds.

Many burial grounds which are still in use will already have a working plan showing
all the known plots. These plans will record all the more recent burials even if there is
no marker, but they may well be incomplete, particularly for the earlier part of this
century and before. Moreover, they are often not a carefully measured plan, even if
beautifully drawn. A copy of such a plan would be sufficient to begin graveyard
monument recording, but the production of a properly measured survey should be a
priority on most projects.

It may be possible to start recording memorials from a crude sketch plan, and the author
has done many surveys like this, but it is easy to miss stones and so have to give additional
numbers out of sequence at a later stage. Also, it can be difficult for others to comprehend
the sketch, with problems frequently arising in correlation of the measured survey with the
record forms and sketch plan. This is especially the case in overgrown areas.

Producing an accurate, measured plan seems daunting to those with no experience,
but if approached in a methodical manner it is not so difficult. If a local college can be
persuaded to undertake the survey as a project, then this is ideal, but it is still necessary
to know what should be included and the degree of accuracy required.

Although the accuracy of the plan should be stated, a completely accurate survey is
not absolutely crucial for the success of the project. Any plan which marks all the major
features and allows the location of the graves is a considerable asset to anyone using the
records, and allows subsequent researchers to find the location of particular monuments on
the ground. Although many memorials do mark exactly the position of those buried, in
churchyards there has been considerable amounts of tidying up, realigning and reposition-
ing of monuments, and so many have moved slightly, and some a great deal, from their
original locations. If excavation were to take place, and burials identified on the basis of
standing memorials, then a specific and very accurate plan would be needed for that
purpose but it is not worth attempting such a record without very good reason.

1   In the field
Survey can be carried out using traditional methods, or with the high technology
equipment often seen beside roads and on building sites. Most of the discussion below
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assumes a relatively low level of technical equipment, but if you can persuade someone
with the equipment and expertise to lend a hand, this will save a lot of time and produce
a very accurate map. Further details are given later in this chapter.

The finished plan should be at a scale of 1:200 or, with a large graveyard, 1:250 or
even 1:500. Extremely large burial grounds and cemeteries can be broken down into
sections and planned separately. These sections should be based on blocks of the
graveyard, divided by paths and other features. Where there is a large expanse to be
planned with no obvious feature to act as a boundary, choose a line based on the survey
grid (see below), which does not run through an area where there is a lot of detail to be
plotted. A much smaller overall plan can then be produced which shows how the parts
fit together. Pace out the burial ground to estimate dimensions and so decide on the
scale. You should use metric measurements, as these are easier to scale, are the
standard system for such work, and will remain so for the foreseeable future.

Most plans can be produced just using ranging poles, and 30m or 50m tapes. It may
be possible to borrow these from a college, museum, or local firm of surveyors or estate
agents. A base line is necessary to form a fixed feature against which the plan can be
measured. This should run for as long a distance and be visible from as much of the
burial ground as possible. Ranging poles should be used to set up this line. Place one at
each end and add others in between so that their bases are all in a straight line; this is
easily achieved by one person standing behind one of the end ranging poles and
indicating to another person when they have placed the intermediate rods in line with
the ranging pole at the other end. The poles need to be at intervals of less than the
length of the tapes so that measurements along the base line can be accurate.

The survey proceeds by setting out a grid or further base lines (Fig 92). These are set
up by creating square grids across the site, 10m or 20m across. The first grid squares to
be laid out would be those with one side along the base line. To set out a grid, it is very
useful to know that the diagonal across a 10m square is 14.14m, and 28.28 across a
20m square, and so on.

Features within the squares can be plotted by offsets at right angles from any side,
measuring along the nearest side of the square and then off to the desired point. You
can check that the tape is at right angles to the grid line by holding the end of the offset
tape at the point to be measured and swinging it across the grid line; when the reading
on the offset tape is at its lowest then this shows the accurate right angle on the grid line
and along the offset.

A tape should be laid out tight and straight along one side of the grid square, it being
clear which end is zero. Surveyors’ arrows (also known as ‘poppy pins’) can be used but
stout, long, metal knitting needles or nails are effective, and can fix the zero point at one
end. At the other, the tape should be looped round the arrow or an alternative, and held
firm by a bulldog clip or clothes peg. If there is much of a slope, then the tape needs to
be held horizontally and this may mean one end has to be held firm on a ranging rod;
in such circumstances additional help may be needed for the survey.

Making a plan can be quite time-consuming, and it is likely that fixed points will have to
be left in place between one survey day and another. Markers such as wooden pegs should
be driven well into the ground. Coloured plastic tent pegs set flush with the ground have
proved effective as they are not easily seen by the uninitiated, but can be found by those
expecting them in a graveyard! They can also survive grass cutting operations.

It is important that the different parts of the grid can be recognised and it may help
to fix labels with co-ordinates or letters linked to the plan. The grid can be numbered
using the same conventions as the national grid, with the equivalent of ‘Eastings’ and
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‘Northings’, or each square or peg can be lettered or numbered. Whatever the system,
it must be marked up on an annotated sketch so that everyone involved in the survey
understands it and can refer to it.

It is not necessary to grid out the whole of the graveyard fully before beginning a
survey, but as work moves away from the base line, some form of checking back to
ensure that there has not been an accumulation of small errors is important. This error
accumulation can become quite significant if one is working round a churchyard in, say,
a clockwise direction, because on getting back to the starting point there may not be a
match with the part that was first surveyed. Some skeleton framework of a grid should
be established to prevent this form of ‘drift’. Another advantage of producing a
framework grid is that certain recognisable features, parts of the boundary, and any
buildings such as the church, can be put on the plan at an early stage. This helps the
plotter see if subsequent more detailed measurements appear to be locating monu-
ments and other elements where expected.

Fig 92 Measured field plan showing grid, boundaries, features and monuments.
(Drawing by Joanna Richardson)
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When measuring, it is vital that tapes are stretched tight and straight, and kept
horizontal. On sloping ground this can be particularly problematic, and it is even more
important in such situations that the framework grid is accurately set out so that any
minor errors within a square never get out of hand. As the plan is only being drawn up
at, say, 1:200, then 10cm on the ground only represents 0.5mm on the plan. Providing
that the measurement does not form part of the framework grid, it is clearly not
important if any one measurement at this scale is 3 or 4cm in error. Overgrown areas
can be particularly difficult to survey with tapes, and it is best if they are tackled when
vegetation is at its lowest, in the spring.

Care needs to be taken when particular features are drawn up so that they make
sense. For example a headstone could appear to have no thickness at all on the plan if
measurement of the front was out by 4cm in one direction, and measurement of the
back was out by 4cm in the opposite direction! For this reason it is best if headstones
are measured at both ends by offsets, and then the thickness measured on the stone
with a hand tape. The rest of the headstone can then be drawn up. Likewise, kerbstones
require only two external corners along one long side to be measured by offsets. The
rest can be done with hand tape measurements off this side to allow the rectangle to be
marked onto the plan. Further details about the kerb, such as its thickness and any
features such as finials at the corners, can all be measured off the rectangle and drawn
on the plan. Larger monuments may just have the base measured in by offsets, and the
rest measured by secondary offsets from the base.

The plan should be drawn up in the field on plastic drafting film. This is expensive,
but is archivally stable and does not get damaged in the wet, so is ideal for use outside.
It should be fixed to a board, which can be plywood covered with squared paper. The
drafting film can be held in place with masking tape. It is necessary to use a hard pencil
– 6H is recommended – as the surface of the film is very abrasive, and the point of the
pencil must be kept sharp. Whilst it is possible to count all measurements using the
underlying graph paper, it is useful to have a plastic ruler for longer measurements and
for drawing up straight lines for headstones, kerbs and tombs.

Think about how to position your drawing on the sheet – it is very easy to start
drawing and then, almost at the end, discover that you should have placed the plan
just a few centimetres further over to fit it all on. With a large area, several plans will
need to be fitted together. Ensure that all plans have the grid marked on them so
that any later measuring can be done, and also so that different parts can be joined
together. When one area is finished, trace off key measured features and adjacent
burials onto the next plan and number them, so that the newly measured memorials
fall into place, and so linear features such as paths join together when the composite
plan is drawn.

It is possible to plan a graveyard with two people, but it is much easier with three.
One should be set up with a drawing board, positioned not too far away from the
measurers so they can communicate easily with each other. The board should be held
so that the plan is in the same orientation as the plotter so they can easily understand in
which direction measurements are being taken. Offsets can then be made from the tape,
with the zero end being held at the point to be measured by one person, who can tell
the plotter what is being measured. The third person swings the offset tape against the
grid line, and notes where this gives its lowest reading. That intersection gives the two
measurements – along the grid line and at right angles to it – for the plotter to mark the
point on the plan. Soon the system becomes automatic, and measurements can be
made quite rapidly.
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Every so often the survey team should stop and look at the end results, and compare
them with the evidence on the ground. In this way any inaccurate measurement,
incorrect hearing of the numbers, or miscounting of squares in the graph paper can be
spotted at an early stage. From the same grid base line, parts of two squares can be
measured, thus saving setting out time. It is often easier to measure one type of feature
at a time within each square. Start with paths and then move onto memorials, vegeta-
tion and other features in turn. It is vital that the numbers of memorials are added as
the plan proceeds, and it may even be the planners who carry out the initial numbering
as they go. A set of conventions needs to be used on the plan to differentiate
monument types and other features such as benches. Monuments that are only
visible as parch marks in the vegetation, or that have been found by probing, need
recording in a way which indicates that they are not immediately obvious, as it can
be confusing for later users of the map if an expected memorial is not visible on the
ground. By using a surveyors’ arrow or knitting needle it should be possible to find the
outline of a buried monument, and by leaving pins in at the appropriate points it is then
possible to plot it accurately.

Where there is a long row of monuments of similar type on the plan, such as
headstones, it is helpful not only to identify all the stones with their number but also
annotate a few memorials on the plan with some other feature – such as the name
of the first person mentioned, or some distinctive decorative motif. These will help
recorders working on the row to check that their numbering matches the plan as
they go along. This annotation can be removed on the final inked-up version of the
plan.

2   Adding contours
Though not essential, it is very helpful if the graveyard plan shows contours, ie lines
which follow along ground of the same height. For this, the survey team needs access to
a level and staff; this need not be an advanced model. Someone who understands the
equipment, and how to use the readings, is needed to at least get this aspect of the
survey under way and to help with the processing. There are several basic books on
surveying which explain the principles and only the particular issues regarding the
graveyard survey are explained below.

Points identifiable on the ground and on the plan, such as next to gravestones and
at the foot of trees, should be used. Specially measured-in readings, using the tapes, are
only necessary if there are large areas with no such features, perhaps because of partial
clearance of memorials. Readings can all be made in relation to any permanent
fixed point, but most churches have carved on them somewhere an Ordnance
Survey bench mark which has a known height above sea level. This height can be
checked with the Ordnance Survey for a fee, but it would be cheaper and easier to note
down the height from an old large scale Ordnance Survey map, which includes the
churchyard, when the preliminary researches are being made. All the readings should
be marked on a drafting film overlay on top of the feature map. Readings can be
converted to absolute heights as the survey is done, or afterwards. Once the absolute
heights have been calculated, then contour lines can be drawn between the points at
appropriate intervals (Fig 93). Depending on the topography, this might be at 25cm or
50cm intervals.
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Survey with high technology
If someone experienced in the use of a Total Survey Station (TST) can be persuaded to
carry out the survey, then the work can be undertaken relatively rapidly and very accurately.
Moreover, if the data can be downloaded into a computer with CAD facilities it can be
drawn up and printed out at various scales. This is very desirable, but only a few groups will
have such an opportunity. Even if a TST is available, then much thought still needs to be
given to what should be recorded during the topographical survey of the graveyard, and how
it will be displayed. It is easy to collect height data and so produce a contoured map whilst
measuring the position of stones, but only if this is considered from the beginning.

3   The finished plan
After the plan is completed in the field, it should be inked up using drawing ink and a
suitable pen. The memorial numbers need to be written neatly and in a large enough

Fig 93 Inked plan with spot heights and interpolated contours at 0.25m intervals, Walton
East, Pembrokeshire. (Drawing by Emma Goodwin)
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format to be legible. A scale should be put on the plan by drawing a rod of exact length
and the distance on the ground marked against it, rather than just stating the scale as a
ratio (eg 1:200). This is vital because if someone makes a reduced copy of the plan, it
would still state 1:200 but would no longer be so; with a scale drawn out, that would
also be reduced along with the rest of the drawing! North must be accurately marked,
and the survey team and the dates of the survey noted. Any conventions used on the
plan should be set out in ink in the corner of the plan as a key. At this stage, contours
may be added to the plan with monuments, though not with thick, dominant lines that
obscure other information; it is best if possible to have a separate plan with the
boundaries and main features with the contours on it, as an overlay.

Most original plans will be quite large and unwieldy, so for analysis and inclusion in
reports it is advisable to acquire reductions (easily obtained from an architect’s shop).
These are easier to handle and better for analysis such as spatial development and
plotting of family groups. For the reduction to be effective, the inked in version

Fig 94 Plan with monuments marked with circles, Walton East, Pembrokeshire.
(Drawing by Emma Goodwin)
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needs to be undertaken with pens which produce lines thick enough to withstand the
reduction. It may be best to make a second inked copy, and leave numbering the stones
until the reduction has been made. If reduced to A3 or A4, multiple copies can be made
and used for various studies. Depending on the analyses to be undertaken, a version of
the plan where all the monuments are just marked by open circles, which can then be
coloured in on the various copies to indicate aspects of the analysis, could be useful (Fig
94).

4   Conclusions
Although producing an accurate plan of the graveyard may seem the most technical and
daunting part of the project, it is a lasting and valuable achievement. If this is beyond
the resources of the group or individual, certainly the programme of recording the
memorials should not be abandoned, and a simple sketch plan is sufficient for many
purposes. To have no plan of any sort, however, is extremely irritating for those later
wishing to find a particular recorded monument on the ground, and can lead to much
time being wasted during the checking stage if the appropriate memorials cannot be
located.
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PART 5: MAKING SENSE OF THE
INFORMATION

The process of recording the memorials can be hard work and involve many person
hours in the field. The record itself has a value even if it is just deposited in a local
record office, although without any cataloguing and indexing it is not very easy for
others to use. Moreover, studying the evidence that has been so painstakingly collected
can be a stimulating and enjoyable part of the project.

The discussion in Part 1 highlighted some of the many ways in which graveyards and
their monuments can throw light on the past, and in Part 2 it was emphasised how some
thought needs to be given to the priorities in recording before the project is started. It
is helpful if some of the data processing begins before all recording is finished, and
indeed this can offer a variety of work for the team. Some members may be happier
doing indoor processing and others prefer the recording in the burial ground.

Errors and inconsistencies are often only revealed when the data are analysed. For
example, study of materials used for headstones over a period of time might lead to the
identification of a marble monument – a cross – in 1735. This is highly improbable, and
checking against the form and the monument would lead to the discovery that 1935 is
in fact the correct date. To have done some of the preliminary processing during the
survey can ensure that errors in reading calligraphy or inconsistencies in coding can be
identified before the end of the field survey phase of work.

1   Organising the record
The basic record for the graveyard needs to be assembled and organised so that it is in
a fit state to be repeatedly referred to during analysis. The first matter is to ensure that
all the forms are in memorial number order, and that photographs are affixed to the
forms. The forms should be in ring binders or with larger quantities, lever arch files, to
keep them tidy and in sequence; ring reinforcers may be advisable for at least the first
and last few forms in each binder, as they take most strain and can become torn and
loose. Photographic negatives can be stored in sheets also placed in a ring binder; and
an index of the negatives, giving the film, photographic frame and memorial numbers
placed at the front. Where there is additional information, such as extra photographs,
drawings and rubbings, these should be stored separately, but referenced on the
comments section of the form. Any additional information should also be labelled with
the site code and relevant memorial number.

The site plan should be inked up and stored with the record forms, and ideally,
reduced copies should be placed in each ring binder or file, along with a set of the code
forms. If an A4 copy of the plan is too small to be useful, an A3 plan folded and
punched along one shorter edge, or a plan of the part of the burial ground relevant to
that volume of records can be used. The agreed criteria regarding measurements and
coding should also be set out and placed as a short introduction to each volume.

The provision of background information ensures that each volume of forms can be
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interpreted easily by anyone consulting it. It also reminds those carrying out the survey
what they actually did and why.

Other types of index are extremely useful, but not essential. They involve consider-
able effort, but may be produced as a by-product of analysis, or can be generated easily
if the information has been entered onto a computer. The most obvious index would be
a list of all those people commemorated on the monuments, in alphabetical order by
surname, with first names, ages, dates of death and memorial number. Other indexes
could cover memorial types, decorative motifs, those memorials with epitaphs, geology,
stone masons, or any other information collected.

When analysis is being carried out, with or without a computer (see below), it is often
necessary to sort the sheets and examine the photographs for details not specifically
coded. The use of document wallets or simple folders to house the batches of forms can
be most valuable, though after analysis the forms should be returned to numerical order
and placed back in their permanent homes in ring binders or lever arch files.

2   Computerisation
For many people, computers are still a complete mystery if not a threat, to others they
are a great boon. Whatever one’s personal views, there can be no doubt that computers
can greatly aid the study of graveyard monuments.

It is claimed by some that computers save time and effort, but with graveyard
records this is only partly true. Time has to be set aside to enter the data into the
computer, and the data also needs to be carefully checked. Once this has been done,
however, searching, sorting, counting and statistical studies can be done very quickly.
Whether this is always faster than manual sorting and counting is debatable, but it
should be more accurate. Having used both computerised and manual sorting, experi-
ence suggests that manual can be most exasperating. When counting how many
monuments are of a particular material, each category is marked up as an occurrence is
noted. This is quite quick and easy to do, flipping through the forms in the folder. But
how often after 250 forms does the grand total of monuments only come to, say, 248?
Where are the remaining 2 forms? They must have had a material! The only solution is
to count all over again.

The computer really gains when it comes to repeated searches, often needed when
questions are being refined. Supposing in counting materials, 100 were of slate, 50 of
granite and 100 of marble. This might raise a number of questions. Were crosses found
in all these materials? Were 18th-, 19th- and 20th-century monuments of the same
materials? Each of these questions would take a long time to answer with manual
sorting, often exacerbated by incomplete totals, but they can be rapidly answered once
the data has been entered onto a computer database.

The production of tables correlating variables such as monument type and decade,
and indexes of all the different variables, is simple and can be a valuable tool for others
using the archive.

It may be thought worthwhile to produce a transcript of each inscription in the
database for each memorial, though this will greatly add to its size, and may be best
done as a separate database again linked through use of the site code and memorial
number. The inscription for this may be done in upper and lower case, as with the
original, but searches will have to be done for all combinations if necessary. The ends
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of lines can be shown by the use of the / symbol, or the text can be entered on separate
lines in the database.

Overall, therefore, there is much to recommend computerisation of the data.

Additional information
Additional information derived from the inscription on the primary field record can be
completed later. This adds to the time taken, but greatly aids subsequent analyses.
Many of the pieces of information regarding the stone (such as use of languages,
introductory terms and types of epitaph) could be added to the memorial field record,
either in the extra boxes provided on the form, or just entered up on the computerised
database.

There is also information about individual named persons which is of value.
Although their names and ages at death are usually found in burial records, this does
not apply to those commemorated but not buried at that spot, nor do the records
necessarily give all the information about relationships, addresses or occupations that
may be within the inscriptions. It may therefore be useful to collect information about
individuals and the monument on a secondary form.

The person form (Fig 95) has been designed to augment the memorial field record. This
can help someone searching for the memorial of a particular individual, often a distant
ancestor, but it also allows many types of analysis. The person form is also to be found
in the pocket at the back of the book, for copying. As all the material for this form is
derived from the inscription there is no need for this to be collected in the field when
time is often precious. It can be selected and prepared at a later stage and used to
provide a rich and detailed record suitable for many studies. It is worth briefly consid-
ering the contents of this form.

The first line of the person form gives the churchyard code, and memorial number,
to link back to the field records. The information necessary to fill in the other fields on
the form can be derived from the inscription, and may be coded using Table 22.

Although the date of the memorial has been already ascertained in the field, it is
useful to add here the decade of its erection so that this can be used to sort memorials
by age. For most analyses there is too small a sample by year. It would be possible to
also record the memorials by quarter century if even decades were felt to be too small a
time unit.

The next part of the form is derived from the inscription, and relates to a named
individual mentioned on the memorial. The surname is given, followed by up to three
Christian/fore names. The sex of the person is noted (male 1, female 2); where this is
uncertain from the name, it should be coded 0, though consultation of other docu-
ments may subsequently clarify the issue and the records can be amended. The named
person may be stated as buried (1), remembered (2), or mentioned (9), (for example,
as the spouse of the deceased). Although on the field recording form names are
transcribed as seen, abbreviations need to be written out in full to aid searches, so Wm.
should be expanded to William. Where full but apparently colloquial names (such as Bill)
are used, these should be retained as they may have been the real names of the deceased.

The year, and month of death where appropriate, is recorded, as is the age at death
if known; this may be stated or can be calculated from the birth and death dates given.
Those under one year old should be entered as 0. There are separate sections to record
if months and days are specifically stated, which is usually only with infants and
children. Months are numbered in a straightforward manner, 01 for January through to
12 for December.
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Fig 95 Person recording form

Table 22 Codes for the person form

Sex

0 Uncertain

1 Male

2 Female

Commemoration

1 Buried

2 Remembered

9 Mentioned

Month of death

01 January

02 February

03 March

04 April

05 May

06 June

07 July
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08 August

09 September

10 October

11 November

12 December

Relationships

01 Husband/widower

02 Wife/widow/relict

03 Son

04 Daughter

05 Child (sex uncertain)

06 Brother

07 Sister

08 Father

09 Mother

10 Grandchild

11 Grandparent

12 Great grandchild

13 Great grandparent

14 Nephew/niece

15 Aunt/uncle

16 Cousin

17 Step-parent

18 Employer of deceased

19 Employee of mentioned person

20 Work colleague

21 Religious colleague

22 Society colleague

Occupations

01 Church

02 Military

03 Medical

04 Legal

05 Administrative

06 Agricultural

07 Titles (eg Viscount, Lord)

08 Student

09 Shopkeeper

10 Domestic service

11 Skilled manual

12 Unskilled manual

13 Maritime

14 Creative (eg artists, musicians)

15 Other professional

Language

01 English

02 Latin

03 Greek

04 Welsh

05 Scottish Gaelic

06 Irish

07 Cornish

08 Hebrew

10 Polish

15 Cyrillic

16 Arabic

17 Chinese

Introductory terms

00 None

01 Here lies

02 Near this place

20 In memory of

23 In loving memory of

26 Sacred to the memory of

Epitaphs

1 Warning/mortality

3 Remembrance

5 Achievement

7 Religious

Biblical quotation

1 Present

3 Present with chapter and verse
reference given

Table 22 (cont.) Codes for the person form
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For those people commemorated (as opposed to being mentioned) on the monu-
ment, it is important to know where they are placed in the inscription. It is also
significant for dating to know which commemoration appears to signal the construction
of the monument recorded. This is normally close to that of the first person commemo-
rated on the stone, and their year of death should be given as the date of the monument.
This is, however, not always the case. Where it is clear that several entries have been
inscribed at one time, or even a date of erection is given, then the appropriate year
should be entered for the date of the memorial.

The next section gives some social context for the person commemorated. The total
numbers of people commemorated by name, otherwise commemorated (such as ‘also
two children, died in infancy’), and those mentioned, should be recorded here. It is also
possible to give details of stated relationships of the dead person (such as ‘wife of X’,
‘mother’). Also included here can be the category ‘employee of’, though the details of
this can be given under occupation in the following box. An example may be someone
mentioned on the memorial, as ‘housekeeper of X’. There are also many memorials
erected by work colleagues (often after disasters or military actions), by members of a
society, or a church or chapel congregation. The form allows for three relationships to
be stated; the possibilities are listed in Table 22.

Relationships may also be inferred, even if not stated. If X dies and is recorded as
wife of Y, then an explicit relationship is given for X. When Y subsequently dies, he may
be also commemorated on the stone. This may say ‘Also Y, husband of the above’,
which is explicit, or may just say ‘Also Y’, which is implicit. Likewise, children may be
listed on the stone below adults, and it may be inferred that they are sons and
daughters, though they could have been other relatives. Stating these relationships as
inferred indicates some degree of doubt, and only close relationships can be confidently
inferred from stones. Even if other evidence confirms the relationships, these records
should not be altered because they are not stated on the stone. The ability to code
degrees of certainty can help those interested in genealogy, but can also indicate which
family relationships various social classes thought it necessary to state explicitly at
particular times and places. Room has been given for three inferred relationships, and
the same codes should be used as for firm relationships.

The occupation box requires coding because there are potentially so many, though
in practice only a small number occur frequently; a suggested set of codes is given in
Table 22. The same practice of coding applies with regard to stone masons, but this
does need to be agreed for a particular site or region, and each form of spelling or
abbreviation ought to be given a separate but related code. For example, Hamlett could be
coded HAM, with abbreviations and use of initials such as Ham. and J. Hamlett being
coded HAMA and HAMB. In this way, all the masons with names beginning Ham could
be found in a search and the issue of whether they were all the same or related masons could
be further investigated through examination of dates and styles of monuments.

Language can be an extremely interesting feature to record. Whilst most British
memorials are in English (01), there are many with Latin (02) or even Greek (03)
inscriptions, particularly from the 18th and 19th centuries, indicating a classical educa-
tion. In Wales the use of Welsh (04) is an important indicator of cultural identity, and
some Scottish Gaelic (05), Irish (06) and even Cornish (07) can be found on stones.
Various languages can also be found in epitaphs relating to family mottoes (again most
often Latin), or occasionally Biblical quotations in Hebrew (08) or Greek, or prayers
and fragments of a church service (most frequently in Latin from the Catholic Mass).
Immigrant groups, particularly in the major cities, may use other languages, such as
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Polish (09) and scripts such as Cyrillic (15), Arabic (16) and Chinese (17). The form
has room for up to four languages or scripts.

Introductory terms convey much about the purpose of the monument and the
dominant sentiment. A simple classification is suggested here, beginning with the
emphasis on the body in ‘Here lies’ (01) and ‘Near this place’ (02), followed by those
indicating memory, starting simply as ‘In memory of’ (20) and then becoming more
affectionate with ‘In loving memory of’ (23); a religious element is still retained in
‘Sacred to the memory of’ (26). If there is no introduction 00 should be used, and other
options can be given other numbers.

Epitaphs can vary greatly in length, and so this is reflected in the coding which
records the number of lines from one to nine or more. The character of the epitaph is
also of interest, and can be usually placed under a heading of warning/mortality (1),
remembrance (3), achievement (5), or religious (7). There may be a Biblical quotation
given on the stone (1); sometimes this is specifically stated, with chapter and verse
reference (3), but if not then only those with a very good knowledge of the Bible will
recognise the phrases. Many epitaphs come from hymns, but again most of these may
not be immediately recognisable.

This form can be filled in manually, then typed into the computer, or can be entered
into the computer direct from the field survey records, using the code sheet. The first
procedure uses more paper, but can help with accuracy, and does not tie up a computer
for so much time. Another advantage of this method is that many people (including
those with no interest in or aptitude for computers) can prepare forms for those who are
fast, accurate and happy to input data. Whether data is input from these forms or
directly, the computer record needs to be checked against the primary forms before
analysis; it is at this stage that the base record boxes on the primary field forms can be
signed and dated.

The database
The final full version of the computerised database consists of the coded information on
the field recording forms combined with information on the individuals recorded on the
memorials.

In combining all the data, it is easiest to have the person information first, so that
each entry looks different: if the memorial data is put first then the entries for a
memorial recording several people look the same. When there is more than one person
commemorated or mentioned on the memorial, the whole entry can be copied into the
next record and then only the person elements need to be edited. In this way, the
process of data entry is not quite so repetitive as it might at first appear.

It is followed by the various categories of information coded on the field form, and
this involves simple copying of the data, starting with the name/dedication code, grid
reference, denomination and memorial number. This is then followed by the condition
and measurements (monument condition, inscription condition, height, width, thick-
ness/length, orientation). Then the other elements of the recording form can be added
(materials, memorial type, additional information, shape of text panels, techniques of
inscription, central decorative motifs, marginal decorative motifs, letter styles). Where
extra fields have been used, these can be completed in the database. All this material
can be entered directly from the field survey forms.

The person database thus contains coded data from the primary form, and informa-
tion derived from the inscription and appropriately coded where necessary. There may
be many more people commemorated on monuments than there are stones, so this
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database can become quite large. Moreover, there are people mentioned in the inscrip-
tions who are not being commemorated, and this can be important for social interpre-
tation and genealogical studies. Whilst the latter may not seem an archaeological
concern, it is worth making the results of the survey available to all, especially such a
large potential user group. Some social analysis requires an understanding of family
relationships of those commemorated both within and between memorials.

For analyses of memorials, it is necessary that each monument is represented by only
one record, which is not the case with the combined database where there is an entry
for each person commemorated. It is therefore vital to create a database that contains
all the necessary information on each memorial. The easiest way of doing this is to take
all the records of the first person recorded, even if details such as name have not
survived for that person because of erosion. This smaller database has the added
advantage that it can be sorted more quickly, as the people database usually contains
three times as many entries as there are monuments. This database should be given a
different name, and may need to be edited further to make it more accurate for the
purpose of studying memorials. The issue of dating stones is discussed below.

Computer packages
The best plan is to put the data onto one of the commonly found database packages
such as Paradox or Excel. Then it is possible to transfer it to other systems or place it in
analytical packages such as SPSS or into ones where there is a wide range of graphical
display features.

Two specialised computerised systems have been evaluated but found to be useful
in only some respects. These are the Bedford system developed by De Montford
University, which was conceived as a genealogical system, and the Association of
Gravestone Studies (AGS) programme developed by John Sterling, primarily for use in
American burial grounds. This offers more flexibility but covers issues not of great
importance here though crucial in some parts of the United States (particularly relating
to carvers and certain forms of documentary evidence which was never produced in
Britain). The elements of archaeological recording on both schemes are limited, and
where present are not sufficiently complex to allow the sort of analysis which can be
done. Both are data management systems with no easy way of being translated into an
analytical package.

Transfer into SPSS has been achieved with a sample of American data on the AGS
system, from Exeter, Rhode Island, with the kind permission of John Sterling. Several
days of processing work were necessary, however, to get the formats suitable and the
data ‘cleaned up’. If further data sets were to be transferred now it would be speedier,
but still problematic. The Bedford system allows for the production of a few simple
graphs, and has a useful word search feature if the entire inscription is typed in, but
does not allow for any analysis of the material aspects of the stones. Given these
restrictions, it would seem best to enter data onto a widely available database than use
one of the specialist programs.

There is also a package for schools produced by Northern Micromedia, but this only
runs on an Acorn computer, and so has compatibility problems with PC and Apple
systems. It could, however, be a desirable solution for schools.

With the suggested forms in this handbook, and data placed on standard packages,
transfers would be much easier between systems. This will allow the pooling and
exchange of data within a locality (for example schools and colleges, local history groups,
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libraries, records offices), and to other interested scholars further afield. This offers
exciting possibilities for more generalised studies than have hitherto been possible.

Back up copies
It is essential that back up copies are made of all the data input into computers. This
should be done as inputting takes place, rather than at the end. It is a soul-destroying
experience to discover that hours of inputting have been lost through power failure or
surge, computer malfunction or human error. The back up disks should be dated so
that the latest copies can always be identified. If at all possible, copies should be left at
more than one address (even if there is no computer there). Then, should there be any
failure with a computer or a burglary, the computer records will be preserved elsewhere.
Whilst graveyard recording forms are unlikely to appeal to a thief, the same cannot be
said for computers!

3   Choosing topics for study
Much can be learned from the study of a single burial ground, especially if comple-
mented by documentary research. Larger scale studies combining and contrasting
several churchyards can be even more informative, but may be beyond the scope of any
one group. However, the sharing of data will allow such wider studies to become more
common. Numerous research areas were discussed in Part 1, with a few examples
briefly developed under each heading; so much depends on the character of the burial
grounds and the monuments which have been recorded, as well as the interests of the
recorders. However most studies will consider material over time, so date is important,
or over space, looking at location of monuments in the burial ground. Therefore sorting
by date and plan analysis are discussed here.

Sorting by date
Many of the analyses discussed below examine trends over time. As there are few
burials each year in all but the largest cemeteries, years need to be grouped together.
Every decade can be a useful start, and these may have already been entered onto the
field form to be an aid to subsequent analysis. However, for the earliest periods and in
smaller burial grounds these time units may still need to be amalgamated to provide
reliable sample sizes and reduce the number of time slices being examined. For
example, a graveyard of 200 stones, with the first memorials in the 1780s and the latest
of the 1950s, would have seventeen different decades. As there may be relatively few in
the earliest periods, these could be combined for at least some analyses (eg all before
1840), and up to the end of the 1940s examined in twenty year periods, with the
part-decade of the 1950s ignored for this study. This would then give six blocks of time
which would each have a reasonable number of examples in the graveyard (probably
20–40). For some studies, the use of the century is sufficient, in others the quarter or
half century. The decade is normally the smallest chronological unit that would be
useful and valid; as stones are set up at varied amounts of time after the death of the
person commemorated, it is not reasonable to assume too great an accuracy about the
date of the monument itself.

Sorting chronologically by computer involves creating subsets of the data for each
time span (such as all records >1799 and <1810 for 1800–1809). This may already
have been done when the additional forms were filled in to augment the primary field
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record. If not, or if a different block of time is to be used, data can be sorted into subsets
using the computer. Such a study may include all memorials, or may be subdivided, for
example, by looking only at headstones. In carrying out computer analysis, it is likely
that the data will be structured and stored in many different subsets so that further
enquiries will not have to start from the original complete database. To avoid confu-
sion, error, and irritation, a logical system of file names needs to be developed for these.
All file names should be written down on a list which should then be copied in case the
original is lost.

Sorting can be done by computer using the methods discussed above, or by hand. If
the latter, each block of time should be placed in a separate folder or document wallet,
and laid out for comparison or so that particular coded values can be counted up. As
errors are easily made, check that the total of values adds up to the total expected in
each folder as the counting proceeds. It is very easy to find that only 198 stones out of
200 appears in an analysis; this might be that two were missed or that they had no
relevant data. By checking as each folder is studied, noting missing data as well as
relevant categories, this irritating backtracking can be minimised. For different analy-
ses, the number of records will vary. For example, many stones may be coded by shape,
but may be so eroded that their inscriptions are illegible and so it is impossible to assign
them a date. In some regions of Britain this can exclude from detailed analysis large
numbers of early stones. Of the memorials available for dating, however, not all the
information will be present on all of them, and so totals for each aspect of the study will
vary. For example, not all stones have an introductory phrase or any decorated motifs,
so the total of stones in any study of these features will be smaller than the dated total.
It is important to keep track of the number of non-relevant entries so that the final totals
add up to the expected figure.

If a motif shows two distinct peaks this could be investigated; it could reflect a rise,
fall and rise again in popularity or may suggest that two elements (such as 18th-century
cherubs and late 19th/early 20th-century angels) have been given the same coding. If
the recoding of these into two separate subgroups is then thought desirable, this can be
done after checking against all the original monuments, or by using the forms and
photographs if they are sufficient to clarify the matter.

Plan analysis
The plan of the graveyard can be used to great effect in analysis. By plotting memorials
by date the development of the graveyard can often be recognised. Of course, many
burials were never marked by memorials, and some earlier ones have been lost or
moved. However, in most graveyards it is possible to see changes over time. By making
duplicate copies of the graveyard plans at a reduced scale (eg A4), and prominently
marking those stones which first appear for each time period, the spread of memorials
in the graveyard can be seen. A highlighter pen works effectively if not elegantly for this.
If each phase is drawn up properly, then an overlay can be used with the boundaries and
other features marked on, and then only those memorials visible at each phase added to
the sheet. This is quite time-consuming, but can be rewarding. Because of the scale of
reduction, symbols are usually preferred to the actual headstone or other monument
shapes (Fig 96).

It must be remembered that the boundaries, the shape of the church or other
buildings, paths, and trees may not have been the same throughout the period covered
by the memorials. By studying the pattern of vegetation, changes in the construction of
the boundaries, and distribution of monuments of certain dates, it is often possible to
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Fig 96 Analytical plans showing monuments for two periods at Spittal, Pembrokeshire.
(Drawing by Emma Goodwin)
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identify extensions to burial grounds and to date them quite closely. Depending on
other sources of evidence (see end of chapter), many such changes may also be
considered and sometimes illustrated on the plan.

Patterns of monument erection can show how areas of the graveyard came into use,
perhaps after a period when the graves of earlier generations subsided and were no
longer remembered, or where the burial ground has been extended into new areas.
Considering all the burials mentioned on the stones shows how areas continued in use
for generations after the initial burial and its marker. These subsequent burials in a plot
can be marked on the phase plans with a different colour highlighter pen, or can be
identified on finished plans with a different symbol.

4   Documentary sources
There are many documentary sources which can aid the understanding of the graveyard
records made during the survey. Some of the most obvious are considered here. Which
are used will depend on the topic of study and their availability.

Burial registers are perhaps the most obvious source of information which could be
consulted. The current registers are often held in a safe in the church or burial authority
offices, but older volumes may be housed elsewhere, such as in the County or Diocesan
Records Office. Burial registers list all those who have been buried, in date order. They
are filled in supposedly at the time of burial, and give various pieces of information
about the deceased. This can expand the information known about people commemo-
rated on the memorials, though not those who were remembered but were not actually
buried in this ground. So, some individuals recorded in the survey will not be attested
in this documentary source. In contrast, however, a large number of people will have
been buried but now have no memorial. Some may have been commemorated on
monuments now lost, but most would never have had an individual memorial. A
comparison, over time and by age, sex and social class, between those with memorials
and those without can be a fascinating study. This can throw light not just on wealth
(necessary to a certain degree in many cases to have a permanent memorial) but also on
social attitudes and expectations.

Old photographs and maps can be useful in considering changes in the size, shape
and character of the burial ground over time. Postcards were often produced of
churches, and they incidentally can provide much information about the churchyards
around them. Old engravings may have been drawn using artistic licence, but can still
be informative. Through such sources it may be possible to confirm that flat stones now
set in the grass were once the tops of table tombs, rather than having been commis-
sioned as ledger stones. It may also be possible to trace churchyard expansions, changes
in the routes of paths, and estimate when various trees and bushes were planted.

Official church and cemetery documents can contain much useful information, but
because they were not consistently kept omissions cannot be interpreted with confi-
dence. For example, in some decades details of all sales of monuments may be kept by
a cemetery, then that practice ceased or some of the records may have been lost. In the
case of Anglican churches, ecclesiastical jurisdiction requires that planning permission,
called a faculty, was required for substantial changes, and this will be deposited at the
Diocesan Records Office. Likewise there may be churchwardens’ accounts, minutes of
the parochial church council, and other documents which may refer to the burial
ground and its management. Often the nonconformist chapel burial grounds appear to
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have the poorest records, though sometimes this is because they have not yet been
deposited in a publicly accessible place.

There are many useful books which deal with sources for local and family history
which should be consulted for other possible sources relevant to the lines of enquiry
chosen. Trade directories, for example could provide useful information on local
masons and workshops. Local reference libraries and County Records Offices should
be able to offer help and advice.

5   Writing up the results
Carrying out research can be great fun, but if the methods used and the results are not
written up, then no wider benefit can come from all the effort. It is therefore very
worthwhile producing some kind of report on the graveyard survey.

The report can be one of two kinds. A straightforward descriptive account of what
has been found is perhaps the easier, or an attempt can be made to answer specific
questions either asked from the beginning of the project or raised during the process of
research. In both kinds of report, other information from oral accounts or documentary
sources, may be included if appropriate.

All research can go on indefinitely, so it may be best to write up each aspect of the
report as work on that element reaches a reasonable stage. This is a good idea so that all
the writing does not have to be done at once, and it also means that various informa-
tion, sources and interpretations will still be fresh. It is always possible to return to one
part of the report and add to it or modify it in the light of further work.

Whatever the style of report, it is important to start with a brief description of the
burial ground and its character, and then outline the methodology of recording em-
ployed. Examples of all the various recording sheets, code sheets and conventions
should be included. There should then be a descriptive element which summarises the
nature of the monuments, their forms, materials, details, set in some chronological
framework.

Once the basic introductory information has been provided, those involved in
writing reports can decide what to include. There could be tables and lists, graphs and
plots,  statistics and  illustrations.  There  could be family histories  and  typological
schemes for the monuments, an assessment of the epitaphs or decorative motifs. The
report should reflect the interests and passions of the recorders and analysts, rather than
following a prescribed pattern. The material collected can be used in many ways, but
one has to be aware of drawing too dramatic conclusions from a limited amount of
evidence. Trends based on a small number of examples can be inaccurate. Assumptions
about past populations built only on those commemorated can be biased, though if this
is borne in mind they can still be powerful insights into past behaviour, attitudes and
thought. Thus for some subjects it may only be possible to state the pattern found (for
example deaths by month) but recognise that too many factors affected the population
over perhaps two centuries to allow any firm conclusions. If the sample is large enough,
then splitting it into smaller blocks of time and examining the patterns for each may be
more profitable.

In many cases a great deal will be discovered about changes in fashion, society,
economy, attitudes to death, production of monuments, development of the burial
ground, and aspects of the lives and deaths of those commemorated.
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6   Depositing the records
Once the report is complete, it should be deposited in a safe place. The best location is
either the County or Diocesan Records Office. The full paper archive, together with
plans and photographic negatives should also be deposited. The archivist may or may
not be able to accept other material such as computer disks or rubbings; you should
find out in advance what is acceptable.

Whilst the full archive can only go in one place, a copy of the report and any lists and
indexes could usefully be placed in several locations, such as other Records Offices, the
local library, and perhaps nearby schools or colleges. If information is on computer,
copies of the disk may also be useful to others, and could be deposited along with the
paper report. Many people will find the graveyard memorial information and report of
interest, as a source for family and local history, for comparative purposes when
studying other burial grounds, and as a study in its own right. You may like to consider
staging a display of your work, perhaps in the church, library or community centre to
publicise what you have accomplished. Some of the results may also form the basis of a
small popular publication, perhaps sold through the church, chapel or cemetery office.
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Appendix A: Recording and analysis for
schools

Graveyard projects can be ideal for urban and rural schools alike, and can be adapted
to satisfy many sections of the curriculum, for any age group from reception to sixth
form. Graveyards can be used in the study of the natural world, from lichens to trees,
insects to nesting birds, but they can also be used in many other ways.

For example they can provide:

1. Information on the memorials themselves, to look at the ways in which people were
commemorated and what this source of information can tell us about the past.

2. Information about people in the past, who can be studied in terms of their ages, sex,
occupations.

3. Raw material for inspiration and data collection which has little or nothing to do
with the fact that gravestones are involved; the memorials merely provide a useful
source which is easily available.

In all cases, other sources of information can be used alongside the gravestones, such as
parish documents, local maps, photographs and postcards, newspapers, and census
returns.

Graveyard memorials have the great advantage that they can be counted and meas-
ured, drawn and rubbed, read and transcribed. They relate to people, places and
things, to beliefs and emotions. As a result they can be easily used in science, mathe-
matics, English, religious education, and art as well as history. Output can be in the
form of written text, pictures or numbers, or often a combination of them all.

The ways in which graveyards can be used varies generally with the age of the pupils,
though the nature of the graveyard and the monuments it contains may allow greater or
lesser choice of topic. There are fascinating questions regarding the survival and partial
nature of evidence (which people had stones and which did not), what to record and
how. For older children questions regarding sampling and sample size can be experi-
mented with, or alternative classifications tried out.

A simple classification of rocks used to make the gravestones can be compiled. The
shape of monuments, decoration or styles of lettering can be studied using a simplified
classification. Inscriptions can be copied down exactly, or just certain information such
as names, ages, dates, introductory terms, or epitaphs extracted. Measurements of
monuments can be taken, perhaps to the nearest centimetre. A version of the form used
in Hampshire schools is reproduced in Fig 97.

Graveyard monuments contain information which is readily entered onto computers
and easy to sort and illustrate graphically. As such the data are ideal for ICT projects,
or for other elements of the curriculum where ICT applications are desirable. Even for
primary schoolchildren a simple database can be constructed which can then be sorted
by name, age, date, or any other feature. For older children spreadsheets and databases
can be used for similar sorting and ordering, linked to graphical packages for illustrated
output or to statistical packages for complex mathematical work. A package for Middle
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Fig 97 Memorial recording form used in schools
(adapted from the form used by J D Hill and S Mays, 1987)
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and Secondary schools is offered by Northern Micromedia, for an Acorn computer, but
many standard database and analytical packages can be used.

Pupils enjoy drawing the stones, copying the lettering, or doing rubbings. This is
often best done for only parts of the stone, as it often takes too long to rub a whole
stone, and it is difficult for children to rub evenly over such a large area. Making a plan
of part of the graveyard is an excellent project, with a level of accuracy adapted to the
age of the children.

A graveyard can be used year after year to carry out the same sort of work, and with
older children who can systematically record information, it is possible to gradually
complete a full and detailed survey. The data can accumulate from year to year, and the
pupils can see what they have contributed to a greater whole.

Graveyard recording is an ideal group activity for schools, though some thought
needs to be given to respect for areas of burial grounds still in use, to health and safety,
and preservation of the monuments. Graveyard studies can also be effective subjects for
individual projects for older children, and indeed for college and university students.

The main topics which can be used, at whatever level, include the following; these
have been mentioned in Part 1, and the practicalities of analysis discussed in Part 5, but
they are briefly outlined here in an educational context.

Demography
Demography (the age structure of the population) is particularly suitable for mathemat-
ics and history. Age at death is an obvious feature of gravestones, and can be studied
either on an ad hoc basis looking at individual stones, or more systematically for the
burial ground as a whole. Ages are ideal for mathematics, looking at simple averages,
averages excluding infants or children, averages at different periods (if sample sizes are
sufficient). Ages of men and women can be compared. Tables, graphs and bar charts
can be produced. Comparison of different sources can be achieved through the use of
burial registers; the differences in numbers and average ages, between the actual burials
and those recorded on the stones, can provoke stimulating discussion.

Classification
Classification is suitable for science, mathematics, art and history. Pupils can create a
typology of the types of stone, shape of headstone, and decoration, and changes in these
through time can be discovered and measured through the frequency of types. The
complexities of data can be explored here for the older age groups, and the trends
compared with other artistic movements seen in architecture, perhaps exemplified in
the church or chapel, or other local buildings. Tables, graphs and bar charts can again
be utilised, but there is also opportunity for other art work.

Attitudes to death
This subject is suitable for creative writing and art as well as religious education, and
personal and social education. Gravestones open up the opportunity to discuss death,
and this may need sensitive handling. However, the ways in which people have been
remembered can be compared. What happens after death is an important issue to
confront; a consideration of what people believed in the past and what they believe now
can be an effective way of examining this. The wording and some of the imagery on the
memorials allows this to be explored.
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Materials science
This subject is suitable for science, mathematics, art, design technology, geography and
history. The craft of making memorials, and the use of stone, wood and metals can be
examined. The various characteristics and qualities of different materials, and the range
of stone types, can be considered. Local quarrying or importation of the stones, and
their varying tool marks and weathering rates can be explored. The data can be
presented using tables, graphs and bar charts, with rubbings and sketches.

Social structure
Social structure is relevant for creative writing and history. The people recorded on
memorials can be considered in terms of their social class, occupation, gender, age, and
familial relationships. Those on any one monument can be linked together socially, and
members of the same family who may be on several stones traced. By using documen-
tary sources such as burial registers a fuller appreciation of families can be obtained. In
communities where families have been resident for generations, oral history and family
records can also be used. The ways in which women and children are described and
treated on the stones can be particularly fascinating for children. The decrease in child
mortality and general increase in life span can be linked with medical advances and
improved social conditions including housing and water supply. First names and their
changing popularity are also of interest.
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Appendix B: Useful addresses and sources
of information

Council for British Archaeology
Bowes Morrell House, 111 Walmgate, York YO1 9WA
http://www.britarch.ac.uk

English Heritage Education
23 Savile Row
London W1X 1AB
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk

Society for Church Monuments, c/o The Society of Antiquaries of London, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London W1V 0HS (mainly interested in internal monuments,
though the newsletter also contains information on gravestones)

Society for Church Archaeology, c/o Council for British Archaeology, Bowes Morrell
House, 111 Walmgate, York YO1 9WA

Association for Gravestone Studies, 278 Main Street, Suite 207, Greenfield, Massa-
chusetts 01301, USA (mainly American material, but also interested in work from any
part of the world, and has published in both the newsletter and the journal, Markers,
papers on British subjects)

The following organisations should be consulted before undertaking a survey to find
out what has been done and to assess background information. You will need to make
contact with the branch or office covered by your area. Addresses and telephone
numbers should be available at the local library and from the telephone directory.

County Records Office

Diocesan Records Office

Cemetery office, or Cemetery manager (who may be in one of several departments
within local authorities)

Local library

Local museum (archaeology but also local history/folk life)

Local Archaeological, Historical, Family History societies
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Council for British Archaeology
St Mary’s House, 66 Bootham, York  YO30 7BZ
http://www.britarch.ac.uk

English Heritage Education
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk
Follow links to Learning and Resources 

Church Monuments Society (mainly interested in internal monuments, though the
newsletter also contains information on gravestones)
http://www.churchmonumentssociety.org

Society for Church Archaeology
http://www.britarch.ac.uk/socchurcharchaeol/

Association for Gravestone Studies, 278 Main Street, Suite 207, Greenfield,
Massachusetts 01301, USA (mainly American material, but also interested in work
from any part of the world, and has published in both the newsletter and the journal,
Markers, papers on British subjects)
http://www.gravestonestudies.org 
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Index by Susan Vaughan

Illustrations are denoted by page numbers in italics or by illus where figures are scat-
tered throughout the text. C – century.

abbreviations, 84–5
age at death, 57, 161, 162
Aldbourne (W Sussex), incised and painted

inscription, 123
analyses, 153–6; see also computers
anchors, 30, 35
angels, 18, 19, 109
Anglian revival, 36
archive, 158
Atcham (Shrops), memorials, 25, 74

baroque and rococo decoration, 32–4
Belt, Elizabeth, epitaph, 52
bench marks, 141
biblical quotations, 150–1
biblical scenes, 33, 34, 125–6
Bibury (Glos), bale tomb, 23
Bingham (Notts), partly buried headstone, 75
Bitton (S Glos), mortality symbols, 31
body stones, 118, 119; see also ledgers
border decoration, 36, 124, 126
Bottesford (Leics), tooling patterns, 130
Bradford, Undercliffe cemetery

inscribed kerb, 88
tombs, 22, 25, 26, 38, 117

Brean (Som), cast-iron memorial, 12
Bredon (Leics), cherubs, 32
Bredwardine (Heref), cross, 21
Brien, Miles, distribution of memorials carved

by, 65
Broadway (Worcs), early memorial, 6
brushes, 90
buildings, graveyards, 137
Bulmer (N Yorks)

classical revival decoration, 9, 35
infant burial, 58
inscriptions, 87, 92
remembrance symbols, 39

burial registers, 156, 161, 162
Byrne, Mary, epitaph, 52
Byzantine style, 3

cadaver tombs, 29
Calder Valley, decorated ledgers, 29, 46
calligraphy see lettering styles
carpenters, 7

Carrara quarries (Italy), 18
cartouches, 7, 8, 33
cast-iron memorials, 10, 12
Castlemorton (Worcs), headstone with

cartouche, 8
catholics see Roman Catholics
Celtic revival style, 21, 36, 63, 109
chains, 104, 105, 118, 121
chalk, 90
chapels, cemetery, 36
cherubs, 29, 32–4, 109, 125
chippings, 104, 121
churchwardens’ accounts, 156
classical revival style, 9, 28, 35, 36, 117
classification, 161
Claverley (Shrops), mortality symbols, 31
clergy memorials, 59
Clonmacnoise (Co Offaly)

graveyard expansion, 44
rubbings, 134–5, 136
turf-covered ledger, 76

coats of arms, 3, 6, 29, 30, 39
coffin makers, 7
coffins, as mortality symbols, 30, 31
columns

as decorative features, 12, 20, 35, 36, 124
pedestal tombs, 23, 24, 25, 114, 115–16

communal memorials, 14, 16, 59, 60
Compton Bassett (Wilts), moss-covered

headstone, 74
computers, 146–7, 152–3, 159–61
construction methods, 22, 131, 134
copper alloy inscriptions, 99
Cordukes, Ada, epitaph, 53
cornices, 20, 22
Cornish language memorials, 63, 150
Coxwold (N Yorks)

chest tomb, 22
headstones, 9, 14, 37, 41
inscriptions, 45, 123

Crayke (N Yorks), memorials, 12, 18, 37
cremation plaques, 16, 17, 18, 104
Cricklade (Wilts), chest tomb recording, 89
crosses

as decorative motifs, 36, 110, 125
memorials, 18, 20, 21, 36, 108, 109
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crucifixion scenes, 33, 34, 40
cultural affiliation, 61–3
cyclical burial, 41, 44–5

databases, 151–3, 159–61
death, attitudes to, 50–4, 161
deceased, representation of, 18, 19; see also

person forms
decoration

recording, 82, 124–6
styles, 29

C17, 29, 30; C20, 40, 41; see also
Anglian revival; baroque and
rococo; Celtic revival; classical
revival; Egyptian revival; Gothic
revival; symbolism

Deerhurst (Glos), headstone with cartouche, 8
demographic studies, 47–50, 161
denomination, recording, 83
desk-type memorials, 112, 113
Devil’s Bridge (Ceredigion), cherubs, 33
dimensions, recording, 82, 94, 95–6, 97
Dinas (Pemb), headstones, 9, 15
Diocesan Archaeological Advisor, 73
displays, 158
distributions see spatial studies
documentary sources

burial grounds, 45–6, 50, 68, 156–7
masons, 64

drawings, measured, 134; see also sketches
Dromin (Co Louth)

commemorations, 56
crucifixion scene, 34
example of recording, 85

Dungooly (Co Louth), Irish language
memorial, 63

Dunning, Edwin, epitaph, 53

Easingwold (N Yorks), table tomb, 24
educational applications, 159–62
Edvin Loach (Heref)

erosion and vandalism, 2
unmarked burial, 49

Egyptian revival style, 3, 28, 36, 38, 117
epitaphs see inscriptions
equipment, required for fieldwork, 69, 70,

137–8, 141, 142
erosion, 1, 2
etching, 40, 41
etiquette, graveyard, 69
excavation, 73–4
expansion, graveyard, 41, 44, 45–6

Fairford (Glos), bale tomb, 23
family plots, 41–2, 43, 44
family relationships, 54, 150, 162
farmer’s memorial, 39, 59

first aid, 76
flowers and foliage, 32, 39, 40, 124, 125; see

also wreath
foot stones, 7, 118, 119
fruit, 32, 39

Gaelic memorials, 63, 150
gates, cemetery, 36
gender studies, 54–7, 162
Gothic revival, 36, 37, 40, 117
granite, 12, 14, 24, 65, 97
grave-boards, 102, 103, 104
grid references, 82

hands, depictions of, 39, 40
headstones

location, 46
partly-buried, 73–4, 75, 94
recording, 109–10, 111–13, 114
types, 5

bedstead, 7–8, 10; classical revival, 9,
10; flat-topped, 5, 6; Gothic
revival,12, 14, 110; log design, 14,
15; low, 14–16, 17; modern, 16,
17–18; round-topped, 12, 13, 110;
tall, 14, 15

health and safety, 75–6, 161
heraldic devices see coats of arms
Heysham (Lancs), inscribed kerbs, 88
Hickling (Notts)

headstones, 8, 11, 33
infant burial, 58
inscriptions, 92, 123

Hodgson, George, epitaph, 53
Hope, depiction of, 35
Hopperton, Jane, epitaph, 53
Hornsey, Matthew, epitaph, 53
hourglass, 30, 31
Hovingham (N Yorks), inscription

introduction, 87

indexes, 146, 158
infant burials, 57, 58
inlay, 122, 123, 124
inscriptions

analysis, 54–63, 149–51
production of, 64–5
recording, 84, 85, 86

condition, 93–4; deciphering, 86, 89,
90; illegible, 91; introductory
terms, 84, 87, 151; location, 85–6,
88; panel shape and definition,
120, 121–2; techniques, 122, 123,
124

types, 33, 50–4
see also lettering styles

interlace design, 36, 109
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Iona (Argyll & Bute), unmarked burials,
49

Irish language memorials, 63, 150
Italian grave, 62
ivy, 73

James, David, epitaph, 51
Jewish burial grounds, 61
Jones, David, epitaph, 53

Kellington (N Yorks)
cremation plaques, 17
erosion and vandalism, 2
graveyard expansion, 44
memorials, 17, 42, 43, 99

kerbs
family plots, 41, 43
inscriptions on, 86, 88
recording, 94–7, 104, 105, 118, 119–21
use of, 16, 17, 18

Kilmadock (Perth & Kinross), early memorial,
6

Kirkwall (Orkney), mortality symbols, 31

Lacey, Frank, epitaph, 52
landowners’ memorials, 59
languages, foreign, 62, 63, 150–1
Laugharn, Moses, epitaph, 52
lead lettering, 98, 124
leaves see flowers and foliage; wreath
ledgers

in Calder valley, 29, 46
recording, 100, 102, 103, 104
types, 3, 5, 6, 16

Leigh (Worcs), mortality symbols, 31
lettering styles

foreign languages/scripts, 62, 63, 151
identifying craftsmen by, 64
recording, 84, 127, 128
types, 10, 11, 29, 66

early, 29; C17–18, 32; baroque and
rococo, 33; classical revival, 36;
Gothic revival, 36; Celtic revival,
36; C20, 40

Lewis, Maria, epitaph, 51
lichen, 135
London

Brompton Road cemetery, mausolea, 28,
117

Kensal Green cemetery
masonic symbols, 40
memorials

crosses, 21; headstones, 18, 41;
immigrant burials, 62; statuary,
19; tombs, 25, 27, 37, 38, 99

long bones, 30, 31
Lower Swell (Glos), early memorial, 6

McCullogh, Patrick and Judith, epitaph, 52
McNally, Rose, epitaph, 52
management, graveyard, 10
maps, old, 156
marble

sources of, 65
use of, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 24

Marsh, John, epitaph, 52
masonic symbols, 39, 40
masons

marks, 86, 92, 129, 150
memorial, 59
production and distribution, 64–6, 157

materials see raw materials
mausolea, 26, 28, 36, 38

recording, 103, 117, 119, 134
memorials

orientation, 45, 46
production and distribution, 64–6, 157
types, 2–5; see also communal memorials;

crosses; headstones; mausolea;
statuary; tombs

see also inscriptions; recording
Menai Straights (Anglesey), classical revival

decoration, 35
Michaelkirk (Moray), C17 decoration, 30
military memorials, 59, 60; see also war

memorials
Monasterboice (Co Louth)

example of recording, 86
inscriptions, 52, 55, 56
memorials, 15, 21, 34

Morris, Jane and Thomas, epitaphs, 51
mortality

demographic study, 47–9, 161
inscriptions emphasising, 51
symbols see under symbolism

Morvil (Pemb), Welsh language memorial,
63

moss, 73, 74
mourner, depiction of, 35
Muckros Abbey (Co Kerry), family plot,

43

names, study of, 49, 162
national symbols, 40, 63
Nether Broughton (Notts), lettering, 11
Nevern (Pemb)

inscriptions, 55, 56
mortality, 48

Newport (Pemb)
epitaphs, 51, 52, 53
headstone with classical revival decoration,

9
materials used for memorials, 4
tooling pattern, 130

Nicholas, Eleanor Jane, epitaph, 52
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nonconformists
burial grounds

records, 45, 50, 156–7; spatial
organisation, 60–1

memorials, 10, 14, 24
numbering system, memorials, 69–71, 83–4

obelisks, 24, 25, 36
occupational mortality, 49
occupations, indicated on memorials, 39, 40,

54, 57, 59, 150, 162
orientation

of inscriptions, 45, 46
memorials, recording, 82, 95, 97

Over Silton (N Yorks), early memorial, 6
Owen, Sarah and Frances, epitaph, 52

Painswick (Glos), memorials, 38, 59, 61, 99
paint, 12, 64, 122, 123, 124
paths, recording, 137
pattern books, 64
peace epitaphs, 52
Peckett, David, epitaph, 53
pediments, 9, 10, 32, 36
permission, 67–8
Pershore (Worcs), classical revival decoration,

35
person forms, 147, 148, 149–50
photographs

on memorials, 40, 41, 62
old, 156
recording, 82, 90, 127–9, 131–2, 133, 134

pilasters, 20, 32
planning, burial grounds (illus), 137–44
plans, analysis, 154, 155, 156
plaques

copper alloy, 32
masons’, 92
see also cremation plaques

Polish memorials, 62
polychrome effects, 12–14
postcards, old, 156
Potts, Emma, epitaph, 52
projects

checklist, 77–8
preparatory work, 67–8
survey, 69–76
timetable, 76–7

pyramid, 38

railings
recording, 104, 105, 118, 121
use of, 16, 58

raw materials, 65, 66, 98–103
recording (illus), 79–82

additional information, 127, 129–31, 134
checking, 129

complex monuments, 134
date, 127, 129
decorative motifs, 124–7
inscriptions, 84–92

letter styles, 127, 128; techniques,
122–4; text panels, 120–2

materials, 98–103
measurements and orientation, 92–7
memorial types, 100–21
standard information, 82–4
see also person forms; photographs;

planning; rubbings; school projects;
sketches

relief carving, 7, 8
religious affiliation, 60–1
remembrance

commemorations emphasising, 53–4
symbols of, 39, 40

repairs, 131
reports, 157–8
residence, of deceased, 54, 56
rock memorials, 112, 113
Roman Catholics, 40, 61
Romanesque style, 3, 12
ropework, 13, 124
rubbings, 82, 134–5, 136
Rudston (N Yorks), statuary, 19

St Dogmael’s (Pemb), national symbol, 40
St Mawgan (Corn), communal memorial, 60
salvation epitaphs, 52–3
sarcophagi, depicted on memorials, 9, 10, 36
school projects, 159–62
scrollwork, 9, 10, 20, 29
sculpture see statuary
seats, recording, 137
serpents, 30, 31
sexton’s tools, 30, 31
shaving foam, 90
Sheffield (Sheff)

elaborate memorials, 27
infant burial, 58

Sheriff Hutton (N Yorks), epitaphs, 51, 52, 53
sketches

burial grounds, 71, 72, 144
memorials, 127–9

skulls, 30, 31
slabs see ledgers
slate, 32
Slavonic memorial, 62
Smith, Anthony, epitaph, 51
social structure, study of, 54–63, 162
spatial studies

internal, 41, 42, 43–6, 60–1
wider, 46, 47, 65

sphinx heads, 36, 38
Spittal (Pemb), analytical plans, 155
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sponging, 90
statuary

recording, 103, 109, 110, 125
types, 18, 19, 21

stelae, 10, 36
Stickillin (Co Louth), epitaph, 52
Stillington (N Yorks), war grave, 16
stone types, 98, 101, 162
subscription, memorials financed by, 59, 60
surveying see planning
Sutton on the Forest (N Yorks)

inscriptions, 41, 56, 87, 91, 123
memorials, 17, 19, 37, 39, 59, 62

swags, 32, 35
symbolism, 29

age, 57
cherubs, 29, 32–4, 109, 125
identities, 39, 40
mortality, 29, 30–1, 32–3, 125
national, 40, 63, 125
remembrance, 39, 40, 125

Terrington (N Yorks)
inscriptions, 11, 87, 92
memorials, 8, 13, 16, 49, 58

Thwaites, George, epitaph, 53
tombs

recording
bale, 106, 108, 134; chest, 103, 105,

106, 107–8, 134; low monuments,
102, 103, 104; pedestal, 103, 114,
115–16, 119; table, 103, 105, 106,
107–8

types
bale, 20, 23; chest, 20, 22, 23; elaborate,

26, 27; low monuments, 24, 26;
pedestal, 20, 23–4, 25; table,
20–3, 24

tooling, 129, 130

tools
occupational, 39, 40, 57
sexton’s, 30, 31

tracery, 29, 36, 37
trade directories, 157
trade symbols, 39
trees, recording, 137
turf cutting, 73, 74–5, 76

undertakers, 7
unmarked graves, 49, 50
urns, 9, 24, 25, 35, 36

vandalism, 1, 2
vases, 121
vaults, 43
vegetation, clearing, 73
Virgin Mary, 18, 40, 109

Walton East (Pemb), burial ground plans,
142–3

war memorials, 14, 16, 59–60
Welsh memorials, 40, 63, 150
Westow (N Yorks), memorials, 24, 99
Whitby (N Yorks)

memorials, 13, 26
vandalism, 2

wildlife, 1, 67
willows, 35, 36
Wimbush family, memorial, 49
Woodplumpton (Lancs), early memorial,

6
wreath, 41

York
inscribed kerb, 88
remembrance symbols, 39

Zoung, Thomas, memorial, 30
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